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‘ awaits the winter guests of Florida. But to really 
see and thoroughly enjoy the charm of this fairy- 
land one should have a cruiser designed and built 

ill for this special purpose. 

The Great Lakes 

Special Florida Model 

is an ideal 42-foot craft in which to take full advantage of 
the undreamed beauty of Florida waters. It possesses ample 
accommodations—a well-equipped galley, luxurious forward 
abin which comfortably sleeps four—full head-room engine 
compartment and a commodious cockpit. It is equally well 
suited for large day parties or long cruises. The speed is 
24 miles per hour. 
We can make op shipment so that you may have 
your boat ready for you upon your arrival in Florida. 

eet es Vay we send our latest bulletin, No. 205, on the 42-footer, 
ee and No. 334 on the 54-footer? -¥ 3 | ¢ 

mi Great Lakes Boat Building Corp. 
Milwaukee Wisconsin 

“The Largest Builders of Express Cruisers in’ America” 

For those who prefer a larger craft —— T , 4-f eter nods - = 
we offer the 54-foot twin-screw —— t ~ g v “3 , ail 

. cruis st rdized 1 t u express pore , > - ~~‘. - —_— _ _ ~ —_ eruiset with rea accomu 5. cruiser of established me ———-— — - - 
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Joe’s get themselves 
photographed at Jagua Castle, 
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CiwnfMuegos 

AVING, by the timely use of the 
motor, dodged a_ waterspout 
which threatened us with de 

struction, we three members of the 
tribe of Hippocampus—the redoubtable 
Joe Squibb, the loquacious Joe Cham- 
bers, and my humble self—looked hope- 
fully for better things in the weather 
line. It had taken us twelve days to 
cover but litthe more than 300 miles, 
and we had experienced every variety 
of calm from the flat, motionless kind 
to the sort that stands you on your 
beam ends and makes you gnash your 
teeth at the useless, slatting sails. 
We had had our share of squalls and 

rain, we had found the wind an adept 
at shifting from northeast to southeast, 
depending on whether we wanted to 
sail toward these points—and we had 
come to the conclusion that the time to 
cruise in Cuban waters is not July. 
Moreover, we had watched available 
time and money slip away from us and 
we had commenced to entertain the 
idea of terminating our travels in 
Panama. 

But at the moment of avoiding the 
Wwaterspout we thought only of putting 
greater distance between us and the 
wicked-looking mass of clouds that had 
spawned it. To that end we shut off 
the motor and took steps to cure the 
missing that had given us palpitation 
ot the heart while we were running 
away from the sea monster. By ex- 
periment I learned that one set of dry 
cells was weak, and for these I substi- 

Beating Up to Windward 

Hippocampus Makes Poor Time Going From Island 

to Island in the West Indies—A St. Hilaire Sight 

Blushingly Displayed for Sharks to Pick to Pieces 

The skipper takes a sight 
usually comfortab!e 

By Alfred F. Loomis 

tn AOR pa ACN IE ag ON SA I 

Kind friends took us for a swim on the 
beach at Port Antonio, Jamaica, Squibb 

is in the small boat alongside 

tuted a new set; by inspection I found 
that the timer had become fouled 
through the use of too great a quantity 
of oil. This also was replaced. At the 
suggestion of Chambers (whose words 
were lent greater weight by the paren- 
thetical remark that the wind was then 
blowing toward us from the cloud 
bank) I squirted kerosene into the 
carbureter with the motor running and 
partially cleansed the cylinders of car- 
bon. By these means and by the use of 
sanctimonious words judiciously misap- 
plied we were presently under way to 
the tune of a rhythmic exhaust. 

The storm center receded into the 
distance as we motored east, still send- 
ing its lightnings into the sea, and in 
time the moon emerged and lighted us 
on our way. For two hours we con- 
tinued under power, and then, a gentle 
southeasterly springing up, we shut off 
the motor and made the best course we 
could in the direction of East Guano 
Cay, whose lighthouse is the first aid, 
coming from the westward, to the ap- 
proach of the city of Cienfuegos. 

Luck attended our landfall of this 
light. Up to six o’clock in the evening 
of July rath we had logged only thirty 
miles in twenty-four hours, and I had 



We swam in the shark- 
proof enclosure at the 
Cienfuegos Y. C., and 
then breakfasted aboard 

A quaint cluster of dwell- 
ings surrounds Jagua 
Castle at the entrance to 

Cienfuegos Bay 

let the entire period of daylight go by without a shot at the 
“of finding that we 

Better to hope 
sun. “What is the use,” I thought, 
haven’t moved appreciably since yesterday ? 
that the current has eased us on our way.” 

Hence, when I went off watch at midnight my idea of our 
But I diligently stepped off our vari- position was vague. 

ous courses on the chart—nineteen miles SSE, 
seven NNE, three S under power, ten E under 
power, and finally nine NNE under sail again 
—and assumed an absolutely unjustified dead 
reckoning position. It placed us twenty miles 
south of Jack Taylor Reef and thirty-five south- 
west of East Guano Cay. 

I was on the point of imparting this misinfor- 
mation to Chambers, who had relieved me on 
deck, when he sang out “Light-O.” Al has the 
eyes of an eagle, despite the fact that he was 
nearly ejected from the Navy because of deficient 
sight, and we expect him to make all our land- 
falls. This was the happiest one he has ever 
made, for a hurried observation of the light’s 
bearing informed me that we were only two miles 
from Jack Taylor Reef and ploughing directly 
for it. Not the light itself, but only its flash 
against the clouds was visible, and had we come 
up another mile to westward we should probably 
have terminated the cruise among the sharks of 
the reef. 

This experience has taught me one thing— 
never to let pass an opportunity for fixing our 
position by celestial observation, no matter how 
far off shore we are or how close to an unre- 
markable coast. Luck doesn’t always break for 
the small-boat sailor, and the currents, working 
silently and unobtrusively, may set him on the 
rocks before he knows it. 

The wind had now shifted to the east, and we 
tacked about and headed away from the reef. 
Daylight found us still beating toward the Orient, 
the lighthouse then plainly visible; but a total 

A 

shape a course for Cienfuegos. 

of canvas straining. 

friendly 
spects the mizzen truck 

gull in- 

of twelve hours slipped by before we had made good twenty 
miles and saw ourselves in a position to round the light and 

Then we ran for it, taking 
the wind from slightly abaft the beam and with every stitch 

It was our first experience with the 
full strength of the trade wind in the Caribbean, and al- 
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The chart work by which we fixed our position in approaching Jamaica 
an illustration for the accompanying St. Hilaire sight. The intercept of 19 
miles, extended along the sun’s azimuth at the moment of taking the sight, 
cuts dry land, but the perpendicular Sumner line, 

calculated distance from the shore, 
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though we kept all sail spread we 
watched the seams carefully and were 
prepared to lower on the first indica- 
tion of failure. But, barring a slight 
ripping along the seams of the main- 
sail where, in years past, the lee back- 
Stay had. been allowed to chafe the 
canvas, everything held and we made 
knots. 

Banging across the shoal that ex- 
tends eastward from East Guano, and 
attended by some friendly gulls which 
took turns flying overhead to peck at 
our main and mizzen trucks, we en- 
joyed for two hours the sensation of 
having exactly the right amount of 
wind while sailing on a beeline for 
our destination. But presently the 
waves broke no more against our 
weather side, nor immersed the bow- 
sprit, nor washed the lee deck from 
main shrouds to mizzen. We righted 
to a more even keel and prepared with 
resignatioa to meet the afternoon’s 
calm. It same, ushered in by an arched 

Taking ’em over % 
the bow 

squall, which sent us to the main halliards 
in a hurry. 

“Poor,” said the skipper, when the main- 
sail was furled and its boom rested in the 
crutch. “If we can’t do better than that 
we'll be out of luck when a real squall 
strikes us.” 

“All right,’ said the exec. “Let’s run 
her up again for practice.’ He spoke 
ironically. 

“Shoot,” said the first luff, rubbing the 
pelting raindrops from his eyes; and in 
another thirty seconds the mainsail was 
again spread to the squall. 
“Now down with it,” said the skipper 

when the halliards were in order; “and 
don’t let us shame ourselves before that 
spic fisherman.” 
Down she came, with creditable pre- 

cision, and up again the gaff traveled to 
the throat pendant as the squall passed by 
and the wind slacked off. But calm im- 
mediately overtook us and we lowered 
away once more. 

RS ee = 

Hippocampus lying at the pier of the Cienfuegos Yacht Club, Cuba 

An extem “If we razzle-dazzle the sail up and down half a dozen 
porized trisail times for every squall,” drawled Squibb, as we went below 

to look for books and writing material, “we'll be sailing 
under bare poles in about a week. Take the advice of an 

(Continued on page 52) 

Steadies us 
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Hippocampus is a sweet boat to sail, no matter what the wind 

7 



Guinevere, the 

Diesel-Electric Yacht 

Progress in Design and Construction 

is Evident in Every Feature of this 

Newest Auxiliary Motor Yacht 

ONSIDERABLE interest was aroused by 
the description of the auxiliary schooner 
Elfay which appeared in MoToR BoatinG 

some time ago. This vessel has cruised over 
14,000 miles without trouble with either the Diesel 
engine or the electric propulsion machinery. In 
building the new schooner yacht Guinevere, her 
owner, Edgar Palmer, specified that the Winton 
Diesel electric drive be used in this boat also. 

This new Diesel equipped yacht is the largest 
boat of this type ever built in this country and 
is further the largest fore and aft schooner yacht 
ever built in the world. The design was executed 
by A. Loring Swasey and the Diesel electric drive 
was worked out by him in consultation with Com- 
mander Fisher of the United States Navy. 

The power plant of Guinevere consists of a 
pair of Winton Diesel engines direct connected 
to electric generators, the current from which is 
used to. turn a large driving motor operating a 
Bevis patent propeller. This innovation in power 
plant engineering gives the Diesel electric drive 
a wonderful opportunity to operate at its highest 
efficiency. For running at reduced speed, one 

SS ————— SS a TE 

Interior,of the chart-house and radio-room 



motor can be used and for full speed 
both motors. A large factor of safety 
is incorporated in this system should 
any repairs be necessary to one or the 
other of the engines while the vessel 
is at sea. 

[he entire motor power equipment 
was built by the Winton Engine Works 
and the Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company. The _ hull 
with all its intricate details was built 
at the yards of George Lawley & Son 
Corporation at Neponset. The prin- 
cipal dimensions of Guinevere are, 
length over all, 195 feet; beam over all, 
32 feet 5 inches; displacement, 642 
tons, and speed under power alone, 11% 
knots. For auxiliary purposes many 
varieties of electrical equipment are 
carried. There is a two-ton Clothel 

A small corner > owner's stateroom 

The main deck forward showing the Hyde elecirically 
operated anchor winch 

refrigerating unit, and a pair of 15 k.w. gen- 
erators driven by Quayle oil engines of 25 h.p. 
each. <All other equipment such as bilge pumps, 
fire punips, service pumps, ventilating fans, hoists 
fer both anchors and sail, wireless apparatus, 

are operated by electric power, no steam 
used on the boat. 

ost complete accommodations are afforded for 
vner and his guests on the yacht. The trim 

he «interior is entirely of Circassian walnut 
and teak. The deck house and all joiner work 
above decks is also of the finest grade of teak. 
\n unusually large dining saloon amidships ex- 
tends the full width of the vessel. A large sky- 
light overhead admits a flood of daylight and the 
room is very bright. All interior woodworks and 
furniture were designed particularly for the boat 

by Mr. Swasey and interior decorations were 
selected to match. Six large state rooms 

are provided with an additional one 
on deck which has a private stair- 
way leading down below. 

The carved figurehead 
on Guinevere 

Guests’ bathrooms are completely furnished 



Photograph by McClintock 

Beyond the Three Mile Limit 

Down in the region of the Bahamas where the thermometer hovers 
around 105 degrees a man may still raise a thirst—and quench it. In 
the present instance, however, we see the starboard quarter of James 
Allison’s L’Apache, and the bow of Carl Fisher's Shadow V overtaking 
the former at full speed. Jack La Gorce, associate editor of the National 
Geographic Magazine, is seen anxiously hanging from the awning 

stanchions 



Rami was launched this sea- 
son from the yards of J. M. 
Densmore Co., Boston, Mass., 
where she was built for S. 
Sprague, Portland, Maine. 
While not built for extreme 
speeds, she can cruise at 15% 
knots. The trial trips con- 
sisted of a four-hour run at 
full speed, her two big six 
Sterlings turning at 1,275 
r.p.m. On account of the 
small bore of the motors fuel 
economy and absence of vi- 

bration is assured 
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Photographs by Stebbins 

Rami, a 70-Foot Stock Cruiser 

As an Example of Stock Cruiser Construction of the Present 

Day, Rami Takes Her Place With the Finest Yachts 

As the interior view of the deck house show, Rami is 
luxuriously outfitted. Large and well lighted cabins 
suggest a revival of this wholesome type of naval archi- 
tecture. The cost is not perhaps so stupendous as the 
appearance of this cruiser would seem to indicate, 
although Mr. Sprague took early advantage of a quiet 
season, and had his boat built at a nominal figure for 
the very complete and graceful cruiser in which he has 

cruised along the Maine coast 

Model GR Sterling motors of the dual valve type are 
used to drive Rami. At 1,200 and over, when carefully 
balanced as are these motors, there is a true spinning 
motion and no sense of engines working. The boat 
glides through the water without throb or noise, carrying 
ten to twelve persons and crew at a minimum of fuel 
and oil cost per mile. Such craft compare favorably 
with railroad transportation in more comfortable sur- 

roundings but in almost equal traveling time 
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Kex II 

By Frank Pembroke Huckins 

ELL, the gol-darned boat-grafting 
job is done. The major operation 
was a success. The patient also re- 

covered. In sooth, she has just returned 
from an eleven hundred-mile cruise to Nova 
Scotia. Now, as my last act before returning 
to find out where my wandering business is 
to-night, | must write that article | promised 
“Chap.” 

Some of you who do more than look at 
the pictures in MoToR BoatinG recall that 
starting with the thirty-eight-footer Kex II 
we threw away everything aft of the mid- 

section and married the remains to enough more 
to make her sixty feet. Although we started away 
back in August, 1920, it was not until well into 
the spring that the anvil chorus had been fully 
mobilized. Oh, those prognostications! She will 
squat! She will roll over! She won't make five 
knots! She will be down by the head! You 
won't get her done in time to cruise this year! 
They were all there with a slight sprinkling of 
optimists—boosters—those good friends who pre- 
dicted 20 knots and that sort of bunk. I say they 
were all there, at the launching—didn’t want to 
see anybody killed, of course not, but if the 
balloon was going to bust they didn’t want to 

miss a thing. 
Well, we fooled them. She went over, 

stayed right side up, floated precisely on her 
designed waterline and what is more she was 
launched on the appointed day with the rugs 
down, the berths made up, ice and food in 
the ice chest, a fire in the galley range and— 
it is none of your business what was in the 
locker—this is my summer home. Still more 
surprising, all the fool contraptions worked. 
Put your foot on a button out forward and 
get a forty-foot stream to wash off the anchor 
as it comes up, or the decks, or for a morn- 
ing shower for them what likes it cold. Turn 
a button on the control board and the electric 
bilge pump hums below. Turn another and 

(Continued on page 98) 

Upper view: Owner’s room looking for 
ward. Center view: Deck house, chart 
table, controls, etc. Lower view: For 

ward saloon, looking aft 
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The By-Ways of Florida 

Many Natural Winding Waterways 

of Great Beauty Provide New 

Thrills for the Inquisitive Cruiser 

By E. F. Willoughby 

HILE much has been written about the highways 
of Florida East Coast water travel, little, if any- 
thing, has been said of the number of interesting 

side trips, day trips, that one can take if one has the time, 
coupled with a desire to see Nature in her loveliest, and 
natural raiment. There are no doubt hundreds of such 
trips; many | have not taken, and doubtless many that | 
have taken, the beauties of which I shall try to visualize to 
those who read this, have been worth real trouble to take, 
though all are easily accessible, being more or less part of 
what is the main highway of water travel in Florida, the 
East Coast Inland Waterway. 

The most northern by-way that I happen to have taken is 
the Tomoka River. Anchored at Ormond, we took the 
launch and went up the Halifax River to the canal, but 
very soon branched off into the Tomoka itself, a natural 
winding waterway of great beauty, becoming very narrow. 
rhe shores are closely matted with vegetation, and often 
as | have been up here, I have never failed to see alligators 
on the banks, and in one memorable instance, a big mother 
‘gator was sunning herself, and literally swarming with 
baby ailigators, who were crawling all over her, this way 
and that, and resembling a very active ant’s nest more than 
anything else. We tried to see into the water, but its inky 
blackness hid any secrets that it held exceedingly well, and 
we had to be content with imagining the fish that lived 
under its surface. 

We made a landing on the left shore, at a nice cleared 
spot, evidently a picnic spot of long standing, and ate our 
basket lunch undisturbed by the wood-noises we heard from 
time to time. Rustlings in the underbrush all around us, 
croakings of big blue herons that we caught occasional 
glimpses of, and all sorts of bird sounds in the branches 
overhead, made music of a kind seldom had with meals. 
After luncheon we continued up the river, a little further, 
but finally had to head homewards, glad that we had en- 
countered none of the excursionists who, in season, make 
this trip frequently, and mar its beauty with their noisy 
chatter. Another very beautiful river is the St. Lucie, 
which terminates at the St. Lucie Inlet, and if you have 
never heet Sos instant een up here, vou ha missed something really worth i « > - 

he lO Tepe as © 

Fort Lauderdale 
from the river 

while, as it combines real 
depth with its picturesque 
beauty. We have been up its 
North branch, which is about 
thirty miles long, nearly to the 
end, in our houseboat drawing 
three feet, and have only tied 
to the bank when it became so narrow 
and winding that we couldn’t go any 
further; even then we had probably 
over ten feet of water beneath us, 
and in some instances twenty, they say. 

Both the north and south branch forks of the St. Lucie 
River terminate at Stuart, about five miles from the inlet, 
and while the south fork is very beautiful, the north fork, 
to my mind, is the best. Leaving Stuart, after having gone 
through the drawbridge here, bear to the right (north) and 
go through a waterway which is fairly deep, keeping in the 
middle with the exception of a place where a shoal bears 
off from an island, about two miles up, at which point you 
have to follow, close in, the left shore. After entering the 
narrow part, just beyond, you cannot easily get lost, though 
several times branches come in from the left and are apt to 
be misleading. But the river follows almost all right-hand 
turns, the only exception, as I remember, being a sharp 
left at what is known as Jewfish point, which bears a sign 

Seminole Indian village near Fort Lauderdale 

with the name on it, and a pointer. The prettiest part of 
the river is here, and the river banks are covered with dense 

and very tropical foliage. Pal- 
perres ~mg metto trees in great profusion, 

+ some of them coming out from 
* the bank at right angles, and 

| parallel to the water for ten or 
twenty feet. One wonders at 
roots that can hang on to the 
extent that some of these do. 
\ir plants, or wild orchid, are 
thickly crowded on some of the 
trees, in some instances having 
killed the oaks they are on, 
which they unfortunately do in 
time, as they spread very fast 
and literally absorb the life of 
the tree. 

There are alligators up here, 
but never many to be seen, but 
all kinds of birds are here, and 
on almost all stumps of trees 
close to the water one sees tur- 
tles of all sizes, which flop into 
the water as you draw near, 
however. In one or two pools 
one very frequently sees tarpon 
rolling, for they come up this 



river to spawn, and several very large tarpon have been fact, most people probably think it is inaccessible; it cer- 
caught up here in the spring, though they are very shy of _ tainly looks so, though after you have negotiated the oyster- 
the bait. Mosquitoes may be had up here if you anchor for _ barred entrance, you have several feet of water. There is 
the night, but if you are well screened they will not a marked channel, which bears straight away from the right 
bother you. side of the drawbridge, and all you have to do is follow the 

Another day trip from Stuart, on the inlet, this time over stakes, avoiding a right-hand branch that comes pretty 
land partways, is inland, due west, to Lake Roebuck. We quickly, and which looks like the main river, with its homes 

on the shores and a wide 
stretch of water. Keep right on 

c gee by here, bearing slightly right 
in an equally wide reach ahead, 
where are a few more stakes 
over a bad spot with oyster 
beds and sand flats, and the 
narrowest possible channel 
through. Once by here, sharp 
left, and you are in the river 
proper, though it does not be- 
come narrow until you have 
left an old dredge wreck be- 
hind, and turned to the right 
into a lead that appears to have 
no outlet, though you come 
upon it all right in what looks 
to be a dense forest growth 

ahead. From now on 
you will believe 

yourself in a 
fairyland. 

<3 

= 

The upper and wilder part of the New river 

took this trip with a man who kept a 
boat at the lake and used to go often 
for freshwater bass, and while we 
didn’t actually catch any bass that 
day, we had a beautiful and most 
interesting trip and felt amply repaid 
for the trouble. What resembled an 
old prairie schooner met us at what is 
now called Port Sewall, on the main- 
land abreast of the inlet, also two old 
nags (I could hardly call them anything 
else) for the men to ride. We, of the 
gentler sex, got into the wagon with all the 
lunch and fishing tackle and other parapher- 
nalia, and in a short time proceeded to travel over 
land which should have been dry as a bone but was 
almost inundated owing to recent frequent rains. At 
times the animals would be knee deep in mud and water, 
and we had to go at a walk most of the way. We reached Cypress trees, bigger than any you have probably ever seen 
the shore of Lake Roebuck at about eleven o'clock, I think, before, are thick on either hand, festooned with moss, and 
and had to hunt for the boat, which, when found (cached a tangle of other growth so dense that you cannot see into 
in a new place by someone who had evidently borrowed it), it. It is a very winding river, and becomes very nai.ow; 
was discovered in a badly leaky condition, so much so, in sharp bends each more lovely than the last, with maybe a 
fact, that we had great difficulty. one by one, in reaching the palmetto tree, growing parallel to the water, or a particularly 
picturesque little island, about 200 feet distant, without (Continued on page 70) 
sinking in midstream, and a good deal of the 
food got much damper than it should to be 
palatable. After lunch, which we ate sitting 
on some fallen logs on this little island, we 
explored a bit, and, as it was such an unfre- 
quented spot, found all manner of interesting 
things to see. Only twenty feet from where 
we had eaten our lunch was a blue heron’s 
nest, about a foot over the water, in the 
branches of a scrubby tree which partly over- 
hung the water. In it were three beautiful 
eggs, robin’s-egg blue, and about the size of 
a duck egg. We never saw the mother, but 
I have no doubt that she was watching us 
from a safe distance, with fear in her heart. 
Most of the trees here were pine, though there 
were some oak and a few palmetto. We 
were all tired when we got home that night, 
the men particularly, after their riding, but 
we had certainly enjoyed our day. 

Probably the most beautiful river in Flor- 
ida, and possibly one of the least known, is 
the Loxahatchee at Jupiter. As a matter of Parting the water hyacinths in the New river 

Seminole 
Indians 
in transit 
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More Practical Questions for Motor Boatmen 

Questions for MoToR BoatinG’s Correspondence Course, Lesson No. 9, Navigating 

Instruments, Lead and Lead-Line, the Log, the Chronometer, Course Protractor, etc. 

Published in October MoToR BoatinG 

(Answers should be sent to the Editor of MoToR BoatinG, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 

NROLLMENT in MoToR BoatinG’s Correspondence 
Course in Seamanship, Piloting and Small Boat 

Handling is still open to all those who wish to enroll. 
In each issue of MoToR BoatinG beginning with the 

last February number there has been or will be an article 
covering some branch of the subject. Each of these ar- 
ticles will form a lesson in the Correspondence Course 
and in the issue following the issue in which the particular 
lesson is printed there will be published a number of 
questions relating to the subject covered in the lesson. 

Those enrolled in the course submit their answers to 
these questions at any time convenient to them. The 
answers are submitted by us to the examiners. The 
names of those who successfully pass the questions by at 
least 80% are published in a subsequent issue of MoToR 
BoatinG. 

After the publication of the last article or lesson, those 
who have submitted answers to each lesson and have 
been fully d by the examiners, will be en- 
titled to a MoToR BoatinG’s Pilot Certificate suitable for 
framing, signed by the examiners and the Editor of 
MoToR BoatinG, certifying that the one in whose name 
the Pilot Certificate is issued, has successfully passed the 
requirements. 

All that is necessary for you to enroll is to send your 
name at once to the Editor of MoToR BoatinG. There is 
no charge now or later. We have made reprints of a 
number of the Correspondence Course earlier lessons and 
have a limited supply of back numbers containing the 
others. We should be glad to send a complete set of the 
first nine lessons free of charge to any new subscriber 
whether he is enrolled in the Course or not.—EDITOR. 

tho 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE QUESTIONS 
What navigating instruments should be carried aboard a 
small cruiser? 
How is the depth corresponding to two fathoms marked on 
the lead-line? 
How is the depth corresponding to three fathoms marked 
on the lead-line? 
How is the depth corresponding to five fathoms marked on 
the lead-line? 
How is the depth corresponding to seven fathoms marked 
on the lead-line? 
How is the depth corresponding to ten fathoms marked on 
the lead-line? 
What.depths are indicated by three strips of leather? 
What depths are indicated by a white rag? 
What depths are indicated by a red rag? 
What depth is indicated by two knots? 
What depth is indicated by three knots? 
What depth is indicated by four knots? 
What depths are indicated by one knot? 
What is meant by “marks”? 
What is meant by “deeps”? 
What is meant by “arming the lead’’? 
Does the patent log indicate distances in statute or nautical 
miles ? 
In using the Chip log, if 73% feet of line flow over the 
taffrail in five seconds, what is the speed of the boat through 
the water? 
If, when using the ground log, 88 feet of line pass over the 
taffrail in five seconds, what is the speed of the boat over 
the bottom? 
If the observations mentioned in questions 18 and 19 were 

33. 

Would the current mentioned in example number 20 be fair 
or head? 
An observation taken with a pelorus which is set with the 
boat’s compass which has a deviation of one point west 
shows SW. What is the magnetic bearing? 
If the bearing of an observation taken by the pelorus which 
is set with the boat's compass which has a one point east 
deviation is NE by E, what is the true bearing in the loca- 
tion where the variation is 4 point west? 
A patent log shows the following readings: 10 A. M. 2.75 
10.30 A. M. 5.25. What is the speed of the boat? 
A patent log shows that it requires 7% minutes to cover 
one mile. What is the speed of the boat? 
Are patent logs absolutely accurate? 
What care must be taken in the use of patent logs in refer- 
ence to the distance which the rotator should be towed from 
the stern of the boat? 
What conditions are likely to cause patent logs to give in- 
accurate readings? 
What is a chronometer? 
What is meant by the chronometer rate ? 
New York City is located in longitude 74 degrees west— 
Peoria, Illinois, in 89 degrees west. When it is noon by sun- 
time in New York City, what time is the suntime in 
Peoria? (Omit any considerations of the equation of time.) 
Portland, Maine, and New Bedford, Mass., are both located 
in approximately 70 degrees west longitu de. However, the 
latitude of Portland is 43 degrees north and the latitude of 
New Bedford is 41 degrees north. Is there any difference 
in suntime between these two cities? 
With a short piece of line of about 3%” in diameter put an 
eye splice in one end. (This splice should be forwarded 

taken simultaneously, what would be the speed of the under separate cover, marked by a tag with the student’s 
current? name thereon.) 

(The names of those who have passed papers submitted during September will be found on page 86) 

Subjects Covered In Various Lessons 

Lesson No. Methods of Leeway. 
l. Rules of the Road, Rights of Way, 

Signals, Duty when Underway. 
2. Types and Classes of Motor Boats and other Power 

and Sailing Vessels, Lights for All Classes of Vessels. 
3. Navigation and Government Lights, Lighthouses, 

Lightships, Range Lights and their Characteristics 
and Classification, Aids to Navigation. 

4. Buoys of Various Types. Colors and Numbers, Uses 

Proper Whistle 

and Meaning. Can, Nun, Spar, Bell, Whistling, 
Lighted and Combination Buoys. Starboard and 
Porthand Buoys, Channel, Obstruction, Anchorage 
and Turning Buoys. 
Equipment Required by Law for Various Types of 
Boats, International, Inland, Pilot and Motor Boat 
Rules and Regulations, Government Publications, the 
Light and Buoy Lists, Tide Tables, Coast Pilots, 
Notice to Mariners. 

6. The Compass. 
7. Variation, Deviation, 

Compass Errors and 

on 

Magnetic and True Courses, 
their Application, Various 

8. 

12. 

13. 

Determining Compass Errors, 
The Chart, Various Kinds of Charts, Where to Obtain 
Them, Their Use, Various Markings on Charts, etc. 
Nautical Instruments, the Log and Lead Line, Sound- 
ing Machines, Pelorus, Azimuth, Protractor, Parallel 
Rules, etc. 
Piloting and Chart Work, Laying Courses, Determin- 
ing Position by Various Methods, Allowing for Tides 
and Current Danger Angles. 
Small Motor Boat Handling, Steering, Engine Room 
Signals, Action of Propeller, Action of Winds and 
Current, Shallow Water Indications, Tide Rips, Head, 
Beam and Following Sea, Picking up Mooring, Mak- 
ing Landings at a Float and Wharf, the Dinghy, 
Landing in a Surf, Navigation in Fog, Crowded 
Waters, Anchoring, Docking, Practical Aids in 
Boat Handling. 
Cruising, Proper Equipment to Carry, Keeping a Log, 
a and Clock Time, Duties of Various Members of 
rew. 

Flags and Colors, Yachting Etiquette, Signalling. 
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is a pleasing game. where the results if satisfactory 
are a source of enjoyment, but if the deductions and 

judgment be in error may lead to disagreeable consequences. 
Thus a stake is placed for the participator in coastwise 
piloting to compete for. So many motor boat men run 
haphazard along the coast depending on the sight of familiar 
landmarks and good luck for a position that a few words 
on the subject may be found profitable. 

The instruments used in Piloting, as mentigned in the 
last lesson, besides the compass, are mainly the lead, log 
and some device for taking bearings. Usually a simple con- 

Tis: practice of Piloting is a fascinating pastime. It 
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Finding One’s Way 

About In A Motor 

Boat 

How to Navigate Strange Waters With 

a Feeling of Safety and Security 

Piloting—MoToR BoatinG’s Correspondence 
Course, Lesson No. 9 

By Charles F. Chapman 
(See page 86 for names of those who passed examinations in 

September.) 

Fig. 207—The sounding machine which on large boats re- 
places the lead and lead line. The sounding machine permits 
of faster and more accurate soundings being made while the 
boat is moving through the water. It consists of a reel of 
strong wire mounted on a suitable stand and a controlling 
brake. A lead is attached to the outer end of the wire above 
which is a cylindrical case containing the depth registering 
device. In this a glass tube is used sealed on one end but 
open at the other. The inside of the tube is coated with a 
chemical substance which changes color upon contact with sea 
water. As the cylinder sinks deeper and deeper in the water 
the water rises in the tube. The distance the inner part of 
the tube is discolored is the measure of the depth of water 

must be exercised in ascertaining the distance run over the 
bottom. If a current <~ould be against a vessel the log will 
show more miles than have been made and vice versa, if a 
fair current is experienced more miles will be made over 
the bottom than the log indicates. It is the distance made 
over the bottom that shows us our distance off the light. 
Many vessels have been stranded on the Florida Reefs 
through miscalculation or no calculation of the Gulf Stream 
current when using the four-point bearing. 

The diagram (Fig. 210) shows a right triangle with an 
angle of 45° known, and a side given. It is a mathematical 
fact that all three angles of a triangle always add up to 180’, 

and as we have here two 
angles equal to 135°, it on the compass is all that is necessary in 

small vessels. In larger boats a pelorus may 
be found. This is a brass plate engraved as 
a compass, capable of being so turned as to 
set it on the heading of the boat. There is 
a set of sight vanes fitted to revolve on the 
face of the dial, and the whole is supported 
on a standard. Sometimes instead of a 
brass plate ground glass is used with the 
compass painted upon it in black; in such 
peloruses an electric light is placed beneath 
the dial to facilitate its use in night work. 
The sextant ‘is often found to be of use in 
taking angles. 

There are many different methods for 
finding a boat’s position, depending upon 
the number of objects in sight, their bearing 
relative to the heading of the vessel, and the 
character of the bottom and depth of water. 

The most commonly practised method is 
known as the “Four-Point Bearing” (Bow 
and Beam to some). (See Fig. 210.) It is a 
standing order on all well navigated vessels 
that no lighthouse be passed without taking 
a four-point bearing. The log reading is 
noted when the lighthouse (or other charted 
landmark) is four points (45°) on the bow 
and the same course is held until it bears 
abeam when the log is again read. The 
distance run between bearings is the dis- 
tance off the lighthouse when abeam. Care 

trivance fitted with two sight vanes that fits 

line. 
Fig. 208—Taking a sounding with the lead and lead 

On the larger boats flatforms for this purpose 

clearly shows that the third 
angle must be also 45°. It 
is a well known theorem 
that the sides of a triangle 
opposite equal angles are 
equal. Hence it will be seen 
that the distance run is the 
same as the distance off the 
lighthouse. This problem is 
likewise applicable to what 
is called a “Beam and Quar- 
ter Bearing.” Here the dis- 
tance run from the time the 
lighthouse is abeam until it 
is four points abaft the 
beam is the distance off 
when it was abeam. This 
information is a little too 
belated to be of much value. 

A simple expedient is 
used on some steamers to 
take these four-point bear- 
ings, that can be adapted to 
motor boats and found very 
convenient. A round head 
brass screw is set in the up- 
per edge of the ‘midship 
sash of the pilot house win- 
dows, very conveniently im 
front of the eye when the are provided 
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Fig. 209 — The 
position of the 
lighthouse is about 
one point on the 
starboard bow. 
One should be- 
come familiar 
with the various 
angles _ repre- 
sented by 1, 2, 3, 
4, ete., points on 
the bow, forward 
and abaft the 
beam and on the 

quarter 

Fig. 211—Two 
between. Lines are drawn on the 
chart corresponding to the two 

t bearings and with the divider set 
at a distance equal to the run be- 
tween bearing two points on the 
lines, parallel to the course, may 
be located which will be the boat’s 
position at the time of taking the 

bearings 

--log. £1.§ 

Fig. 210—The bow and b 
method. An o «- 
taken when an object, O, 
45 degrees or 4 us on ~ 

O, is abeam (B) and log again 
read or time noted. The die- 
tance run from A to B will be 
the distance off from the object 

at the second bearing 

Fig. 212—Doubdling the angle. In 
this method a bearing of the object O 
is taken from any position A and the 
log read. The boat ie kept on the 
same course until the bearing of O is 

. The log is then read again. 
The distance off the object at the time 
the second bearing is taken at B will 
equal the distance between bearings 

sash is down. At just 45° from 
the bow is a belaying pin oppor- 
tunely placed in the rail. When 
the lighthouse is in range over the 
screw head and the belaying pin the 
log is read or the time noted, and 
the distance calculated until the 
lighthouse is in range between with 
the pilot house doors, or along an 
athwartship bulkhead. Such a con- 
trivance could very easily be fitted 
on any motor boat. 

It often becomes desirable to get 
a position, or at least an approxi- 
mation, when a four-point bearing 
is not available. A single bearing 
of an object laid down on the chart 
shows the mariner that he is some- 
where on this line. A sounding 
taken at the same time will, if the 
shore is shelving uniformly, give a 
good approximation of the posi- 
tion. 

With a single object in sight an- 
other method known as two bear- 
ings and the run between, for lack 
of a better name, is sometimes re- 
sorted to. (See Fig. 211.) In 
such a case take a bearing of the 
object, read the log, and after an 
interval, during which the course 
has not been changed, and the bear- 
ing has changed not less than 30°, 
again read the log and note a second 
bearing. Lay both bearings on the 
chart, take the distance run on the 
dividers, and holding the points al- 
ways in the direction of the course 
from each other, carry them in be- 
tween the bearings until their con- 
vergence brings the points of the 
dividers each on a bearing line. 
These points will indicate the first 
and second positions of the boat. 
Remember it is always the run over 
the bottom that is used, and if cur- 
rent is against or with the boat the 
log distance must be respectively 
decreased or increased. 

There is a method known as 
Doubling the Angle on the Bow 
(see Fig. 212), where the bearing 
is taken a certain number of de- 
grees off the bow, say 20°, and 
again when 40°, noting at the same 
time the run between them. As in 
a four-point bearing the distance 
run is the distance off the light or 
other object at the time of taking 
the second bearing. This is valu- 
able in that it gives the position be- 
fore the light is abeam and in case 
shoals or ledges lie off, it is most 
desirable to know the position be- 
fore reaching them. 

This problem furnishes the navi- 
gator with further valuable in- 
formation (provided he uses two 
points and four points on the bow) 
(Fig. 212) in that if he takes 7/10 
of the distance run it will be the 
distance the boat will pass the light 
when abeam. This is called the 
Seven-tenths Rule. 

In fact, there are some very con- 
venient sets of bearings having 
such a relation to each other that 
the run between them will equal 
the distance the object will be 
passed. To illustrate—if the light- 



house at the first bearing be 22° and 
at the second 34° the distance shown 
by the log (current corrected) be- 
tween them will be the distance off 
the light when abeam. So it is with 
25°-41°, 27°-46°, 29°-51°, 32°-59", 
40°-79°, and 44°-88°. 

Should by any chance it have been 
desired to get the distance when too 
late for a four-point bearing, note the 
log when the object bears 26%4° for- 
ward of the beam and again when 
26%° abaft the beam, the distance 
run will be the distance off when it 
was abeam. Or if an approximation 
is sufficient read the log when the ob- 
ject bears two points torward of the 
beam, and again when abeam. Multi- 
ply the distance run by 2% to get the 
distance off. By similarly taking a 
bearing when the light is one point 
forward of the beam and multiplying 
the run by 5 a fairly accurate distance 
off the light is obtained. 

All that has been said refers to the 
problem of locating a boat when one 
object is visible. Should two objects 
be available the method of cross bear- 
ings (see Fig. 214) is most practical, for 
the position is given immediately without 
waiting during a certain run. The ob- 
jects should be hardly less than 30° apart 
and the nearer 90° the better results. 
The procedure is to take a bearing of 
each object as quickly as possible, cor- 
rect for deviation if the compass rose 
diagram on the chart is magnetic, and 
also for variation if it is a true diagram, 
and lay them down on the chart. The 
boat is somewhere on each of these lines 
or bearings and hence must be at their 
intersection. This is an accurate method, 
but a mistake might not be detected, so 
if a third object be in sight, a third bear- 
ing passing close to or through the inter- 
section of the other two, makes an abso- 
lutely correct position. 

There is a wrinkle known as a Danger 
Angle (see Fig. 215) which is a very 
useful method of insuring safety in pass- 
ing a dangerous rock. There must be 
two charted objects in sight and properly 
located in relation to the shoal or rock. 
At a safe distance off the rock make a 
dot on the chart, and draw a line from it 
to each object, the light and the church 
in the diagram. An ordinary protractor 
will measure the angle between the lines 
which is the danger angle. If the vessel 
gets in closer to the rocks than the point 
of safety the angle will become larger 
and if farther away will become smaller. 
Hence it will be seen that as soon as the 
angle becomes greater than 80° (Fig. 
215), the vessel should be hauled out. 
If the angle between the objects is not 
allowed to get larger than 80° the vessel 
is bound to clear the rock. 
Sometimes a Double Danger Angle is 

used where another rock exists outside 
the first and it is necessary to navigate 
between them. In such a case the vessel 
is protected from the inner rock by a 
danger angle as shown above. Inside 
the outer rock at a safe distance a point 
is set down and by drawing lines to each 
object another danger angle is estab- 
lished. While the first angle is not al- 
lowed to get any larger this second angle 

(Continued on page 22) 
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Fig. 214—Cross bear- 
Thie ie used to 

at the intersection of 
the two lines 

Fig. 215—The dan- 
ger angle with two 
objects. If the angle 
between the ship’s po- 
sition and the two 
objects is always 
lese than the angle 
drawn, then there wili 
be no danger of hit- 
ting the obstruction 
Shoula the angle from 
the ship’s position to 
the two objects be 
greater than the angle 
drawn om the chart, 
then there is danger 

216 — Sailing by 
means of local marks and 

. In passing Masea- 
Point if Standish 

Head is always kept visi- 
ble beyond Pilgrim Point 
there will be no danger 
of getting close to land, 
where shoal water will be 
encounter ed. number 
of such wrinkles can gen- 
erally be worked from the 

chart in any locality 



Fig. 218—A convenient form of position locator, by means of 
which the position of one’s boat can be accurately located when 
one object which can be located on the chart is. visible. The 
method of using this diagram is to take a bearing of some object 
such as @ lighthouse, an aid to navigation or some prominent 
landmark noting the time and log reading and the number of 
points off the bow which the object bears. The same course is 
held until the same object is abeam and then the time and log 
reading is again noted. If a log is used, then the difference be- 
tween the two log readings will give the distance run between 
bearings. If no log is used, then by knowing the speed of the 
boat and the time between bearings, the distance run can be 
readily calculated. After the miles sailed between two bearings, 
that is, between the first bearing and the 90-degree bearing have 
been calculated simply use the figures at the bottom of the dia- 
gram and follow along the vertical line opposite this figure until 
it meets the diagonal line corresponding to the number of points 
off the bow which the object was at the time of taking the first 
bearing. Then follow along in a horizontal direction from this 
intersection to the left hand margin and the figures there will 
represent the number of miles away which the object is when 
it is abeam or at the time of taking the second bearing. For 
example, suppose we obtain a bearing of an object two points on 
our starboard beam at 9 P. M. Assuming our boat to have a 
speed of 8 knots we hold the same course until this object comes 
abeam, which occurs at 10:30 P. M. As our 8 knot boat has 
travelled one hour and a half between these two bearings it 
follows that the distance between bearings is 12 miles. here- 
fore, follcwing along the vertical line in the diagram opposite the 
figure 12 at the bottom up to the diagonal line marked 2 points, 
then to the left horizontally from this intersection, we will come 
to the figure 5 at the left. Therefore, the object at the time of 
taking the second bearing at 10:30 P. M. will be five miles away 
from us. By laying off this distance in the proper compass direc- 
tion on the chart the boats position will be at once determined 

Fig. 217—A convenient form of 
course protractor may be made out 
of a compass card and a piece of 
string. A hole is punched at the 
center of the compass card and the 
st¥ing drawn through it as shown 
in the diagram at the left. To 
use this course protractor it is 
simply necessary to place the com- 
pass card on the chart, its center 
coinciding with the boat's position. 
The string is then stretched so it 
cuts the center of the nearest com- 
pass rose on the chart. The point 
on the compass rose which the 
string cuts is noted and then the 
compass card is revolved so that 
the string will cut the same point 
on the compass card as it does on 
the compass rose. As shown at 
the left the a“, is cutting the 
point NEYE on the poupess rose 
and the compass card of the pro- 
tractor has been revolved so - 9 
the strin “g cuts this same point, vi 
NEY (See also Fig. 219) 

POSITION LOCATOR> 
>. OF POL OFF 

h 

12345 676 9 10 il 12 15 4 16 16 17 16 19 20 21 
l SAILED BETWEEN FIRST AND 90° 

Fig. 219—After the protractor has 
been set as indicated in Fig. 217, 
then to obtain the course which must 
be steered to reach any given point 
it is only necessary to carry the 
string shown in the right hand to 
the object which it is desired to 
reach, keeping the compass card 
firmly in position on the chart with 
the left nd. The string which 
extends from the center of the com- 
pass card to the point on the chart 
to which one desires to sail will cut 
@ certain point on the compass card 
at the left. This will be the mag- 
netic course which must be steered to 
make good this course. In the illus- 
tration at the left the center of the 
os rose is at a point off Throggs 
Neck, at the entrance to Long Island 
Sound. The string extends to the 
wharf on Beldens Point, City Island. 
Therefore, the course to be steered 
between these two points is NNE % 
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(Continued on page 79) 

w a good berth, a means is pro 

side the rock to 

Milling the 
big end of 
the con- 
necting rod 

The mul- 
t ip le a 
ture which 
drills the 
bolt holes 
in the big 
end of the 

rod 

The grinder 
which fin- 
ishes the 
small end of 
the connect- 

ing rod 

The three machines which handle the finishing of the connecting rods 

Building High Grade Motors 

The Many Intricate Processes Which Enter Into 

the Completion of a Modern Marine Motor 

Require Accurate Machines and Skillful Mechanics 

plant of the Hall-Scott Motor Car Co. at Berkeley, California. Even 
GS isnt of away off on the west coast of the United States is the 

though this plant is far from the center of the automotive industries 
it is a noteworthy exception. Prior to the war its principal occupation 
was the building of railway motor cars from which the name is derived. 
E. J. Hall, the vice-president and general manager, was prominent in the 

development of the Liberty motor and is a gas en- 
gineer of the first order. 

The methods in use in this plant in the building 
of Hall-Scott marine motors are among the most 
modern known to the industry. All jigs, fixtures, 
and tools used in the various operations are particu- 
larly designed for rapid quantity production and at 
the same time produce articles of the utmost ac- 
curacy. For example, the cast iron cylinders are all 
annealed in oil burning furnaces so that all internal 
stresses in the material are so distributed as to 
eliminate the possibility of cracking the castings in 
service or in further handling in the shops. 

One of the first operations on the cylinders is that 
of boring the interior. This is done on automatic 
lathes and the fixtures are so adjusted that each 

Facing the surfaces of the connecting rods The end mill which finishes the channels in the rods 
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casting will be identical with every other 
one. A milling machine operates on the 
castings next and faces off the outsides of 
the castings. Twenty-one holes are then 
drilled in five different operations on one 
machine. There are six holes in the bolt 
flange and eleven holes in the exhaust side 
of the castings. The others are distributed 
around in various positions. The valve 
stem holes are drilled and valve stem guides 
fitted, after which the valve seats are bored. 
During all these operations the casting is 
always held in a fixed position by special 
fixtures so that the utmost accuracy will be 
secured. The finishing operation is the 
grinding of the cylinder 
which is done on a 
special grinding ma- 
chine which is capable 
of exceedingly accurate 
work. Se Rae 

The large crank-case meee Poe 

castings offer oppor- \ The fisture 
tunities for the in- —* 

genuity of the produc- 
tion engineer. One of a for the starter and generator are bored 
the first operations is a a" on a universal machine and are located 
the facing of the ends raed, with reference to the main bearings so 
of the bearings on a aa £ that the fixed relation between them is 
large boring machine in - > properly maintained. The surface at the 
which a sixteen gang e eS after end of the motor to which the re- 

- ; verse gear housing is later attached is 
(Continued on page 60) 

which determines whether connecting rods are free from 
distortion 

ey & 
8 oat Son 

The piston and connecting rod assembly are carefully weighed 

cutter faces both ends of each bearing at the same time. This 
takes care of both the inside and the outside of the crank-case. 
Another operation is necessary to face off the pad to which the 
water circulation pump is attached. Further operations which 
require great care are the boring of the large holes in which 
these cylinder casting ends fit. Special fixtures hold the crank- 
case casting rigidly while these operations are being done. 
Numerous 
small holes 
are neces- 
sary, such 
as the cyl- 
inder hold- 
ing down ; - . 
bolts, bear- ‘ ohne . ¥ : f A ir Rod before slot is 
ing bolts, <i - - milled and tool 
ete. These which does it 

are all 
drilled by 
drilling fix- 
tures which 
operate on 
the crank- 
case so that 
the holes in 
both the 
upper and 
lower sur- 
faces can be . 3 c mere 

= by The milling cutter which trims both sur- 
—y fe faces of the bolt boss 
tating the 
casting in trunnions on the fixture which is of the 
cradle type. Bearing holes for the crank-shaft are 
next bored and reamed, the crank-shaft being sup- 
ported substantially while the reamer is maintained 
in correct relation to the face of the crank-case. The 
crank-case bearing caps are in place during this opera- 
tion and correct alignment is secured. A _ simpler 
operation is the facing of the hand hole plate seat. 
This is done on a milling machine which faces off 
the entire surfaces in one operation. The openings the bushings are inserted they are reamed in this machine 

Finishing the out- 
side of the rod 



from 

bored 

cated T isn’t always the product that one hears about the most 
BS so ] that necessarily is the only good one built. It isn't 
aS always the manufacturer who makes the greatest noise 
it the about his line that has the best product or 
i the best equipped shop to take care of his 
ed is customers. This is particularly true of ma- 

rine motors. There’s no denying the fact 
that there are a number of good motors 
built today. There are also many that are 
not so good. The good marine motors are 
being improved and made better every year. 
The bad motors are not. Therefore, the 
difference between the good and bad motors 
is becoming greater every year. This is a 
very important matter, as the success of 
one’s boat and the question of whether his 
boating is to be a success or a failure is 
entirely dependent upon his power plant. 
And don’t forget one basic principle that 
can not be got away from. Good motors 
cost money, but they are worth it. Some 
makes can be purchased for much less money 
than the standard models, but the purchaser 
will only get what he is paying for. There 

slot is 
d tool 
es it 

ve out- 
ep rod 

N 

g 
y Lay 
« 

S 

hine Power curve of a regular stock Scripps motor, 4 cylinders, 
44-inch bore and 6-inch stroke 
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Scripps Motors Show Up Well in Test 

Remarkable Power Shown in a 

Medium Duty Motor of Only 

Three Hundred and Forty Cubic 

Inches Piston Displacement 

The 4-cylinder 4% x 6-inch 
Scripps motor which showed 
70 horsepower in an actual 

test 

is no more profit for the manufacturer who makes good 
motors in the sale of one of his good motors than there is 
in the sale of the poorly designed and constructed motor. 
But there is a great deal of difference in what the purchaser 
gets, which should be the answer. 

Scripps motors have always been good motors. The 
Scripps motor of today is a much better motor than the 

A view of the test room at the Scripps plant 

Scripps motor ever has been. One may not hear as much 
about Scripps motors as about some, but they always per- 
formed creditably. No one will ever forget the wonderful 
performance of the motor boat Detroit which crossed the 
Atlantic a few years ago. She was the first motor boat to 
cross the Atlantic. She was powered with a Scripps motor. 

Scripps motors today are a strictly standardized product. 
They are built in three sizes only, all 4%” bore by 6” 
stroke, two, four and six cylinders. They are built in one 
of the best equipped shops and by one of the best organi- 
zations in America. 
We were out in Detroit a few days ago and dropped in 

at the Scripps plant unannounced. To the queries as to 
how their standard motors were working out and the 
amount of power they were developing we received as an 
answer from Henry Hellmuth, the congenial sales man- 
ager, “You know where the test room is; go find out for 
yourself.” 

Such a challenge could not go unanswered, so to the 
test room we went, and there found every type of modern 
apparatus for testing marine motors. One of each model 
motor was on the test block, so we decided that a test of 
the four-cylinder engine would be representative of all, 

(Continued on page 94) 



1. Describe and illustrate the best method of raising a heavy 
mooring for re-location, when small boats only are available for 
use in the operation. Give special consideration to a mooring which 
may have sunk several feet into the mud. 

(Suggested by H. A. M., Philadelphia, Pa.) 

SMALL MOTOR BOATS 

Their Care, Construction, and Equipment 

A Monthly Prize Contest Conducted by Motor Boatmen 

Questions Submitted for the January Prize Contest 

2. Describe a means of testing main and crankpin bearings for 
looseness, without taking the engine down, assuming that there 
are crankcase hand hole plates. 

(Suggested by H. H. P., Oakland, Calif.) 

NSWERS to the above questions for the January issue, ad- 
dressed to the Editor of MoToR BoatinG, 119 West 40th St., 

New York, must be (a) in our hands on or before November 25, (b) 
about 500 words long, (c) written on one side of the paper only (d) 
accompanied by the senders’ names and addresses. 

The name will be withheld and initials used. 
QUESTIONS for the next contest must reach us on or before 

November 25. The Editor reserves the right to make such changes and 
suggestions in the accepted answers as he may deem necessary. 

he prizes are: For each of the best answers to the questions below, 
any article or articles sold by an advertiser advertising in the current 
issue of MoToR BoatinG of which the advertised price does not ex- 
ceed $25, or a credit of $25 on any article which sells for more than 

Rules for the Prize Contest 
that amount. There are three prizes—one for each question—but a 
contestant need send in an answer to only one if he does not care 

rates. 

contest, any article or articles sold by an advertiser advertising in this 
issue of MoToR BoatinG of which the advertised price does not ex 
ceed $5, or a credit of $5 on any article which sells for more than 
that amount 

winners must be handled by us. The winners should be particular to 
specify from which advertisers they desire to have their prizes ordered. 

answer all. 
For answers we print that do not win a prize we pay space 

For each of the questions selected for use in the following month’s 

All details connected with the ordering of the prizes selected by the 

Heating the Cruiser 

(The Prize Winning Answer) 

N planning the heating of a fore and aft cabin cruiser 
there are quite a number of things to be taken into 
consideration. How large are the cabins? Will the 

heat be required for long periods or only occasionally? 
What kind of fuel is available? Is there any possibility of 
gasoline gas, due to leaks in the tanks, piping or from the 
carbureter, getting in contact with the open flame of the 
heater? This is very dangerous and may cause a serious 
explosion. 

The accompanying diagrams show several arrangements 
for heating a cruiser or house boat by means of stoves or 
with a hot water system similar to that used to heat -a 
building. Hot water is the best means of distribution of 

Supplying Heat to the Cruiser 

For Small Boat Heating, Stoves and Hot Water Systems Seem to 

Be Most Desired and Popular 

Answers to the Following Question Published in the September Issue 

“Describe and illustrate the most satisfactory way to 
heat a cabin cruiser, with both fore and aft cabins” 

in winter, where fresh water and coal is available, and the 
boat is occupied at all times, it would be practical to install 
a regular gravity hot water heating system with sectional 
radiators, piping and a hot water boiler similar to a house 
heating plant. 

On a smaller boat a regular kitchen range equipped with 
a water back, placed in the galley, may supply heat to two 
cabins by means of hot water radiators properly placed. 

In both of the above systems there is danger of the water 
freezing if the fire is permitted to go out for too long a 
time. In case the fire is to be out for a day or more the 
entire system must be drained. 

The simplest and -best arrangement is to have a stove in 
each cabin; then there is no danger of anything freezing. 

The fuel used will depend on the length of time heat 1s 
required. The best kind of a stove would be a regular 

boat stove, which would be 

ing over night is 
very great as 
steam heat would 
not retain its heat 
the way hot 
water will. 

On a large boat, 
say a house boat, 
moored in a basin 

Wol/ Radiators. 

ELEVATION ‘A-A 
PoRnwAel BULKHEROD 

heat because it retains heat a long time and is not likely to vrai aa securely fastened in place 
freeze over night Filler». Fxpansion Tank pee and the surrounding wood- 
should the fire die nol! Radiators rf t work protected with asbestos 
out. Steam is not O O OC! and galvanized iron. 
good in this case O The stove may burn wood, 
because of the Lill =e = which gives a lot of heat, but 
low head room, ‘ Zane —— z a— feet ___ burns out quickly, coal or 
it would be pees > De Mover u | 7 coke gives good heat and 
to get a good cir- = lasts some time. A _ regular 
culation and keep “Wier Heating She grate stove ‘Ger be saaleedl 
the water in the with a type of kerosene 
boiler and _ the Small hot water heating system burner which is now on the 
danger of freez- which has been used by W. E. M. market that gives consider- 

able heat. 
Do not get a gasoline or 

kerosene wick or pressure 
y/ Mans run thru lackerg Stove for heating. They concentrate the heat in one place, 

are fussy to operate, smell bad at times, are dangerous and, 
worst of all, burn up all the air in the cabin, and if it’s 
ten degrees above zero outside, it will be about one hundred 
and ten degrees at the cabin ceiling and ten below at the 
cabin floor. 
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Have a type of words, any air in 

is an open flame 

stove with a chim- Smale Ripe, Ls Oetge Vent Smoke Prrea_ B the pipes should be 
ney or stack to 1} able to find its way 
carry off the burnt y | i directly to the top 
gases; do not try ————————— of the radiators in 
to live in a gas both the supply and 
house. Ei. return mains. This 
Wherever there \ slope should not be 

less than 2 inches 
special precautions in 20 feet. Avoid 
must be taken to = , fittings as much as 
prevent an accu- Fore 6 Apr Cadin Ceyiste tearto Dy Sroves. possible, as bends 

mulation of gaso- Sb ocshiow Fim Smoke Pipe and fittings in- 
line gas and to pre- Vent Open te Inside = 7 is crease resistance to 
vent this dangerous Of Beat, If Outside Exparqion Tank circulation, also the 
gas from coming We Freeze Swot liability of leaks. 
in contact with the nd Prevent Expansion | |;Radvaterb}— Install a radiator 
flame. This gas is | F valve in the supply 
heavier than air Vr = E ee = =i line at each sep- 
and will lay in the | ~ Supely Supply 1. || arate radiator as 
bilge of the boat Arco 

Water Fo] Oo | 
|) shown in sketch so 

that they may be 
modulated or shut 

Kad satel. . 

Return inal | ) 

| 
unless some ar- | | Radvator 
rangement is made Loh Retern, | 
to remove it. Too ||——~ —————— ——S—wTs 7 , a off at will. m , ; _ oe ——s DRAIN «Vea 
much can not be — 

House lyoar With Geay 
An expansion 

mentioned about || ity Hot Warte Hearing Srsten tank and filler pipe 

« point. — | Bilge Vents . + Smole Stacks. as ~~ in — 
The removal of se ~— " Deck Plate, ) videc . oval oO SS 5I1 . a must be provided, 

the gas may be ac- | 1 || | | Expansion Tan Z with the filler pipe . ™ ae | rape ———— > complished by hav- = OL J running through 
ing a pipe duct f ||*Supply InCock pet Covered Stove with the cabin roof, so - S Z mo +} x i | With & sbestosCanvass | lic ¢ We br Per A 3 
about four inches Dadistea! | web eave TF en that any overflow, 

ic > ay | —————— ——_" , H in diameter run ae. * (AX rm | due to overheating, 
from the bilge to cee Returns” $7 w —=_— will find its way 

the outside air with ——_—=— 2 overboard. This 
a hood or liver- GPO expansion tank 
pool head so that Tore Awo ‘Arr Capin Ceuisee. Heatto br Watte Back Stove should be con- 
the wind will cre- 
ate a draft and 
suck out this gas. | 
Have as few bends as possible in the duct and make them 
with elbows and do not have any traps or dips in it so as 
to make it as efficient as possible. 

AG W., 

Hot Water Heating Plant 

OR heating the double cabin boat, or, in fact, any boat 
of the closed type which is to be made comfortable in 
chilly weather, nothing can compare in simplicity and 

ease of operation to the hot water radiator system heated 
with a small coal stove. The particular system I have in 
mind was installed by an amateur and consisted of a.small 
laundry water heating stove which stoves are wonderfully 
efficient in heating large quantities of water and have been 
developed to a state where they require but a few shovels 
full of coal a day and next to nothing in attention. 
The stove in this particular installation stood but 24 

inches high and was installed in the main cabin which was 
forward. It was installed in the galley and, beside heating 
the cabin, was also used to cook many a meal in its day, 
as these stoves generally have a flat top with two circular 
lids adaying them to cooking and heating water in a water 
kettle. The smoke flue was led up through the cabin roof 
and terminated in a Liverpool smoke head. 

The stove itself, together with the smoke pipe, threw out 
considerable heat and consequently only two radiators were 
needed in the front cabin. These radiators were of the 
wall type and come 13 inches wide by 21 inches high and 
were mounted one on either side of the door in the forward 
bulkhead as shown in the drawing. 

These wall radiators are about 3 inches thick and should 
be mounted about 2 inches from the bulkhead to allow 
generous circulation of air behind them. 

In the after cabin four of the same type radiators were 
installed, two on the bulkhead and one on each side as far 
aft as possible, as shown in the drawing. 

As to the installation details of a hot water system, the 
stove should be placed at as low a point as possible and 
the pipes should slope upwards toward the radiators, avoid- 
ing all traps which will hold air in the pipes. In other 

Suggestions by A. G. W. for 

College Point, N. Y. 

nected with %-inch 
} pipe to the return 
aline to stove, and 

this pipe should run below the return line before connect- 
ing to it as shown in the drawing. This is done to prevent 
hot water finding its way into the expansion tank. 

A hot water heating thermometer is a very handy thing 
to have mounted on the stove, but is not strictly necessary. 
The altitude gauge usually found on hot water systems can 
also be dispensed with, and a gauge glass mounted on the 
expansion tank used to show the altitude or level of the 
water in the system, similar to that on a steam power boiler. 

The radiators should be hot water radiators and not 
steam heating radiators, as the latter have inlet and out- 
lets too small for the hot water system and are not arranged 
for circulation across the top of the radiator—a thing 
which is essential in the hot water system. Air valves 
should be installed in the top of each radiator to blow off 
the air which occasionally accumulates. These valves are 
threaded %-inch pipe size and can be purchased of any 
pliambing and heating supply house. The water in the 
system should not be drained out in the summer, as rusting 
of pipes and leaking of fittings will surely follow. Keep 
your system full all the time and do not change the water 
unless absolutely necessary to do so. To prevent freezing, 
add one of the many anti-freeze compounds used in auto- 
mobile radiators to the water in the system. 

You will find this to be a fool-proof, easily maintained 
system of heating and one that will retain its heat long 
after the fire has cooled off—a feature not to be had with 
a steam system. It will also keep your cabin comfortable 
during the night without noise, smoke or fumes as com- 
pared with an oil stove. 

heating boats of different types —— 

V. E. M., Philadelphia, Pa. 

A Cabin Heating Suggestion 

HERE is no difficulty whatever in heatifig the cabins 
on a craft large enough to afford a night watchman, 
In this case any system of heating, hot water, steam, 

coal or kerosene stove, can be used with success and safety. 
A small kerosene stove will do in a cabin of any cruiser 

in the day time, but it is quite a different problem when a 
(Continued on page 50) 



Eliminating Excessive Vibration 

Valuable Suggestions for Reducing the Vibration of the Boat 

Due to the Motor or Other Causes 

Answers to the Following Questions Published in the September Issue 

“Describe and illustrate any changes, repairs, or replacements you have 
made to decrease vibration in the motor or other parts of your boat” 

Concrete to Absorb Vibration 

(The Prize-Winning Answer) 

URING one season, a single-cylinder engine in a small 
boat caused such excessive vibration, that the follow- 
ing winter steps were taken to overcome it, if pos- 

sible, as described below. 
The engine was dis- 

mantled and all bearings 
taken up. The wrist pin 
happened to be worn and 
was replaced. One of the 
light weight pistons was 
fitted in place of the old 
heavy one to reduce the 
weight of the unbalanced 
parts. There are several 
makes of these light weight 
pistons on the market, both in cast iron and aluminum alloy. 

The two-bladed propeller seemed to slip too much and it 
was noticed there was less vibration if the engine ran 
slower, so a three-blade wheel was fitted to keep the R.P.M. 
down. There is also a theory that as a two-blade wheel 
lines up with the stern post for an instant it operates in 
dead water, causing a vibration which the three-blade wheel 
is supposed to eliminate. Hence, we chose three blades in 
preference to a larger two-blade wheel. 

The propeller shaft, it had been noticed, vibrated between 
the bearings which were too far apart for a small shaft, 
so a bearing was installed mid-way to prevent this vibra- 
tion. The shaft was taken out and straightened where it 
was out of line between the old bearings. 

I believe all the above helped to reduce the vibration, 
but the main factor, I think, was a concrete foundation 
placed under the engine. Between the cross timbers (about 
12 inch centers), under the engine bed, was poured a 
mixture of I part cement, 2 
parts sand, 3 parts iron punch- 
ings from a boiler shop. The 
illustration shows the method 
of placing the %-inch iron 

dl re-enforced concrete footing is advised by L. K. K. 

previous performance with its excessive vibration. 
We also installed a good silencer, as the exhaust was one 

of the audible forms of vibration (if such a term is per- 
missible) and, eliminating the noise, reduced the feeling 
of vibration in this respect. 

It is surprising how much the steady bark of the motor 
can do toward causing that unconscious feeling of vibration. 

L. R. K., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Reducing Vibra- 

tion from Engine 

in Hull 

IBRATION of engine 
and hull may be due 
to unbalanced recipro- 

cating parts of the engine 
itself, in a light or insufficiently trussed foundation or hull 
or to all three causes. The first can only be overcome, as- 
suming that the engine is in good running order and the mix- 
ture correct and no back pressure in exhaust line, by construc- 
tional changes or the addition of crankshaft counterbal- 
ances, etc. If the trouble is in the construction of the engine 
foundation, there are several methods by which the vibra- 
tion may be greatly reduced or eliminated. Often the engine 
timbers are too short, though the form of the crank case 
may prohibit the use of anything longer. If possible to 
remove the old foundation and install a pair of longitudinals 
running as far as possible fore and aft and riveted or bolted 
to the frames, the vibration will be taken up along a good 
portion of the hull instead of being concentrated along only 
the former short timbers and such a construction will usually 
result in the practical elimination of the trouble. If the 
engine and foundation cannot be removed, it might be pos- 
sible to run the longitudinals outside of the original timbers 

and bolt or rivet the two sets 
together, thus giving about the 
same result. Such _longitu- 
dinals, to save weight and 
space, may be tapered off at 

«. CROIS BAR 

CONCRETE 

reinforcing rods and the U their ends before installing. 
bolts which bolted the engine 
timbers to the concrete. The 

In cases where long timbers 
cannot be installed, due to the 

tops of the U bolts were below 
the surface of the engine tim- 
bers to let the engine base lay 
flat. The engine was fastened 
with lag bolts to the timbers. 

Before the concrete was 
poured, the space was cleaned 
out and given two coats of 
creosote. Concrete itself 

construction of lower crank- 
case or hull, extra heavy floor 
timbers and frames installed 
under the engine space will 
help to reduce vibration. The 
foundation timbers and ceiling 
must be removed before setting 
these in place. Sheet metal or 

weighs something over 100 
pounds per cubic foot, but with 
iron punchings this weight is 

cardboard patterns may be cut 
out and fitted to the hull to get 
the shape of the floor timbers 
and these may be fitted with 

considerably increased. 
Altogether, 300 to 350 

pounds of concrete was used. 
We had no objection to this 
extra weight, but I realize in 
some cases it may be objec- 
tionable. Our purpose was to 
eliminate the vibration, and we 
did anything that seemed rea- /: 

, sonable, all as described above, 
and succeeded in getting a re- 
markable difference from its 

little trouble; they should be 
well drift bolted or otherwise 
fastened to the keel and se- 
curely screwed or nailed 
through from the planking. 
Fitting the extra frames to 4 
round bottom hull after the 
planking is already in place 
will prove a rather trouble- 
some job; the best way is to 
build a rough mould to set 
into the hull at the point 

Extending an in- 
adequate founda- 
tion is recommend- 

ed by H. H. P. 
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where a set of frames is to be installed and then nail a 
series of slats, pointed at the outer ends, around the edges 
of the mould (which do not have to reach the inside 
of the planking) so that the points just touch the planks. 
Then remove the mould, in halves if necessary, and use it 
in making up a bending form for a pair of frames, giving 
the form more of a bend than required to allow for a slight 
straightening of the frames which always occurs when they 
are cold and removed from the mould. A frame bent more 
than necessary can be easily straightened, but no more bend 
can be put into one without re-steaming. If possible, the 
extra frames should be wider than the original ones, as 
shown in the sketch, but, as a rule, they cannot be made 
thicker without interfering with the ceiling, and besides are 
harder to fit. If impossible to make a frame of this kind 
fit the planking closely all along, it would be allowable to 
trim off the outer edge to some extent, for the planking 
must be closely fastened to the frame all along to produce 
good results. 

Still another way, if the first two are impracticable for 
any reason, is to thoroughly clean out the bilge under the 
engine foundation and pour in cement up to the tops of the 
floors, or higher if weight does not matter and the engine 
crankcase will allow it. A mixture of one part cement and 
two of sand is about right. Gravel may be added but no 
rock should be used. When hard, the cement will tie 
together the frames, floors, engine timbers and planking 
and will damp considerable of the vibration. 

The writer has used all three of these methods with 
success; in regard to the last, it is realized that there exists 
a great difference of opinion as to the use of cement in a 
wood hull. Nine years ago, about five hundred pounds of 
cement ballast was poured into the hull of a twenty-eight- 
foot cruiser which had then been in the 
water about four months; this ballast was 

balanced, but by increasing the number of cylinders it is 
still impossible to secure an absolute balance of forces. As 
an absolute balance is impossible, vibration can not be 
entirely eliminated, but it can be so distributed that it 
becomes negligible. This is best accomplished in a marine 
installation, by a long motor foundation (engine bed) 
rigidly fastened to the keel and to sister keelsons having 
the widest possible spread. These sister keelsons are 
fastened to the frames only and not to the planking. In 
light construction it is advisable to extend the engine bed 
the full length of the hull, and use cross-beams as close as 
practical. 

The propeller is next in importance as a producer of 
vibration. Unbalanced weights, unequal pitch of the blades, 
thick edges, and the throwing of water against the hull 
with a pounding effect are all causes traceable directly to 
the propeller. 

The balance of the mass of the propeller is easily tested 
by fitting it to a short length of shaft and rolling on knife 
edges. When unbalance is found, file off the back of the 
blade (corner side) until it will come to rest in any position. 
A little care is all that is necessary to secure a well balanced 
propeller in respect to weight, but this does not imply that 
the propeller is balanced in all respects. 

Testing the pitch is not so simple an operation. First 
scribe a circle approximately three-quarters the diameter 
of the wheel. Lay the propeller driving face down so that 
its center and the center of the circle coincide. You can 
now test the pitch of each blade, by using a bevel or making 
a templet to the angle of the blade. Adjust the bevel or 
templet so that its base touches the circle at each end, and 
the blade or slant side of the templet to touch the leading 
and following edges. By placing the templet under the 

other blades in ex- 
actly the same posi- 
tion, any inequality 
of pitch will be 
evident. 

The pitch may be 
restored by beating 
the blade back to its 
original position with 

W. B. M. checks the propeller 
and extends the base 

run about three-quarters of the length of the hull, fore and 
ait, and up even with the tops of the floor timbers. The 
present owner of the boat states that the cement is still in 
position and that he has carefully examined the planking 
without detecting any signs of decay. 

H. H. P., Oakland, Calif. 

V ibration—Its Cause and Remedy 

IBRATION is present wherever machinery is in op- 
eration. It cannot be entirely eliminated, no matter 
how carefully the moving parts are balanced, but it 

can by careful attention to balance, foundation, alignment, 
etc., be reduced to a minimum. In reciprocating engines 
Vibration is most noticeable, due to the impossibility of 
exactly balancing the weight of its moving parts and the 
application of power, while well balanced rotary machines 
run with so little vibration that it is hardly perceptible. 
A motor installed in a boat, which, to a certain extent, 
is flexible and more susceptible to vibration, operates under 
different conditions than when installed on an ample shore 
foundation. 
The motor is not the only cause of vibration in a boat, 

but it is its chief source and all secondary vibrations are 
the result of its turning. A single-cylinder motor is in this 
respect the worst, and any attempt at balancing by the 
addition of counterweights, introduces new unbalanced 
forces, which even if of lesser intensity are still of appre- 
cCiable magnitude. Two-cylinder engines can be better 

Z. a = m4 < 7 
an on et a aan on 

a rawhide or wood- 
en mallet on a block 
of hard wood. In 
this way the metal 
will not be strained 
or hardened in spots, 
as would be the case 
if a hammer and 
anvil were used. 
Before attempting to 

alter the blades make a templet to work to by setting up the 
propeller on a perpendicular shaft having a collar so that 
the wheel can revolve freely. Make several templets, at 
least three, to fit a blade, the leading edge of which is 
straight and all curves are true. In this condition the blade 
is very likely true to pitch as manufactured. Fasten these 
templets permanently in a perpendicular position to fit the 
blade. Raise and turn the propeller to try the other blades. 
When each blade checks with the templets, the pitch of all 
blades will be the same. 
When all blades are out, the original angle may be found 

by laying out a line equal to the circumference (D x 3.1416) 
and erecting a perpendicular equal to the pitch and com- 
pleting the triangle. The angle of the hypothenuse and 
base of the right angle triangle is the proper blade angle 
for the given pitch. 

Thick blade edges are not troublesome except at high 
propeller speeds, when cavitation is the result. However, 
it is advisable to reduce the thick edges by filing from the 
back of blade only. 

A two-blade propeller working behind a deadwood may 
cause vibration due to the water directly aft, the deadwood 
being less dense than the surrounding water which allows 
the wheel to speed up when both blades are in this position, 
unbalancing the torque. In a three-blade propeller this 
condition is impossible. 

In an installation where there is very little clearance 
between the tips of the blades and the hull, a water pound 

(Continued on page 50) 



The Way V’e Would Do It 

Conducted by F. W. Horenburger and A. E. Snyder 

they can to MoToR BoatinG’s subscribers and readers. 

every motor boatman. 

and interesting questions. 

VERY month MoToR BoatinG’s staff of experts answers thousands of inquiries about boats, engines, accessories 
and, in fact, everything marine. There is hardly a branch of the sport or industry on which they are not 
constantly being asked to give their opinions. They are very glad to do this, as well as to be of whatever service 

Quite naturally, many requests for information are received on subjects which are not of universal interest to 
This, as well as the fact that it would be a physical impossibility to print answers to all 

questions received, makes it necessary for us to follow the rule of only printing answers to the few most important 
However, we always give a reply by mail, so if you are perplexed about any questions 

pertaining to boating don’t hesitate to write ‘““The Way We Would Do It” Editor. 

to look for weak spots in buying a second hand boat 
but not being interested at the time did not save those 

back numbers of MoToR BoatinG. Will you kindly enlighten 
me through your magazine? P.JI.C., New Haven, Comn. 

IT KNOW you have published before pointers on where 

The sketch herewith points out most of the weak spots 

keep the boat in running order. See that the engine starts 
readily and runs without requiring continual nursing. 

a 

I am planning to instal a small storage battery for electric 
lighting purposes on my 28-foot cruising boat. I would 
like to have the benefit of your advice in order to build a 
switch board and information as to the proper method of 

wiring the various fixtures. I do not fages ° 
of Penney Inside of Meet bur ae Compression iis propose to carry a generator but will 
chewe te bushings J mee have the battery recharged on shore 

a + a— 42 ~j f/f = Prats Bitoni when necessary. W.H.E., Port Jef- 
\ / | | 4 m. — ferson, L. I. 

aes ie wheel z ‘ 
“Veet ... , Pr The advantages of electric light on 
here EST ) a small boat are many. The storage 
Seater / y . dei atl battery provides ample current for ordinary lighting 
waee/ | PR weakness between / planking’ service, provided the battery is not loaded too aiaen . ; .. - ; 

toy St, 5 siete rettiag heavily with other auxiliary devices. Such articles 
be of out ‘of Leaking seams Orting system Just above as electric horns, and searchlights use up large amounts of 
orenze reund covered up with Cor! € Timer 

Paint § putt” 

Some of the items to watch for when buying a second-hand boat 

in a boat which is no longer new. These faults generally 
take the form of leaks caused by the pounding of a poorly 
installed engine which may not be in proper alignment 
with the hull. A prospective purchaser of a used 
boat should carefully examine all the places 
shown in order to be certain that it is in good 

water ime current and unless the battery is kept fully charged these 
current consuming devices are not recommended. Our 
sketch shows in diagrammatic form the method of wiring up 

, 
condition. The engine should be examined to 
see if the bearings are sound and true. The 
pump should be in good order. A cool engine is one 
which has the longest life. The oiling system, the 
ignition and timer all should be examined. The car- 
buretor and gasoline piping will also stand inspection. Detail of 

A demonstration of the actual performance of the boat Brace 

at sea will convince the purchaser of its ability. Be 
certain that it will not require a skilled mechanic to 
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Simple wiring diagram for a well equipped electric installation 
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A folding table for the 
wits Com i , poe Ri ak UJ 

Table Closed 

the small switch board which has a main shut off switch, 
an ammeter, a plug receptacle for the trouble light and in- 
dividual switches for the several circuits. The connection 
for the removable socket for the running lights is also 
shown. Fig. 1 shows the general appearance of the front 
of the switch board. Fig. 2 shows the storage battery. 
Fig. 3 is the wiring diagram, and Fig. 4 is the lamp con- 
nection and explanation of various parts. 

ok * 7. 
We would like to build a folding table for use in the 

cabin of our cruiser. Several ways of doing this have been 
suggested to us but we are writing to you for your opimion 
and suggestions. We have ample room in the cabin to 
support a table about four feet long and thirty-six inches 
wide when opened. C.R.T., Pawtucket, R. I. 

A very simple form of table can be readily built of ma- 
hogany 34 inches thick in the form shown in our sketch. 
The legs are fastened to the top center board of the table 
in such a way that when in the folded position they do not 
extend beyond the edge of the table. In the open position 
they serve to support the two folding leaves in the same 
plane as the center piece. The legs can be tapered slightly 
and should be about 26 inches long with a cross brace e1 

(Continued on page 94) 
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Outboard profile of Alligator, the 28-foot tunnel stern cruiser 

Alligator, A 28-Foot Tunnel Stern Cruiser 

Complete Working Drawings and All Necessary Information 

to Enable the Amateur Builder to Construct His Own Boat 

By Wm. J. Deed 
Designed , Exclusively 

where the bottom is near the top. Only 13 inches 
draft has she, but she swings an 18-inch diameter 

propeller in a tunnel stern. For the sportsman North or 
South, East or West, who goes duck shooting, fishing, or 
camping in shoal waters, she is admirably suited. Four 
people can be accommodated in her cabin on berths, and 
there are a separate toilet room and a galley in the aft end 
of the cabin. Over the cockpit is an awning which has 
7 feet headroom under it in order to provide plenty of air 
as well as room for handling fish poles and lines with some 
degree of ease. 

No attempt has been made to make a handsome yacht out 
of Alligator, but she is not a bad-looking boat at that; the 
idea was to get a roomy cockpit with a big roomy 
cabin with large windows dropping into pockets, so 
that with windows dropped there is a clear circula- 
tion of air throughout the boat. Likewise, simplicity 

L« her namesake, Alligator is designed to navigate 

‘ 

for MoToR BoatinG 

of construction was aimed at with a view to amateur con- 
struction in the back yard, securing at the same time good 
construction. There is deck space at each end for handling 
lines, and as most cruisers in very shoal water find them- 
selves at some time or other on a sand bar or mud flat, 
there are on the aft deck. two husky bitts to which ropes 
can be safely secured for kedging off by carrying a heavy 
anchor out into the stream astern. 

Under the forward deck are two fuel tanks, each with 
fill, with feed piping led from inner sides of tanks down 
along under the flooring close to a removable floor board, 
the tank valves being also accessible between the tanks by 
a door between the transoms in the bulkhead at the forward 
end of the cabin. That bulkhead is screw fastened in place 

— + a 2-0%¢°—4F - 

Inboard profile and arrangement plan for Alligator 
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so that it can be readily removed in case it is necessary to 
remove tanks. Under the cockpit floor is a water tank. 
In the cabin there is 6 feet headroom, the cabin floor being 
laid on the floor timbers, the floor line (where the cabin 
floor meets the inside edge of the frames) being back 
under the transoms so that all the floor area is flat and 
usable. Between the fuel tanks the anchor rope is led down 
through a boxing to the rope locker when it is desired to 
coil on deck. 

The two-burner yacht stove is mounted on an insulated 
dresser top, under which is the ice box and aft of the stove 
is a space for hanging up clothes, not large, but remember, 
folks don’t wear many these days. Additional hooks are 
provided in the toilet room and other hooks can be placed 
at will about the cabin for clothes one does not want to 
convert into old rags by stowing under the transoms. Away 
up high over the flywheel, with plenty of room under same, 
is the sink with dish lockers over it, the galley pump being 
mounted on the toilet bulkhead and piping led from water 
tank. Sink drain is into the lavatory drain. There is a 
hinged shelf on the bulkhead in front of the stove to afford 
table space for cooking, and there is a removable folding 
dining table in the cabin. 

Ample space is shown for any suitable motor, the length 
and height of the box over motor being regulated by the 
particular motor installed. The top of this box removes 
and the sides remove as a unit, being screw-fastened to 
rabbetted sill. Ample access to the motor is provided. The 
steering wheel is mounted on the cabin bulkhead and tiller 
rope is boxed in. There is a platform 8 inches high for 
raising the man at the steering wheel where he can get a 
slightly better view ahead. 

The tunnel construction is plainly shown in the drawings, 
the shading and cross-hatching of the various parts of the 
whole construction of the boat being left off for the sake 
of clearness. Ends of beams, etc., are shown with a cross 
usually. There is a header at the forward end of the 
tunnel to which are fastened the two rabbetted tunnel logs 
at top and bottom of each side of the tunnel. These pieces 
are shaped to conform to the outline of the top of the 
tunnel and the shape of the bottom at the side of tunnel. 
They are rabbetted for tunnel top and side planking and 
the lower edge log is also rabbetted for the hull planking. 

The best way to proceed with building Alligator is to 

Inboard construc- 
tion profile and beam 
plan for Alligator 

reproduce full size on a smooth floor on which building or 
other heavy paper has been stretched each outline of mould 
at each station shown on the mould plan, then drawing in 
the planking, chine log, keel and frames in correct size. 
Don’t bother with seam battens now. You now have pat- 
terns to lay on your stock for frames, as the frames occupy 
the same position that moulds do in usual construction. 
You can lay paper patterns on stock and get out frames, 
cutting no notches, however, but fastening upper and lower 
frame pieces together and notching for keel, apron, and 
chine log. Put diagonal braces on these frames to keep 
them in shape until wanted. 

Lay down the base line, water line, stations, tunnel out- 
lines, etc., and draw the keel, shaft log, stem, apron, etc., 
full size. Lay these patterns on the stock and get.out stem, 
stem apron, keel, shaft log, tunnel logs, transom knee and 
knees connecting transom framing with upper tunnel log. 
3ore shaft log before fitting in place. Set up backbone of 

boat, mount frames in position, bracing same square with 
center line and plumb, run chine logs into position in 
notches in the frames and make whole frame rigid by 
bracing to floor of building or beams overhead. Fit tran- 
som in place. Bend seam battens in position roughly as 
shown on plans to suit widths of planking to be used, mark, 
and then cut notches in frames. Be sure to have battens 
sweep in fair line before marking locations on frames. 
With battens in place, planking may be gotten out, measur- 
ing the width on each frame from center to center of bat- 
tens and laying off this measurement on the stock. First 
in getting out the planking is the job of getting the sweep 
of the sheer or the chin by spiling, the procedure being 
explained in the February, 1921, issue of MoToR BoatinG. 
After planking, the fitting of beams, flooring, decking, 
house, etc., should not present great problems. By study- 
ing the house construction the details will be seen to work 
out readily. 

Most care will have to be given the tunnel in this boat, no 
haste can be made in fitting logs, planking, etc., there, but 
care being taken to make careful fits and a watertight job. 
The specifications herewith cover the various parts of the 
hull completely. 

As to motor, any engine that can handle a propeller of 
16 or 18 inches will be suitable; it is best for propulsion 
reasons not to use smaller or larger wheels than these and 
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Complete set of lines for the 28-foot tunnel stern cruiser Alligator 

they should be three-bladed wheels. The speed depends 
upon the horsepower and revolutions, of course, but gen- 
erally speaking, as an average installation a 10- to 20-horse- 
power engine will drive Alligator as fast as she ought 
economically to go, i.e., about 7 to 9 miles an hour respec- 
tively with these engines. She will never make a speed 
boat, just a slow, comfortable boat. 
Arrangements have been made whereby those desiring 

full scale blue-prints of the drawings for any of the de- 
signs in this series can secure them at nominal cost by 
addressing F. W. Horenburger, 63 West 184th Street, New 
York, N. Y. 

If you need such a boat, here are the specifications for 
building her: 

Specifications 

In General: In carrying out these specifications only the best 
lumber shall be employed. All lumber shall be air-dried, free 
and clear of all loose knots, checks, dry rot, sap, etc., that would 
render it unfit for use, and all fastenings, unless otherwise speci- 
fied, to be hot-dipped galvanized stock. Boat to be built under 
cover. 

Dimensions of the completed boat to be: Length over all, 
28 ft. 0 in.; breadth over planking, 9 ft. 6 in.; draft, 1 ft. 1 in. 

Hull 
Keel: -White oak or yellow pine sided 3 inches, molded as 

per plan. 
Keel Batten: White oak or yellow pine sided 5 inches, 

molded 1% inches secured on top of keel by floor timber fasten- 
ings and nailed to keel between floor timbers by nails with heads 
countersunk and covered with pitch or bituminous cement to 
prevent bilge water reaching them. 

Stem: White oak or yellow pine sided 3 inches, molded as 
per plan, reinforced by 3-inch oak or yellow pine apron bolted 
through stem every 9 inches above knee bolts by %-inch diam- 
eter galvanized rivets, heads 
countersunk in face of stem 

Seenon ar Sm. F ' S$€crion ar sra %2 <0OmINE APT. soomrve AFT LOOKING FOR WAR 

and plugged. Apron to be reinforced by 3-inch oak knee se- 
cured to keel and apron as indicated by %-inch galvanized bolts 
as above. Stem band to be %-inch brass half-round secured 
with brass screws, stem band to extend down to meet brass rub- 
bing piece on keel bottom. 

Kubbing Piece on Bottom of Keel: To be % by 3-inch brass 
flat secured by countersunk head brass screws to bottom of keel. 
If boat is used in Northern waters the stem band and rubbing 
piece may be galvanized iron flat. 

Shaft Log: White oak or yellow pine sided 5 inches, molded 
6 inches in one piece bored %-inch larger than the diameter of 
the shaft used. Shaft log to be fastened to keel as indicated by 
¥%-inch diameter galvanized rods riveted each end over washers, 
lower ends countersunk and covered with wood plug set in white 
lead. Fastenings shown on drawing to be alternately to port 
and starboard of the shaft hole. 

Tunnel: On center line of boat the arch timber to be white 
oak or yellow pine sided 4 inches, molded as per plan, fastened 
as indicated. Securing transom to arch timber a 14-inch oak 
knee is to be riveted in place. Similar knees to be similarly 
placed over each upper tunnel log. 

At bottom of tunnel where bottom planking meets tunnel side 
planking the lower tunnel log to be located, to be oak or yellow 
pine 2 by 2% inches, rabbetted 1 inch for planking. Upper tun- 
nel log to be oak or yellow pine 2 by 3 inches to follow line of 
upper side of tunnel; to be rabbetted as shown. Tunnel side 
and top planking to be white cedar finished 34-inch thick in 
boards running fore and aft, seams caulked, payed with lead 
paint and filled flush with seam composition. Planking to be 
fastened by brass screws with heads countersunk and plugged. 
At each frame 34-inch triangular shaped braces to be fastened 
to frame and to piece fitted between upper and lower tunnel logs. 
At each frame between upper tunnel log and center tunnel log 
piece to be fitted and fastened to both tunnel logs. Oak strut 
with lignum-vitae bearing to be 5 inches wide at shaft center, 
reduced above and below shaft to 3 inches. Carefully taper and 
smooth this strut so that least resistance will be created to the 
flow of water. 

Frames: To be located on stations. To be %-inch thick 
molded as follows: bottom frames 3 inches throughout, side 
frames 2% inches at top and 4 inches at bottom; both to be 
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DIMENSIONS GIVEN I FEET WENES_BEIENTHS TO OUTSIDE OF 
PLANKING AMD UPPER BOE OF DECK 
TO Gf ALLOWED FOR IN LAYING BOAT 

TWICK NESS OF SALVE 

4-6-7 F-F-6 

’ BASE Line 18° 

riveted together at chine by five galvanized wire nails riveted. 
To be notched for seam battens. Limber holes to be bored for 
draining water in bilge. 

Floor Timbers: To be 1%-inch finished thickness, molded as 
per plan, riveted to frames and fastened to keel by two gal- 
vanized bolts. In way of engine floor timbers to be larger. 

Sheer Clamp: To be yellow pine, spruce, fir, or such wood, 
each clamp in one piece. To be riveted to each frame by gal- 
vanized rod, %-inch diameter. 

Shelf: To be located over clamp, to be 1% by 4 inches fas- 
tened to clamp and to frame. 

Transom: To be 1l-inch white cedar, cypress, or pine or oak, 
seams caulked, payed with lead paint, filled flush with seam com- 
position. Around edges oak piece 1 by 2 inches to be fitted to 
take the ends of planking; transom to cover ends of planking. 

Planking: To be white cedar, pine, cypress, or fir in strakes 
of single length. At seams 1 by 2% inches yellow pine battens 
to be fitted into notches in frames, fastened with long wood 
screw. Seams to be centered on battens and all plank edges to 
be fastened with 1%-inch No. 9 brass screws spaced 4 inches, 
seams caulked with yacht cotton, payed with lead paint and filled 
flush with seam composition. All fastenings countersunk and 
heads covered with wood plug dipped in shellac or white lead. 

Chine Log: To be oak or yellow pine 1% by 2% inches, 
fastened to frames. Lower edge beveled to suit. 

Deck Beams: Forward and aft deck beams to be oak 1% 
by 2 inches crowned and spaced as per plan. At forward end 
of house beam to be 2 by 2 inches. 

Cabin Floor: To be %-inch pine laid on floor timbers and 
nailed to same. For a width of 18 inches at center boards to be 
left loose. 
-Deck: To be %-inch white pine painted. Covering board to 

be 7 inches wide. Flush hatch aft to be same construction as 
deck. To be fitted with flush ring for lifting. 

Engine Foundations: White oak 3-inch bed logs to be fas- 
tened to 3-inch oak floor timbers by %-inch galvanized drift 
bolts. Floor timbers fastened to keel by two %-inch galvanized 
drift bolts and nailed to frames from the frame side. Limbers 
to be provided in floor timbers. Engine bed to suit oo 
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Complete set of dimensioned sections for preparing the molds for Alligator 

dimensions of the engine installed; bed 
drawn to suit any particular motor. 

Cockpit: Floor beams to be oak 1% by 2 inches. Decking 
or floor to be % by 3 inches white pine painted. Flush hatch 
same construction as cockpit floor. Box over motor to be built 
to suit size of latter. Cockpit floor to extend to cpening be- 
tween beams. On this will be fastened rabbetted sill 1 by 1% 
inches and at corner posts to be fitted, fastened to sides of box- 
ing so as to remove with boxing. Sides to be %-inch tongued; 
grooved and V-d oak or cypress fastened to 1% by 1%-inch 
piece resting on rabbetted sill (this piece not shown on plan) 
and entire box held down tight in position by brass hooks so 
that box may be easily removed. Top to have 1% by 2-inch 
framing with %-inch cover to remove by lifting off. 

Cabin House: At positions shown between windows oak or 
yellow pine studs 1% by 2 inches to be fastened to shelf and at 
bottom of stud. At corners rabbetted oak corner pieces to be 
fastened by galvanized rods driven from top through deck frame 
and secured under same by nuts and washer or riveted. Over 
tops of studs a yellow pine plate 1 by 1% inches to be fastened 
and at each corner of house aft and close to rabbetted corner 
pieces at forward end a galvanized %-inch tie rod to be fitted 
from top of plate to deck frame. Between windows inside and 
outside 44-inch oak, cypress, or mahogany to be secured in place. 
If cabin finish is mahogany the corner pieces will be mahogany 
instead of oak as above specified. Windows to be 1%-inch 
glazed with double diamond glass, to be provided with Pullman 
sash balances and flush handle for raising and lowering, window 
to drop into pocket below window sill level. Runnning between 
studs and secured to deck is to be rabbetted sill 144 by 2 inches 
to take outer sheathing in rabbet and below windows canvas is 
to be tacked and laid in thick white lead on top of this sill and 
turned up against inner sheathing to make seam tight and pre- 
vent rainwater driving in by window sash and running down 
inner seam into cabin. To effect this the outer sheathing or 
coaming will be fastened last. Window sills to be 1 by 3 inches 
extending between studs and slotted for window to pass through. 
To produce the effect of a continuous sill there is to be a 1-inch 

molding fitted between windows in line 
with window sills. At top inside and out- 
side a ¥%-inch covering piece to be fas- 
tened and outside a l-inch half-round. 
Cabin top beams to be 1 by 13% inches 
steam bent to crown and fastened to 
plates. Cabin top to be %-inch tongued, 
grooved, and V-d one side (under) 
white pine or spruce or cypress nailed 
to beams and covered with 8-oz. canvas 
laid in thick wet white lead paint, edges 

(Continued on page 90) 
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Tasman, the thirty-three-foot auxiliary ketch, which competed a long cruise on the southern Pacific Ocean 

On the Cruise of Tasman 

Thirty-Three Foot Auxiliary Ketch Successfully Battles Storms 

of the Southern Pacific With the Aid of Her Frisbie Motor 

S set forth 
above, the 
authorities 

of Suva, Fiji Isl- 
ands, gave their 
consent to the sail- 
ing of the 33-foot 
auxiliary ketch 
Tasman from the 
harbor on her long 
voyage across the 
stormy waters of 

board, including the master. 

port or in its neighborhood.” 

“To all to whom these presents shall come, I the undersigned Health Officer 
for the Port of Suva, in the Colony of Fiji Islands, send greetings: 
“Whereas the ship called Tasman, whose master, Captain J. S. Drever, is 

about to sail from the said Port of Suva, the Colony of Fiji, for the Port of 
Sydney, Australia, and other places beyond the seas, with two persons on 

“Now, know ye, that I, the said Health Officer, do hereby make it known to 
all men, and pledge my faith thereunto, that at the time of granting these 
presents, no pestilence, plague, or any dangerous disorder existed in the above 

heave-to and per- 
mit the storms to 
blow themselves 
out. The entire 
voyage consumed 
forty-four days and 
the severe treat- 
ment to which the 
boat was subjected 
demonstrates the 
high point of de- 

the southern Pa- 
cific Ocean to Sydney, Australia. The first stop was to be 
at Conway Reef, some 300 miles away, which was only a 
small portion of the total of 2,800 miles to Australia. 
Many transoceanic voyages have recently been under- 

taken by small motor boats, but none on the order of this 
one. Generally, voyages of this nature are undertaken in 
boats which have been built for the particular journey. 
Expert engineering and boat building knowledge has been 
freely used and generally the crews have been persons di- 
rectly or indirectly connected with the industry. Tasman 
does not belong to this class. This boat is already three 
years old and its Frisbie motor of 16 h.p., running on kero- 
sene, has been called upon for hard, continuous service in 
its lifetime. At the beginning of this voyage no professional 
advice was sought—in fact, the motor manufacturers only 
learned of the journey long after it was well under way. 
On this voyage to Sydney, Tasman was called upon to 

weather more severe storms than have ever previously fallen 
to the lot of a boat of this size. For days at a time—in 
one instance, six days continuously—-it was necessary to 

velopment = which 
has been reached 

in boat and engine construction. 
Tasman was built some three years ago from designs by 

her owner, Logan Morrisby. Her appearance is slightly 
out of the usual, as she was built particularly for seaworth- 
iness, utility and comfort. The matter of speed was a 
secondary consideration and was sacrificed in favor of the 
other good features. Her dimensions are 33 feet 6 inches 
in length, while her beam is 10 feet with 5-foot 6-inch draft. 
Her entire timbers are native to the Fiji Islands, being 
mainly kauri with Australian spotted gum frames. There 
is a comfortable main cabin under the raised deck forward, 
while the 16 h.p. Frisbie motor is installed amidships. The 
after cabin is used for stores. The motor is the standard 
two-cylinder 16 h.p. type adapted to run on kerosene, and 
is of 6 inches bore and stroke and has been used in this 
boat commercially. 

Logan Morrisby, the owner, has spent two score years 
among the South Sea Islands and is a local authority on 
subjects pertaining to them. He cruises continuously among 

(Continued on page 94) 
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Cruising on the Delaware 

The First Portion of the Delaware River From Trenton to 

Philadelphia is the Beginning of the Inside Route to Florida 

NE of the simplest waterways to navigate in the 
O country is the Delaware River. All courses necessary 

to safely travel this winding channel are plainly indi- 
cated by well established ranges on shore so that the pilot, 
even though he may be traveling in totally unfamiliar 
waters, can still be assured of remaining in deep water at 
all times. It would seem that traveling by night is almost 
simpler than traveling these waters during daylight hours. 
The ranges are all so devised that the moment the pilot 
permits his vessel to slip from his proper course, the lights 
are obscured. In order to get back into the channel, it is 
only necessary to alter the course sufficiently so that the 
lights again become visible. 

From Trenton to the vicinity of Bordentown, the Dela- 
ware River is rather a narrow stream. The channel is 
dredged and it is advisable for the stranger in these waters 
to confine himself strictly to the channel between the many 
buoys which clearly define it. At Bordentown, vessels 
traveling south from New York waters will leave the Dela- 
ware and Raritan 

northerly bank will form a guide for the next course which 
is W x N for about one mile. This wharf is held slightly 
on the starboard bow until within about, 500 feet of it and 
then a turn is made and a course of W S W followed, keep- 
ing the wharf at Torresdale a little on the starboard bow 
and the concrete tower and high chimney a little on the 
port bow. A dredged channel will be found abreast of Mud 
Island, the buoys of which clearly define it. A lighted range 
will be left astern in passing through this channel and, 
with the additional guidance of the buoys, no difficulty 
should be encountered. The Torresdale light will be found 
on a wharf close by and can be passed at a distance of 
about 800 feet from it. 

Just before reaching here, the little village of Delanco 
on the New Jersey side offers the services of a well equipped 
boat shop and marine railway Which can take care of yachts 
and small craft, should repairs be required. Should it be 
necessary to stop at Delanco, a sharp turn must be made 
to port after passing the last pair of buoys. on the 

Mud Island range. 
canal and enter 
upon the river. 
Upon leaving the 
canal lock at 
Bordentown, the 
steamboat wharf 
on the east bank 
should be left 
about 125 feet to —m - oe bn 2 ss 
the westward. No. 27 | eg 1922 on 
The course from No. 28 ™ a 
here will be No. 29 March, 1922 
SW &% S§S with No. 30 April, 1922 . 
Bordentown No. 31 
range frontlight, sa = ae Ry . 

ich is a whi o. uly, a which mS = No. 34 yd 1922 
post on the south 
bank 34 miles dis- No. 35 Sept., 1922 . oe — No. 36 
tant and a little 
on the starboard 

MOTOR BOATING’S NEW CHART SERIES 

The third series of MoToR BoatinG’s popular charts begins with No. 25, 
which covers the Delaware River from Trenton to Philadelphia. Others in 
this series which follow will complete the route to the sea via the Delaware 
River as well as cover many interesting stretches of cruising waters on the 
way south and along the coast. It is planned to issue these about as listed below: 

.Delaware River, Trenton to Philadelphia. 

. Delaware River, Philadelphia to Smyrna. 

.New Jersey Coast, Cape May to Little Egg Inlet. 
Feb., 1922 ...New Jersey Coast, Little Egg to Barnegat Inlet. 

.New Jersey Coast, Barnegat Inlet to Sandy Hook. 

. Chesapeake Bay, Smith Point to Cape Charles. 
May, 1922 ...Potomac River to Lower Cedar Point. 

. York and James Rivers. 

. Delaware Coast, Cape Henlopen to Chincoteague Inlet. 

. Virginia Coast, Chincoteague to Cape Charles. 

.North Carolina Coast, Cape Henry to Beaufort. 
Oct., 1922 ...Carolina Coast, Beaufort to Charleston. 

A church spire in 
the village can be 
used as a guide 
and when within 
700 to 800 feet of 
the shore, head up 
for the landing. 
Rancocas’ River 
offers convenient 
anchorages for 
small boats which 
wish to lay in 
quiet water. To 
enter this river 
the range below 
Hawk Island will 
have to be used 
until well abreast 
the island, from 

bow. A _ black 
buoy is left about 50 feet on the starboard hand and the 
course gradually hauled to the westward so as to follow the 
channel and pass about midway between the light and the 
horizontally striped buoy. A course S W x W position 
about midchannel above Newbold Island, changing there to 
W 4 N when the Penn Manor range closes. From here 
to Roebling the course will follow a mid-channel position 
between a line of well marked buoys. After passing black 
spar off Kingora, one can head directly for the large water 
tower at Tullytown on the Pennsylvania shore. On this 
stretch one can keep about 500 feet off the southern bank 
to Florence. In making the sharp bend to port here, keep 
in mid-channel and draw in to about 300 feet from the 
western bank for a distance of about 3% of a mile below 
Bristol to abreast the yacht club wharf there. Burlington 
Island, opposite Bristol, is a very popular rendezvous for 
motor boat parties and is only a short run from Phila- 
delphia. Supplies and gasoline may be obtained here as 
well as at other points along the river. The picnic ground 
at Burlington Island is a public park which is open from 
the end of June to the middle of September. Just below 
the island is the village of Burlington, where supplies can 
also be obtained. There is sufficient water at both Bristol 
and Burlington so that boats can approach the wharves and 
load their ice and gasoline directly without having to tran- 
ship it in small boats. 

leaving Burlington astern one can steer directly for 
College Point light until within a quarter mile from it. It 
should be passed at a distance of about 600 feet and, the 
black buoys just below passed on the starboard hand <\ is 
customary in going down stream. An old wharf on the 

37 

this point stand- 
ing to Diehl Point 

on the left bank until about half way between the point and 
the island, from which the course is again changed to head 
for the draw on the trolley bridge. 

The course below Torresdale is practically a straight line 
to the prominent club house and flag staff on the end of the 
pier at Riverton, a little on the port bow. The course will 
be S W 42 W and the distance two and one-half miles. A 
good anchorage can be had here just below the Yacht Club 
and supplies of all kinds can also be secured. The Riverton 
light should be passed at a distance of about 500 feet and 
the red and black spar buoys at Eight Mile point can be 
passed on the port and starboard sides, respectively, while 
running on a course of W ¥% S. This course approaches 
the mouth of Frankford Creek, just below Tacony, at which 
place supplies, provisions and fuel may be obtained if re- 
quired. Just below are a number of yacht clubs at which 
one may stop and inquire for more complete local informa- 
tion. The railroad bridge across the river just below here 
has a 50-foot clearance above the water-line and in addi- 
tion is a draw bridge for larger vessels. 

A mid-river course can be followed when past the bridge 
and anchorage can be made on the eastern side of the river, 
either at Petty Island, two miles below the bridge, or be- 
tween Kaighn Point and Gloucester, from 5 to 7 miles below 
the bridge. At Camden, New Jersey, repairs of any kind 
can be effected and supplies of whatever kind desired can 
be readily secured. The numerous wharves on the Phila- 
delphia water front make it advisable not to attempt to stop 
there with a small boat, but to lay at one of the anchorages 
mentioned or at some of the yacht clubs nearby. The adja- 
cent clubs are all close to transportation lines. 



The Newest Gasoline Marine Motor 

A Six Cylinder Machine Developing 300 H. P., Perfected by the Consolidated 

Shipbuilding Corporation in Addition 

P* JGRESS in marine gas engineering is being made. 
The engineers of the Consolidated Shipbuilding Corpo- 
ration at Morris Heights, New York, have completed 

a new model six cylinder gasoline marine power plant 
known as Model R. The Consolidated Shipbuilding Corpo- 
ration, operating the largest yacht works on the eastern 
coast, find time to develop new motors and build them in 
addition to the construction of the yachts themselves. 
Among the most recent boats completed at this yard can 
be mentioned the large steam yacht Lyndonia and Spee- 
jacks, now on its way around the world. 

The motor is a most compact unit and will develop 
300 H.P. when turning at 1,300 r.p.m. The bore and stroke 
of the six cylinders is 634 inches by 8% inches stroke 
and the weight has been kept down to 4,000 pounds com- 
plete. It is of the overhead, dual valve, separate head 
type with two camshafts. There are separate substantial 
push rods for each valve and rocker arms under a protect- 
ing cover translate the push-rod motion to the valve. The 
valve cover is tight and the pressure oiling system distributes 
a portion of its lubricant on the valve actuating mechanism 
so that these parts are continuously and sufficiently lubri- 
cated. The first tests made on this motor were very success- 
ful and it was kept in full operation for a period of 13% 
hours at full speed without any adjustments whatever. 
There is no reason to suppose that it could not have con- 
tinued to operate indefinitely had it been desired. 

The details of this motor are interesting. There are four 
valves to each cylinder, each of which is operated by its 
individual push-rod from the camshaft, which is below in 
the upper crank case. The push-rods can be plainly seen 
in our photograph and are very substantial members of the 
machine. The inlet and exhaust valves are very large and 
of the taper seated type. They are all identical and there- 
fore interchangeable. 
Aluminum has been extensively used in the construction 

of this machine. The bed casting is a single piece of this 
metal and includes the reverse gear and thrust bearing in 
the same housing. The bearings in this piece are bored for 
removable bronze babbitted shells. A single aluminum 
casting forms the upper half of the base and is exceptionally 
deep and well bolted to the base casting. A flange to which 
the cylinders are bolted is centrally located near the center 

Yachts 

of piston travel and balances the side thrust of the piston 
perfectly. The cylinder castings are separate with integral 
water-jackets and are formed of a special grade of cast 
iron, all surfaces in the combustion space being machined. 
The advantage of separate cylinder castings is well rec- 
ognized by engineers and the expansion and contraction of 
the cylinders in the working of the motor is more readily 
absorbed. Cylinder heads are also cast iron and are bolted 
to the cylinder with studs. A gasket of copper asbestos is 
placed in between to provide a gas type joint. The head is 
machined for the valves and guides, the exhaust from each 
valve, having separate passages to the exhaust line. 

Forged nickel steel is the material used in making the 
crankshaft. This is cut out of a solid billet of steel and is 
machined down to the correct sizes required. It is 3% 
inches in diameter and has a bearing between each cylinder 
drilled for the pressure oil system. There is a flange on 
the forward end to which the flywheel is attached. Con- 
necting rods are also made up of this same material and 
are machined all over. The bottom end is provided with a 
babbitted shell bearing, while the top end uses a -phosphor 
bronze bushing. 
Two oil pumps are used to provide oil to all wearing 

surfaces by a positive pressure system. The system draws 
all the oil from the engine base by means of one pump and 
discharging it through a cooler and on to a supply tank. 
The other pump draws the oil from the tank and discharges 
it through a manifold on the bottom of the bed to the main 
bearing, from which it goes through the hollow crankshaft 
to the crank and wrist pin bearings. All other bearings 
and pins on the motor are also taken care of by this pressure 
system. A large thrust bearing of the roller type is located 
in an oil tight housing on the after end of the main bed plate. 
Two separate and distinct systems of ignition are provid- 

ed for this machine. A two spark high tension Berling mag- 
neto and a separate Delco distributor system provide the 
necessary electrical impulse for firing the cylinders at the 
proper time. Other electrical equipment is a two unit Bijur 
starting system. This is a 12-volt equipment and operates 
by engaging a ring gear on the flywheel with the pinion 
of the starting motor. The little starting motor has ample 

to the Construction of New 

capacity to turn the large machine over without apparent 
effort. 
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G licen true motors have always 
been true to their name, that 
is, standard for the service for 

which they were intended. In these 
days when the high-speed motor is 
performing so spectacularly in rac- 
ing craft and thus receiving more 
than its share of the public’s atten- 
tion, it is quite natural for many to 
lose sight of the fact for a time, 
that the slow-speed, heavy duty 
is just as popular as it ever 
was for the ordinary type 
of cruising motor boat 
and for commercial pur- 
poses. The Standard 
motor will always re- 
main standard for 
this service and 

Heavy Duty Standard 

Motors 

In Line With A New Policy of Quantity 

Production the Standard Motor Construction 

Company Has Reduced Prices of All Models 

two-cylinder 

Four-cylinder 5 x 6%4-inch 
Standard engine of 20-24 h.p. 
This engine has the smallest 
cylinder dimensions of any 

built by this company 
never can be re- 
placed. 

In keeping with 
the spirit of the 
times, the Standard 
Motor Construction 
Company have re- 
duced their prices on 

A large motor 8 x 10-inch bore and stroke developing 65-75 h.p. 

A four-cylinder motor in 
larger size 32-37 h.p. 
6x 8-inch bore and stroke. 
This unit has four cylin- 
ders of the same dimen- 
sions as the two-cylinder 

16-18 h.p. model 

all Standard models. These have 
been brought down to practically 
pre-war prices and are based on 
quantity production, as this company 
is looking forward to a prolonged 
period of prosperity in the marine 
field, especially in the type of boat 
which makes motor boating worth 
while. 
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Yard and Shop 

Notes of Interest to Both Owner and Manufacturer 

Ambrose Channel Audio 

Piloting Cable in Com- 

mission 

Arrangements have just been per- 
fected whereby the operation and main- 
tenance of the Audio Piloting Cable in 
New York Harbor will be taken over 
by the Lighthouse Service of the De- 
partment of Commerce. As announced 
in MoToR BoatinG September, 1920, 
the Navy Department was conducting 
experiments with this cable and success- 
ful tests were made at that time. The 
destroyer Semmes was piloted through 
Ambrose Channel while the helmsman 
was blindfolded, the entire guidance 
of the ship being entrusted to the 
audible signals from the submerged 
cable in the center of the channel below 
the ship. The apparatus enabling ves- 
sels to navigate through the harbor 
entrance has been perfected to the point 
where it is feasible for small motor 
boats and yachts. In addition to naval 
vessels and vessels of the Lighthouse 
Service many big steamships are being 
equipped with the device which elimi- 
nates all delays due to fog at the harbor 
entrance and will result in the saving of 
untold amounts by permitting ships to 
enter or leave the harbor in spite of fog. 

The cable will be in operation con- 
tinuously in the same way as other aids 
to navigation and all vessels which are 
equipped to receive the signals which 
it gives will be enabled to avail them- 
selves of its aid. 

Tests will be undertaken soon on a 
small motor boat to show the adaptabil- 
ity of the device to the small craft as 
well as to the largest vessels. 

It is only a matter of a few years 
when all our principal harbor entrances 
will be protected by these piloting 
cables. 

Elco Has New Storage 

Service 
In discussing the needs of boats and 

boatmen in the line of layup service 

Seacoast, a new oyster boat just beginning its service in New 
Haven Harbor. 
6" feet. 

bushels eac 

This boat is very beamy and has a draft of 
She is equipped with a 6-cylinder Mianus improved 

Diesel motor which drives her at 10% knots. 
motor is omvtee to handle four dredges which hold 8 

. These engines are rapidly replacing steam 
plants in boats of this type and their efficiency and economical 
operation make them particularly suited for this hard work 

Thomas L. Hansen said, 
“Our service to the owner 
of an Elco boat begins 
with the sale and never 
ends.” Not enough can 
be said for the part the 
Elco Works have taken in 
making the Stock Boat a 
reality. Not content with 
selling their client they 
have found that the best 
way of keeping him sold 
is to sell him not the 
largest boat he can afford 
but the one most suitable 
for not only his purse but 
for his requirements. Mr. 
Hansen’s theory is, gethim 
interested in the sport in a 
small way, keep him satis- 
fied with his purchase and he will sell 
himself a bigger boat before long. 

Keeping pace with the times and con- 

The seventeenth National Motor Boat, 
Ship and Engine Exposition will be 
held in the Grand Central Palace, 
New York, February 17 to 25, 1922. 

DATES FOR AMERICAN POWER 
BOAT ASSOCIATION 
SOUTHERN RACES: 

Cruiser Race, Miami to Palm Beach and 
return, Saturday, Feb. 11. 

Cruiser Race, Miami to Key West, Sat- 
urday, Feb. 18. 

Cruiser Race, Miami to Havana, Satur- 
day, Feb. 25. 

Races for the Fisher-Allison Trophy, 
Miami, Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day, March 2, 3 and 4. 

Races for the Wood-Fisher Trophy, 
Miami, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, March 7, 8 and 9. 

NEXT SUMMER’S RACES: 
Pageant of Progress Races, Chicago, 

uly 24 to Aug. 5. 
Fisher-Allison Races, Hamilton, Ontario, 

Aug. 17, 18 and 19. 
Wood-Fisher Races, Detroit, during the 

period from Aug. 26 to Sept. 5. 

powered with a 32 h.p. Capitol marine motor. 
of 60 m.p.h. is claimed for the boat 

ditions, an owner of a Cruisette can 
now bring his boat to the dock at 
Bayonne and forget it till he is ready 

to take it away in 
the spring. His boat 
will be hauled out, 
washed, bilge 
cleaned, an inven- 
tory taken of every 
item aboard and sent 
to the owner, the 
boat put in covered 
winter storage and 
put back in the wa- 
ter ready to be sailed 
away. The service 
costs just 50% less 
than it did last sea- 
son. It is just an- 
other instance of 
what Elco is doing 
to put boating on the 
plane it rightfully be- 
longs. There haslong 
been need for just 
this kind of service. 

In addition, the 

40 

Lake MacDonald in the Glacier National Park is an 
ideal place for motor boating. Miss V7etona, pictured 
here, is one of the new additions to the fleet of the lake. 
She was built by the Ramaley Boat Company and is 

A Specd 

W aterway League Race on 

Hudson 

A popular race held by the New York 
Motor Boat Club last month to Forest 
View and return was participated in by 
fourteen cruisers and six open boats. 
Comm. E. L. Kieger, the champion 
prize donator, has presented a series of 
trophies to the club for competition in 
this event. Special prizes were awarded 
to the first three members of the Water- 
way League to finish. Foto, the fast 
cruiser entered by G. T. White, was the 
winner in the cruiser class, followed by 
Sunkist, entered by A. Simonson of 
Sewaren, and Buddy, H. V. Brewster, 
in second and third places. 

The winner in the open boat class 
was Amorita, W. T. Randolph, with 
Fleetwood, J. P. Stoltz, second. In 
several reports of this race Fleetwood 
was erroneously stated to have been 
the winner, which however was not the 
case. 

Speedway Engines Going 

Fast 

The new eastern representative for 
Speedway Motors, A. G. Griesse, has 
made a splendid showing in distributing 
these motors during the last several 
months. “Art” is well known in the 
marine field and apparently has found 
little difficulty in selling this popular 
make of motor. A model Z motor has 
been installed in the tender for the big 
yacht Aloha and is now on its way 
around the world. 

Correct Lubrication 

A booklet on the “Correct Lubrica- 
tion of the Oil Marine Motor” has been 
prepared by the Vacuum Oil Company 
of New York and the various lubrica- 
tion systems and the correct grades of 
oil for every motor boat engine has 
been determined and is described. The 
chart of recommendations will inform 
you of the correct grade of oil to use 
for your particular motor at all times. 
Copies can be obtained from the 
Vacuum Oil Company, New York. 

(Continued on page 66) 
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Gar Wood’s Trio — 

Triumphant Over All 

HIS year’s Detroit Yacht Club Regatta was a 

great occasion for Gar Wood. His Miss America 

successfully defended the Gold Cup. His Baby Gar 

—a new Smith 33-footer—won the Wood-Fisher 

Trophy Race of 150 miles, at an average speed of 42.5 

mile at 81.466—the fastest speed ever made by watercraft. 

Harmsworth “Trophy back to the United States. 

they are 

Valsparred, of course. 

Z VALENTINE’S 

oN The Varnish That Won't Turn White 

Rovenfeld, N.Y. VALENTINE & COMPANY 
Largest Manufacturers of High-Grade Varnishes in the Wortd — Est. 1832 
New York Chicago Boston Toronto London Paris Amsterdam 

W. P. FULLER & CO.., Pacific Coast i 

ee 
sae tif es 

In capturing the Lake George Trophy for the One-Mile Speed-Boat 

Championship of North America, Mr. Wood’s Miss America II set a 

new world’s record of 80.567 m.p.h.—doing the third down-stream 

And best of all, Miss America II won the British International Trophy 

against Maple Leaf VII, the British Challenger, Miss Chicago and her 

own older sister, Miss America—the boat that brought the famous - 

Gar Wood’s three winners are products of the C. C. Smith Boat and 

Engine Company of Algonac, Mich. And it goes without saying that 

m. p. h. 

VALENTINE & COMPANY, 456 Fourth Ave., New York 
Special Offer 

For your dealer’s name and 15c¢ in stamps, we will send you a 35¢ 
sample can of Valspar or Valspar Varnish Stain — enough to finish 
several square feet of surface. Fill out Coupon. 
Dealer’s Name = . tee 
Your Name. . 
Po EE EP er Terr ee er eT eee errs F M. B. 11-21 

s Miss America 1 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the Naticnal Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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astern COX & STEVENS 
332 

NAVAL ARCHITECTS—MARINE INSURANCE—YACHT BROKERS 

15 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK 

Complete list of all steam and power yachts, auxiliaries and houseboats available FOR SALE 
A few are shown on this page. Plans, photographs and full particulars se tee —_ cama and CHARTER. 

No. 209—For Sale or Charter—Large seagoing steam yacht. No. 1466—For S ee ™ ; 
Exceptional speed. Roomy accommodation. ompletely recondi- salman aaa an png gag are a a 
tioned recently. Unusual opportunity. Cox & Stevens, 15 William Dining saloon and social hall on deck; 3 double and 1 single state- 
Street, New York. rooms, 3 bath and toilet rooms, etc. Recently overhauled thor- 

oughly, 4 large expense. Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street, 
New ork. 

No. 1662—For Sale or Charter—Attractive 90 ft. twin-screw 
gasoline houseboat; speed 10-12 miles. Large saloon, four state- No. 3789—For Sale: Most desirable high speed twin-screw 
rooms, two bathrooms; all conveniences. andsomely furnished. power yacht available. Approximately 88 ft. long. Speed up to 
Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street, New York. 25 miles. Double stateroom, main and dining saloons, bath and 

toilet room, etc. 7 cockpit. Meboquay, hull. Price attractive. 
Cox & Stevens, 15 illiam St., New York. 

No. 3489—For Sale or Charter—Modern twin-screw power No. 2978—For Sale—Desirable twin-screw cruising power yacht; + 
yacht, 90 x 16.3 x 5.2 ft. draught. Speed up to 15 miles; two 80 x 14 x 4 ft. Speed 13 miles; two 50-60 4 . Twentieth 
115 H.P. Winton motors. Dining saloon in deckhouse forward; Centu: motors new 1919. Dining saloon, two double state- 
two double and one single staterooms; bathroom and two toilets, rooms, bathroom and two —,, galley, etc. Recently thoroughly 
galley, etc. Unusually large deck space. Price and further par- overhauled at large expense. Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street, 
ticulars from Cox & Stevens, 15 William St., New York. New York. 

No. 4048—For Sale—Practically new, 
No. 3151—For Sale or Charter—Particu- P handsome, fast, twin screw cruiser; 64 x 

desirable twin-screw houseboat; No. 3477—For Sale—Fast bridge deck > ‘ Ss 19 

exe ie Speed 11 miles; ewe € eyl 60-70 cruiser; 43 x 9 x 3.6 ft. Speed up to 17 wihees two 'b cyl 193 TLP. Ven Bhrek te- 
H.P. Standard motors new 1919 Large deck- miles; 130-150 H.P. 6 cyl. Speedway Motor. tors; electric starters. Enclosed bridge with 
house containing social hall; main saloon Saloon, double stateroom, two toilets, galley, full’ motor controls. Dining saloon, two 
twe double end’ two single staterooms, two etc. Splendid boat for ferry or day service. double staterooms, toilet room, galley, etc. 
bath and toilet rooms, etc. Handsomely —- Nex ae 3 & Stevens, 15 William Probably roomiest boat of type and size 
finished and furnished. Cox & Stevens, 15 treet, New York. available. Price attractive. Cox & Stevens, 
William Street, New York. 15 William Street, New York. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Plans and specifications for new yachts of any size or type should be prepared now "i 
to assure delivery for next year. Have plans of new yachts, all types, on file now. 

We have a most complete and up-to-date list of steam and motor yachts of all sizes, sali, auxiliary, and houseboats on file in our office, kept constantly up-to-date by a i 
thorough and comprehensive canvass of the entire yachting field from time to time. We are in a position to submit full information on any type of boat upon request. j 

No, 8165—For Sale—Consider 50-60 ft. auxiliary part payment. No, 7795—For Sale—45 ft. bridge deck cruiser. Built 1920. 
New houseboat 45 x 13 x 3 ft. Speed 9 miles. In commission. Speed 12-14 miles. 100 H.P. Van Blerck motor. One double 
Double and single stateroom, saloon and bath. Also deck saloon. stateroom, main saloon with 2 Pullman berths, toilet room, galley, i 
Delco lighting plant. All complete and perfect condition. Henry etc. Price attractive. Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, if 
J. Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, New York City. New York City. \ 

No. 8080—For Sale—Charter—New modern 85 ft. twin-screw No. 7002—For Sale or Charter—Finest yacht of t avaitable \ 
ie a nn ng — — = el 2 — 3 138 ft. twin-screw power yacht. Two 300 iP. Standard engines. { 
single staterooms. Tot water heat, athe. Shoal craught makes Dining room and social hall on deck; three double and one single ' attractive type Florida cruising. Two 50 horsepower motors give staterooms; two bathrooms. All furnishings new 1920. Henry 
speed 10 miles. Good sea boat. Henry J. Gielow, Inc. 25 W. J. Gielow, Inc. 25 W. 43rd St., New York City. 43rd St., New York City. } 

NGINEER, NAVAL hyve 
AND YACHT SROKcA Py ad 

23.W. 65rd STREKT, NEW YORK 
on oe 

__B SES OsS peat a 
wi i ee ee 3 oat 

No. 7133—68-ft. raised deck cruiser, overhauled and _recondi- No. 8098—For Sale or Charter—Desirable 100 ft. twin screw 
tioned spring 1921. Sterling engine, speyd 12 to 14 miles. In- cruising houseboat. Speed 12 miles. Two 75 H.P. Winton motors. 

‘ terior finish white enamel, two double staterooms, large galley, Deck dining and lounging room, 3 double staterooms, 2 state- 
shower. Exceptionally heavily constructed boat, fine sea boat. rooms with upper and lower berths, 3 bathrooms. Handsomely 
Owner anxious to sell, having purchased longer yacht. Will con- fitted and furnished. Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, 
sider real estate trade. Inspection and trial trip in New York. New York City. 
Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 . 43rd Street, New York City. 

No. 7376—For Sale—61 foot cruising power yacht. Speed 12 
a rere, See Feta ae bmg miles, 80 H.P. motor new 1920. Delco lighting plant new 1921. 
eck dining room, two double staterooms, bathroom. All furnish- Double stateroom, two saloons. Sleeps six. All in first class 

ings and equipment new 1919. Excellent condition. Henry J. — Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, New York 
Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd St., New York City. 

When writing to advertisers please menticn MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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TAMS, LEMOINE & CRANE 

Telephone NAVAL ARCHITECTS 52 Pine Street 
4510 John AND New York City 

YACHT BROKERS 

Offer for sale the following yachts, some of which are available for charter 

No. 1902—Sale or Charter—In Florida Most commodious 
houseboat of her length available; 64 ft. x 17 ft. x 6 in. x 3 ft. No. 1927—Sale—Charter—Immediate delivery. Most attrac- 
2 in. draft tive twin screw houseboat 85 ft. x 19 ft. x 3 ft. draft. Built 

1919, 5 staterooms, 3 bathrooms, deck saloon, etc. 

No. 7474—Sale—Brand new fast cruiser; 2-6 cylinder Sterling . = P11 7 ; : = . ~ ~ . : motors. Speed 21% miles. All modern conveniences. No. 9078—Sale or Charter—Fast 48 ft. express cruiser in com- 
mission. Immediate delivery—2_ new 6 cylinder Van Blerck 
motcrs. Good accommodations. Thoroughly overhauled last year 
in all departments. 

No. 8102—Sale—Charter—Most desirable raised deck cruiser 
available. Practically new. 81 ft. x 13 ft. x 5 ft, draft. Speed 
15 miles. Electric light, hot water, heat and refrigerating plant. 

No. 9075—For Sale—Desirable raised deck cruiser 70 ft. x 11 
ft. x 4 ft. Good accommodations. Speed 23 miles. 

No. 8978—For Sale—Raised deck semi-day cruiser. 200 H.P. 
Sterling motor. Speed 20 miles per hour. In the very best of No. 1926—Sale—Charter 98—New houseboat; 6 staterooms, 3 
condition. Price reasonable. Full particulars and plans from bathrooms, dining saloon, sitting room; electric lighted and hot 
Tams, Lemoine & Crane, 52 Pine Street, New York. water heat. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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HENRY H. JENNINGS JAGLE 

H. H. JENNINGS COMPANY > 

‘Socean” YACHT and SHIP BROKERS Surveying 
5456 and 5457 

TRIBUNE BUILDING 

Yachibuce Nesork 154 Nassau Street New York City 

Our 25 Years’ Experience and Our Knowledge of the Yachts We Offer, Insure Satisfaction to Clients 
SEND SIX CENTS FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Marine Insurance 

No. 2268—An opportunity to secure a 
high class 58 foot express cruiser, 3 foot 
draft. Ideal boat for Florida. Built this No. 2254—Sale or charter 55 foot cruiser. eee 
year. Double stateroom. Main saloon two Two double staterooms. Two upper and No. 2136—Sale or Charter—Twin-screw 
upper and two lower berths. Sleeps eight. two lower berths in main cabin. wo toilet 80 foot power yacht. Two double state- 
Two toilet rooms. Two 150 H.P. Van rooms. 100 H.P. Sterling Motor. Speed rooms, dining saloon, etc. Two 220 H.P. 
Blerck Motors. Speed 24 miles. 13-14 miles. Electric lights. Splendid Standard motors. Speed up to 21 miles. 

proposition. 

4 t. No. 4322—Sale or Charter—Twin-screw a ‘ 
Tine staterooms large main sttoon, Siceps 8$ foot power houseboat. Five staterooms,  p»ANoj_ 2011-52 foot bridge ‘deck cruiser. 
eight. Two toilet rooms. Two 32-37 HP Snes saloon, three baths, etc. Speed 10 rooms. Two berths and toilet oof orew. 
Standard Motors installed 1920. tally 11- miles. 130-150 H.P. Speedway Motor. Speed 15 
12 miles. ee lights, etc. Ideal for miles, 

FRANK BOWNE JONES 

YACHT AGENT and SHIP BROKER 

TELEPHONE WHITEHALL !!7° CABLE ADDRESS 

CUNARD BUILDING, 25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 
OFFICE NO. 1051 

SALES AND CHARTERS—NAVAL ARCHITECTURE—MARINE INSURANCE 

1171 WINDWARD, N. Y. 

No. 1236—200 ft. steel sea going steam No. 5097—For South *harter—O: f yacht. Best yg & and build. A-1 condition " oe Southers Chesger ~~ No. 1986—88 ft. power yacht. Twin screw. the Mathis 80 ft. Power House Yachts. Ex- throughout. Oil burnin One of the fin- Good speed. Exceptional opportunity. Frank ceptional accommodations. Frank Bowne est vessels in the fleet. Frank Bowne Jones, Bowne Jones, Yacht Agent, 25 Broadway, ones, Yacht Agent, 25 Broadway, N 
Yacht Agent, 25 Broadway, New York. New York City. ay . — iti 

Ne. 1638—For Sale or for Southern 
Charter—52 ft. Power House Yacht—last No. 4317—58 ft. twin screw Express No. 1852—43 ft. Speedway Scout Cruiser 
year’s build—fine accommodations—a _ most Cruiser; built this year. Probably the finest —6 cylinder engine—speed 14 miles—good 
desirable type. Frank Bowne Yacht boat of her type. Frank Bowne games, as new. Frank Bowne geome, Yacht Agent, 

gent, 25 Broadway, New York. Yacht Agent, 25 Broadway, New York. 25 Broadway, New Yor 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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MOT WILLIAM GARDNER & CQ, Watney 

Naval Architects, Marine Engineers and Yacht Brokers 

8638 Bowling Green 1 Broadway, New York Yachting, NoY. 
We have a complete list of Yachts of every description for sale and charter Plans, Photos and full particulars furnished on request. 

- ~~ 
RT i 

No. 659—Steel steam yacht, deep sea type, 187 x 24 x 10 ft. Of best construction throughout, and of recent build from our designs. Prom- 
enade deck full width of boat. Has two large deck houses, with chart house and Captain’s room on upper deck. Finely appointed owner’s and 
guests’ quarters. Was not used in Government Service. In best possible condition and should be seen tobe fully appreciated. Inspection invited. 

No, 2438—Handsome Express Cruiser, 87 No. 2345—Patrol . _Twin-screw ex- = 
x 12.2 ft.; mahogany planking; two 8 cylin- press cruiser, 60 x 10. Two 6 cylinder No. 1614—Raised deck cruiser, 57 ft. x 
der Speedway motors, speed 20-25 miles. motors. Speed 25 knots. Very reasonable 13 ft., Twentieth Century motor, 50 H.P. 
Built under our supervision. figure. Three staterooms, saloon, etc. Al condition. 

Telephone Vanderbilt 10499 Marine Insurance 

ane ual R. M. HADDOCK 

NAVAL ARCHITECT and YACHT BROKER 

50 East 42nd Street, New York 

No. 426—For Sale—43 ft. Bridge Deck “V" Bottom Cruiser. No. 224—For Sale or Charter—Now in Florida waters. 63 ft. 
Speed 17 miles. Has saloon and double stateroom, two toilets, x 16 ft. x 3 ft. Houseboat. Sleeps six in owner's party. One 
galley, etc. 130-150 Speedway engine. Good boat for fast day double. two single staterooms. Large deck saloon. 60 H.P. en- 
service. R. M. Haddock, 50 East 42nd St., New York City. gine. R. M. Haddock, 50 East 42nd St., New York City. 

No. 210—For Sale or Charter: 63 foot Houseboat, now in No. 316—For Sale: 59 foot Bridge Deck Cruiser, recent build. 
Florida Waters. 16 ft. beam, 3 ft. 6 in. draft. Two 50 H.P. 20th 70-90 H.P. Sterling engine 1917. A very able boat, economical 
Century engines. One double and two single staterooms, bath, to run. Price very reasonable. Apply R. M. Haddock, 50 East 
weatet,, ote. . px fine condition. R. M. Haddock, 50 East 42nd 42nd St., New York City. 
>t.. New Yor ity. —— 

Advertising Index will be found on page 14 
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For Sale—50-ft. Cruising Houseboat, tunnel stern. 
time of the year for a southern cruise. This boat is 50 ft. x 9 ft. x 2 
draft. Have just installed a new 55 H.P. Sterling heavy duty engine, self. 

bathroom complete, starter, electric lights, air compressor, 
double berths, and accommodation for four to slee 
and cold water tanks, large icebox, sink, and dou 
and two hole hard coal stove in engine room. 
miles per hour. 
Wisconsin. 

Speed guaranteed at 12 
In commission right now on a hunting trip near Oshkosh, 

Thomas Andrazyk, 1517 Haddon Ave., Chicago, III 

ay front cabin. Hot 

Just the thing at +. 

two private 

e oil stove in galley, water 
windshields, etc. 

John W 

by Edwin Levick 
READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT SOUTH 

For Sale—35 x 6 ft. 
Storing Engine, guaranteed speed 35 M.P.H. Solid mahogany ‘and salt 

ttings throughout and completely o- d with cushions, chairs, 
In perfect order and comp a 

for ~~ want faster 

47 

6 in. Hacker Runabout “SNAPSHOT,” GR-6 

refinished. Only reason 
Act pms before Detroit River freezes. at. 

Stroh, 909 East Elizabeth Street, Detroit, Michigan. 

For Sale—Cabin cruiser, ocean going, flush 
deck 52 x 12, 4, heavy duty Standard engine, two 
lavatories, two cabins, mahogany trim, attractively 
furnished, one man control, $4,500. Canadian 
Money. A. E. Paradine, 38 Munro Park Ave., 
Toronto. Canada. 

Position Wanted—Naval architect, 20 years’ ex- 
desires position with shipyard, or yacht perience, 

building yard; cr designing and yacht brokerage 
frm. Address Naval Architect, Room 602, 136 
S. 4th ‘St, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Island For Sale—About two to three acres— 
Maine coast near Boothbay. “Wooded, has 5- 
room furnished house. Fine new anchorage, and 
fishing. Price $850 today. Worth’$2,000. E. F. 
Merrow, Hyde Park, Mass. 
One Winton 6 cyl. engine, 4% in. bore (60 

H.P.), equipped with Stromberg carburetor, and 
Eisemann magneto. Pressure force feed (oil) to 
all main and connecting rod bearings, also timing 
gears. Large centrifugal water pump. Equipped 
with distributor and check valves to connect to 
tank for air starter. Side hand hole covers on 
crank case. Excellent condition. Price $95. L. I. 
Bridegam, 240 Penn St., Reading, Pa 

For Sale—As I am building a_ much larger 
boat will sell my express cruiser, dimensions 62 
ft. x 11 ft. x 3 ft. draught, equipped with two 
six cylinder two hundred horse power Hall-Scott 
motors, with cruising speed twenty-five miles per 
hour. Three years old hull of cedar and_ white 
oak. Joiner work mahogany throughout. Has in- 
dependent generator unit and electrically lighted; 
sleeping capacity for eleven persons. For further 
information and particulars address R. C. Durant, 
Room 712 First National Bank Building, ‘Oakland, 
California. 
Wanted—Position on yacht or houseboat. Man 

and wife, woman to cook, ~- an any capacity. 
Understand motors and boats. es small, good 
conditions essential. tw, ‘ee ~ H. Long, 
1 Lanes Court, Lowell, Mass. 

St. Lucie River Home—Sacrifice—To close 
estate. Winter residence at the confluence of the 
north and south forks of the St. Lucie River, 
beautiful. view, 4% acres attractive grounds, orna- 
mental trees and shrubs and citrus fruit in pro 
fusion. 2'4-story residence, furnished, modern, 
8 bedrooms, 4 private baths, private water plant, 
electric lights, etc., sea wall, wharf, boat house, 
work shop. Would be attractive to wealthy family 
or to hotel man. Price $40,000. Half cash. We 
have several Indian River front places for sale, 
fanging in price from $2,000 up. Also many 
roves and farms in the Indian River section. 
jooklet, 148 illustrations and list of property, 5c 

in stamns. Goodwin & Baker, Realtors, Fort 
Pierce, Fla. 

Exceptional opportunity for right man with 
some cash and knowledge of marine motors; a 
banker who is not familiar with this class of work 
has acquired all the business, parts, patterns and 
equipment from manufacturer of well known 
Marine motors (25-30 h.p.); large profits and 
hundreds of inquiries from all over the world; 
one order for fifty from one dealer; under proper 
Management and with small investment business 
will net $50,000 first year, and double the second. 
What I offer was capitalized at $150,000 and cost 
me under foreclosure proceedings around $30,000; 
no expensive buildings or equipment required; can 
easily be moved anywhere; will sell at a bargain, 
all or part interest, and if you have $5,000 cash 
and some good paper or clear property might con 
Geer trade as part payment; if interested address 

. A. Werner, eolher Green, Ohio. etree 
MOUNT RIMOUNT 

WHISTLE BLOWER ROTARY HAND 
OUTFITS BILGE PUMPS 

Blower runs by friction All bronze composition. 
contact with engine fly- Suction lift 6 to 20 
wheel. Whistle of brass, feet. A lifelong con- 
nickel-plated. venience. 

ade in Made in 3 sizes. 
TRIMOUNT ROTARY POWER co. 

20 Heath Street Boston, Mass. 
(Factory: 292 Whiting Ave., E. Dedham, Mass.) 

| Clutches, Gears, Aerial 

For Sale—12-cylinder H.P. Van Blerck Motor 
formerly installed j in the famous “Whip-po’-Will, 
Jr.” This engine established the official world’s 
mile record of 70.15 m.p.h., which was unbeaten 
for three years. Motor has had best of care and 
comparatively little service. Ideal for express 
cruiser. Will be sold far below present value to 
most acceptable bid, f.o.b. Lake George. Write 
to A. Judson, 30 East 42nd St., New York 
City. 

Pierce-Arrow 5-ton trucks, rack bodies. Very 
good condition. Always used in our own service. 
Will sell cheap for quick sale. Motor Truck Rent- 
ing Corporation, 530-532 West 44th St., New 
York City. 
~ FREE Hiustrated Literatures. Outboards, New 
and Rebuilt Engines. Universal Joints, Pumps, 

s, Hyde’s, Gordon Rever- 
sible Propellers, etc. Canadian Boat & Engine 
Exchange, Toronto. 

Spend your winter in Florida on a Cruiser- 
Houseboat. My 97-ft. cruiser houseboat, more 
properly a cruiser, is now in Florida, and I will 
not be able to use it until April 1st. Therefore, 
I will charter reliable parties for the entire win- 

| ter up to April Ist, at a price usually charged for 

| $950. Fast, 

a boat of this class for one month. The main 
point, the parties must be thoroughly reliable. 
Accommodations for crew and eight guests, with- 
out using upper berths. A big “snap” to the 
right people. Address Yacht Owner, c/o W. A. 
Stock, 210 Kresge Building, Detroit, Mich. 

For Sale or Charter—One 154-passenger and 
freight boat, speed 10 knots. 56 ft. x 16 ft. x 3 
ft. 3 in., built of 2 in. planking. Two 30-40 H.P. 
Vulcan, 4 cyl. each. anked for outside water- 
ways. Built November, 1917. want a partner 
who can show the boat how to make money. Any 
wy One 22 ft. x 8 ft. shad skiff, 9 knots, 12 
41.P. Hall, 2 cyl., built 1918. Both boats in com- 

mission. Cheap. Capt. Bender, 919 Lombard St., 
Wilmington, Delaware. ’Phone Wil. 3742. 

Watercar 20 mile day cruiser, new this season, 
up to the minute V-bottom run- 

abouts and cruisers built at extremely low prices. 
Bronx Boat Works, foot Willow Ave., near East 
132nd St., New York City. 

Hunt Ducks With Live Decoys—Wild mallard 
stock for sale, guides and motorboats for hunters 
on Orange Lake at reasonable rates. For full par- 
ticulars write Davis & Gist, McIntosh, Fla. 

For Sale Cheap—Brand new Type A-12 Fiat 
and V-5 Isotta engines. Brady's Warehouse, 554 
West 58th St., we & 

One cyl., two cycle 
,  f” —=E Se $25.00 
Re rere ee 35.00 
ee rere 55.00 
Se SD. on vccgossereceseeenneune 60.00 
6HP Caille 626066400065 cng 65.00 
Ge, .  avcccnccccccoenseeeubear 85.00 

Two cyl., two cycle 
7HP Eagle 
8HP Ferro 
10HP Racine 
12HP Gray 
1SHP imevesn 
20HP Gray 

Two cycle 
lk EE eee ere 
20HP Roberts 4 cyl. 
Ge MES 6 OBE ccc ccc cvsepussacses 275.00 
oe OU a Se 

Four cycle 
3HP Simplicity 1 cyl 2 + sopeeraledeedne 145.00 
GHP Perfection 2 cyl........sccccsreces 55.00 
12HP Kermath tractor motor (new) 4 cyl 145. = 
SE Oc n.disc ce cc ccateeaneatua 95.0 
fe ee a eee 138.00 
Se Se OF WE wedivicsccusbcdessecel 145.00 
ge EP Ree eee, 
100HP Hall-Scott 4 cyl. (mew)......... 350.00 
150HP Curtis 8 ty TN Tere RGR 
45HP Buffalo 4 oth 7x9 with gear...... 850.00 

BADGER MOTOR CO. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Auto Motor Supplies—Buick—Michigan—Stod- 
dard Dayton—Cadillac—Overland—E.M.F. Con- 
tinental and Buda Motors, all types $50 each 
and up. Special high tension 2 and 4 cylinder 
Magnetos $9. 50 eac Electric and Gas Head 
Lamps—Coil s—Carburetors — Air Compressors— 
Generators—Starters, etc. Write for late cata- 
logue. Address Motor Sales Dep’t. B, West End, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
KERMATH MOTORS—WE WILL Tags 

yt MOTOR IN TRAI w 
ATH. GET Gur. EScoRP HAND List. 

RERMATH MFG. MPANY. (Detroit, Mich.) 
I have a few pa Bausch & Lomb 6 x 30 

power, prism binoculars and will sell them for 
Sout one-half regular price—this is a 
——— opportunity for yechqmes to get a 

glasses. Percy M. Child, 1110-14th 
W., Washington, D. C. 

i Sale: 1. 2KW Carlisle & Finch direct con- 
nected lighting plant, and 1, 5 KW Winton direct 
conn plant; also 1-18 in. and 1-14 in. Rush- 
more searchlig' ht and one 9 i 
deck type ae asgrebans, 
mushroom anchor. a = . Child, 1110- on Ps 
N.W.. Washington. 
For sale cheap to clear stock—one brand new 
Matthews 32 volt Marine Electric Lighting Plant 
—Model H-20 light Full-Automatic; also one 
50-light size Land type. Widger & Miller Com- 
pany. 141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.—Matthews 

ealers. 
For Sale—New 32-40 H.P. Red-Wing unit 

powss plant, removable heads. This is the one 
argain in Ne life time. First check takes it, 

$600. Box 3, MoToR BoatinG. 
Want and For Sale 

20 and 24 ft. power dorys. 20 ft. speed, 2 
27 and 32 ft. cruisers for Florida waters. Thos 
Fleming Day, Inc., 412 8th Ave., New York. 

Hacker design 26 x 5% ft. mahogany runabout, 
natural finish. Hall-Scott four cylinder, 100 H.P. 
motor, electric self-starter. Only used six weeks 
on fresh water lake. Seats six to eight comfort- 
ably. Guaranteed speed thirty miles per hour; 
will do better. Full equipment. Asking $3000.00. 
Will consider cash ofter. Must sell. Cannot be 
duplicated for $5000.00. For full descri tion write 
Jay A. Mellish, 312 Riverside Drive, New York 

ity. 
Wanted—Cruiser, between 50 ft. and 80 ft. 

long. Not less than 12 ft. beam. Not more than 
4 ft. 6 in, draft, twin screw preferred. A strictly 
up-to-date cruiser desired. I will allow a fair 
_ for this cruiser in exchange for my island 
ome in the St. Lawrence River. My place is 

fully equipped with every convenience and luxury. 
ereiied menas comfortably and has fifteen rooms, 
five baths, electric light and water plants. Boats 
and power craft. Location ideal, near = club 

or en- and yacht club. Will take mortgage bac 
tire difference between cost of f boat and price of 
place. spepeny will be valued at cash selling 
price and boat will only be considered on same 
asis. Address Island Home, Lock Box 5, City 

Club, 55 West 44th St., New York City. 
Position Wanted—Two steady and experienced 

Licensed Captain and Gas Engineer wish perma- 
nent position on boat for southern waters, will 
take boat down, also do repair work. Best refer- 
ences. Capt. Chas. Klett, 215 N. Dorset Ave., 
Ventnor, New Jersey. 

Clearance sale of used and rebuilt motors. We 
are offering our large stock of marine engines 
ranging from 2 H.P. to 200 H.P. at real bargain 
prices. Also a few used reverse gears. Write for 
our complete list. Belle Isle Boat & Engine Co., 
Builders of the “Bear Cat’’, Detroit, Michigan. 

No. 1419—For Sale.—Express runabout, built 
1920, double plat.ked mahogany, A-1 workman- 
ship. Small cockpit teruaed, lerger cockpit aft 
with controls. 200 H.P. Hall-Scott motor giving 
speed of 38 miles. Whole outfit in best of con- 
dition. If desired for Southern use can be easily 
loaded on cars. Owner building larger boat. 
Apply to John G. Alden, 148 State St., Boston, 
Mass. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the Na@ tional Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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THE MOTOR BGATING MARKET PLACE 
The rate for a A Sale” and hiiow spratname 

is 6 cents per wor minimum $1 an illustra- sa: . 
tion is used, the charge is as follows, which includes Opportunities Before you buy or before you sell examine the ex- 
the making ‘of the cut: for the ceptional buying and selling opportunities under this 
nut 1% jp BMG Ag AR heading. They comprise the best offers of the month. 10 ‘ 
Cut 2% inches deep, three columns wide Motor Boatman Please mention MoToR BoatinG. 

Terms: Cash with order. 

For Sale—Yacht Celeritus, 61 ft. O. L. x 11 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 9 in. De- No. 7194—For Sale—Cruising power yacht, 60 ft. x 15 ft. 7 in. x 4 ft. 
designed by Swasey. Built by Jacobs 1916. Redesigned 1919. Motors over- 6 in. Speed 10 knots. Six cylinder 75 H.P. Murray & Tregurtha motor. 
hauled 1920. Power plant, two Sterling eight cylinders 150/200 H.P. each. One double and single stateroom, bathrocm, galley, etc. Heated by hot 
New power dingey built 1920. Perfect order. Complete inventory. Price water; owner anxious to sell. Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, 
low. Apply Oliver, 417 Canal Street, New York. New York City. 

—— 

\ 

: ~ . . No. 8173—For Sale—Twin-screw steam house 
: ? ; _For Sale—Seabury built raised deck cruiser, boat 80 ft. x 18 ft. x 3 ft. 6 in. Four single 

No. 439—For Sale—Able cruiser of lifeboat 35 x 9 ft. Lamb motor. Accommodations for staterooms and bathrooms. Sleeps seven. ot 
type but with yacht finish, Two separate cabins four. Electric lights throughout. Full equipment and cold running water. Boiler retubed 1920, 
with toilet, alley aft, engine under cockpit. Built for cruising, boat in_commission at Harlem Yacht | also engine overhauled. Underbody coppered to 
1916, very lightly used and always well kept up. Club, City Island. Price $2000. For further par- waterline. Now hauled out, and _ inspectable 
Speed 10 miles. Condition excellent. Moderate ticulars call Westchester 639 or write to A. Wesp, Florida. Henry J. Gielow, 25 W. 43rd Street, 
price. Apply John G. Alden, 148 State St., Boston. Ferris Point Road, Bronx, New York City New _York City. 

REBUILT MOTORS 
The Engine You Want at the Price You Want to Pay 

We carry in stock inboard and outboard motors 
ranging from 1 to 600 H.P., of all types. These 
machines are honestly rebuilt in our own shops and 
sold with an IRON-CLAD GUARANTEE. We recently 
announced a reduction of 20% in the price of these 
engines, which brings the prices in most cases down 
to about 40% of Their Original Cost. 

Write us for our Bargain List—it will be sent anywhere on request. 

BRUNS, KIMBALL & CO. 
153-155-157-159 West 15th Street New York City 
We also are distributors of and carry a stock of the following NEW motors 

—the finest built in this country— 
Sterling Kermath Murray & Tregurtha Missouri 
Gray-Prior Peerless Wolverine Roverts 
Frisbie Arrow Doman 

COMMANDER 

45 x9 Foot All Mahogany 

Hacker Day Cruiser 

Powered with Liberty Motor. Guaranteed 

speed over 35 miles per hour. 

Has four berths, toilet room and galley in 

main cabin. Two berths forward and large 

cockpit aft. First class outfit in every re- 

spect. Fully equipped. 

A real outfit for Florida. Can be had at an 

attractive price. 

er | Sizes Rebuilt Marine cosines worn one to S00 WLP. 6 vl. 6 Write or wire for details 

wach. Many other large and small a. HACKER BOAT CO. 
yo A lser or tender. Write for list. 

finches Marine Engine “Exchange $0 Seeger &. 1525 Crane Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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ae L’Apache—For Sale or Charter 

“a Or of the finest and most celebrated motor yachts afloat. 

a L’Apache was built at the Seabury yards and embodies the 

yo best of everything in design, finish and equipment. n house- 
ir single } 
1 133 Length 72 ft. Beam 12 ft. Draft 3 ft. 6 in. 

erect, Speed 19 miles per hour | ! 

— | Oak keel, frames and floors. White pine decks. Double | | 

cedar planking. All other woodwork, hand rails, etc., of matched 

teak. Keel sheathed with copper with one inch oak strip. Water- 

tight bulkheads. | 

7 | Equipped with two 7” x 8” six cylinder Speedway motors. | 

Copper fuel tanks, 700 gallons capacity. Copper water tanks, 200 | 

= gallons capacity. Deck pump. Auxiliary electric lighting plant. 

Hardware fittings of Monel metal. Dining Saloon finished in teak. | t 

Finish of staterooms, toilet and bath room, mahogany, white enameled, | | 

with mahogany trim. Ceiling paneled. Hair filled cushions throughout, | 

L covered with best grade leather. Have rearranged bath room and put | 

in ice box, sink, etc. Cedar dinghy 12 feet long with portable motor. | 

J L’Apache is in the best of condition. Has been in charge of the 

“s same captain since the day it left the Seabury yard. Sale price includes 

a everything ready for cruising, complete furnishings, etc., except 

rge silverware. | 

a Price $40,000. Charter $150.00 aday. (Minimum charter 10 days.) 

an Inquire of your own broker, or write | 

J. A. ALLISON Miami Beach, Florida | 

ich. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



JOHN G. ALDEN 

YACHT BROKER AND 
NAVAL ARCHITECT 
MARINE INSURANCE 

148 State Street 
BOSTON, MASS. 

Thomas D. Bowes, M. E. 
NAVAL ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER 

Offices: 

Lafayette Bldg. Chestnut and Fifth Sts. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

COX & STEVENS 

Engineers and Naval Architects 
Yacht Brokers 

18 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
TELEPHONE 1375 BROAD 

B. T. DOBSON 
Naval Architect 

New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Formerly with Wm. H. Hand, Jr. 

Designs for power and sailing craft 
any description 

William H. Hand, Jr. 

NAVAL ARCHITECT 
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

HAND-V-BOTTOM DESIGNS 
Send stamp for cossieg illustrating forty-three 

typical Hand-V-Bottom designs. 

R. M. HADDOCK 
NAVAL ARCHITECT 

Sail or Power Yachts, Houseboats and 
Commercial Vessels 

Sales and Chartering 
New York City 

Yacht Broker 
50 East 42nd St. 

FREDERICK:K.LORD 

NAVAL ARCHITECT ~ 

120 BROADWAY NEW YORK. 

NEW YORK MONTREAL x me 
286 St. James St. Telephone 

Telephone Main 3352 Bowling Green 6077 

N. E. McCLELLAND & CO.., Lid. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS 

SURVEYORS — YACHT BROKERS 

MoIOR BoaTinG 

A Cabin Heating Sug- 

gestion 

(Continued from page 27) 

small party of boatmen, tired after a day’s 
work and on a 25-35-foot craft, sick of 
the monotonous rumbling of the motor 
throughout the day and frozen to the 
bones, after exposure to the icy wind of 
a cold autumn day, when they finally drop 
anchor in some bay and are hopeful of 
having a restful night in a warm cabin. 

Under these circumstances one cannot 
possibly consider the many clever schemes, 
such as using the exhaust gases, or cooling 
water for heating purposes, nor can they 
even resort to the use of a kerosene stove, 
as it requires continual watching. 

Very seldom does a cruiser have a chim- 
ney, and therefore a coal stove cannot be 
used. The only safe, practical and inex- 
pensive method, in my opinion, is to fol- 
low the practice of the Belgian railroads. 
When it happens to be cold they put a 
couple of containers of hot water or sand 
in each compartment and the radiation of 
these heat reservoirs is sufficient to keep 
the compartment and the passengers warm 
for a period of 3-5 hours, after which time 
they are exchanged for a couple of freshly 
heated containers. 

Let us assume that the boat’s cabin is 
10 feet in length. In this case we will 
have about 140 sq. ft. of single planking 
losing 1 b.t.u. per square foot per hour for 
each 1° F. of difference between the out- 
side and the inside temperature and about 
60 sq. ft. of double planking losing 0.5 
b.t.u. per sq. ft. and about 25 sq. ft. of 
windows, losing 1.2 b.t.u. per sq. ft. The 
total loss of heat through the total surface 
of the cabin will therefore amount to 207 
b.t.u. per hour for each 1° F. If we 
intend to supply enough heat for 7 hours, 
when the outside temperature is 32° F. 
and the inside temperature is 60° F., the 
heating bodies suggested will have to re- 
place a total loss of 207*728=40,000 
b.t.u. 

As a reservoir of heat I propose the use 
of concrete blocks. The specific heat of 
concrete is 0.27 and the specific weight is 
2.5. In other words, each pound of con- 
crete heated up to 720° F. and cooled down 
to 90° F. radiates (720« 90) x 0.27=170 
b.t.u. To supply the necessary 40,000 
b.t.u. 250 pounds of concrete will be re- 
quired or 4 blocks, about 60 pounds each, 
measuring 9 x 9 x 9 inches. Any kerosene 
stove that is used for cooking can be used 
for heating these blocks. But the best and 
quickest method is to use a Primus stove 
having 4 to 5 burners. In 30 to 40 min- 
utes all 4 blocks will be heated properly. 
To hasten the heating and to prevent the 
loss of heat the block is insulated on 5 
sides. After heating, these blocks are put 
in a wooden case with an insulated bot- 
tom and a few holes on the top. 

J. L., New York, N. Y. 
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CHARLES D. MOWER 
Designer of 

SENSIBLE CRUISERS 
POWER—SAIL—AUXILIARY 
Twenty-five years’ practical experience 

350 Madison Avenue New York City 

FREDERIC S. NOCK 

NAVAL ARCHITECT 

Yacht Builder, Marine Railways, 

Storage and Repairs 

East Greenwich, Rhode Island, U. S. A. 

What do you want—What have you? 

Cc. S. SPONAGLE 
Yacht Brokerage and Insurance 

Commercial Boats 
Competent Crews Furnished 

88 Broad Street Boston, Mass. 

V ibration—Its Cause 

and Remedy 
29) (Continued from page 2 

may result. More clearance is the rem- 
edy, accomplished by lowering the shaft 
or moving the wheel further aft. Cutting 
off the tips of the blades should be the 
last resort, then cut very little. 
When the propeller is too far from the 

bearing, so as to allow the shaft to bend 
under the side thrust, vibration is set up 
which communicates to the boat. 
A bent shaft is a common cause of vi- 

bration. To test the truth of the shaft, 
center it in a lathe or stretch a wire along- 
side it. The shaft may be tested without 
removing it by holding a piece of chalk 
so that it just touches the revolving shaft. 
If the result is a circle around the shaft 
it is true, but a true shaft might not touch 
all the way round due to misalignment. 
Truing a sprung shaft is a nice job for a 
good machinist and but few amateurs can 
accomplish satisfactory results with impro- 
vised equipment. Better take the job to the 
best machine shop in town. 

Often a long shaft will whip, causing 
vibration. The whipping is easily remedied 
by installing a spring bearing to steady the 
shaft. Misalignment causes undue friction 
as well as vibration, and should not be 
tolerated. In light hulls the installation 
of a flexible coupling can be recommended. 
Vibration from a motor loose in its bear- 
ings or on the foundation or on a loose 
engine bed has an obvious remedy. 

Excessive vibration is the cause of 
much annoyance and inconvenience. 

’, B. M., Newburgh, N. Y. 

GUINEVERE 

A. LORING SWASEY 

Designed by 

TAUNTON, MASS. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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AJLILASON Morors | 

The Highest Priced Marine Engines Built 

[N producing Allison Motors we have had in 

mind the limited class of yachtsmen who want 

the finest marine power plant that can be built, 

regardless of cost. No attempt has been made to 

create an engine that can be sold at a competi- 

tive price. 

The Allison Motor is priced at $25,000 and is 

worth every dollar of its cost when measured by 

the standards of absolute reliability and maxi- 

mum performance. It can be compared with no 

other motor because no other such motor has 

ever been built. Built for the man who can afford the best 

This is a twelve cylinder engine of the 60 de- 

gree Vee type. The bore and stroke are 5!4”’x 

7',”, and the rating 400 h.p. at 1400 r.p.m. The 

weight is 4,400 pounds. To the last detail the 

design has been worked out and its success dem- 

onstrated in actual marine service before the 

appearance of this first public announcement. 

The Allison Motor is the result of three 
Restricted production makes it desirable for those inter- years of conscientious effort to produce i : " : ’ . the highest type of marine motor possible ested in such a motor to communicate with us immediately. ~ ii Rima 

ALLISON ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

When writing to advertisers please mentio@MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



—a new Great Lakes 
ZOD TA 54-Foot Express 

Cruiser owned by Mr. R. W. Johnson, 

New Brunswick, N. J. and powered with 

a pair of six-cylinder Van Blerck Engines. 

Zodiac and a majority of other Great 

Lakes Express Cruisers are equipt with 

Columbian Bronze Propellers because 

the Great Lakes Boat Building Corpor- 

ation has proven out in actual service, 

over a period of seven years, that 

Columbian Bronze Propellers go towards 

making their boats faster, more depend- 

able and more efficient. 

Your Boat will be a faster boat, a better 

boat, if you install a Columbian Bronze 

Propeller. The booklet entitled ‘Pro- 

pellers-in-a-Nutshell” will tell you which 

one meets your requirements best. Write 

for it today. 

COLUMBIAN BRONZE CORPORATION 
522 Fitth Avenue New York City 

For New York Local Sales Only: 44 Third Avenue 

Columbian Bronze 

Propellers 

MorOR BoatTinG 

Advertising Index will 
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Beating Up to Windward 
(Continued from page 9) 

old sea dog and put a reef or two in the mainsail.” 
The ensuing night was one of the most uncomfortable we 

have ever spent, for we took a cross chop from the heavy sea 
thrown against an almost perpendicular coast. Spray came over 
in barrelfuls and twice Chambers was thrown bodily from his 
bunk to the cabin deck. Try as we would we seemed to get no 
nearer to Colorados Point Light which marks the entrance to 
Cienfuegos Bay, for the wind shifted to frustrate every tack. 
Finally, at daylight, we doused all sail, started the motor, and 
put an end to tacking fruitlessly about. 

Squibb, whom I relieved at four, helped me with these duties 
and then stayed on deck, one arm clinched around the mainmast, 
to watch the miracle of sunrise. He, more than any other man 
I ever knew, takes supreme delight in nature’s beauties, and in 
the latter days of this cruise he has gone without sleep for hours 
on end to absorb the charm of the West Indian islands. This, 
our landfall at Cienfuegos, was more than usually appealing, for 
the sun arose tardily behind the lofty mountains of the Trinidad 
range, sending before it streaks of crimson and flashes of silver 
that illumined wind-torn cirrus or brought into sudden roseate 
prominence some upstanding mountain of cumulus. Near us 
the sea broke savagely on an outlying reef, but between the capes 
guarding the entrance to Cienfuegos Bay we caught a glimpse 
of the peace and security that was to be ours after six days 
at sea. 

Under power we passed by Colorados Point and then, finding 
a favorable slant of wind, set all sail. At the moment of passing 
the station pilot ship we broke our ensign to the breeze, and from 
the corners of our eyes, watched the antics aboard that craft. 
With the energy characteristic of a certain element of humanity 
when an American dollar is seen to be slipping away, the pilots 
hallooed and waved and jumped in the air. We could not 
understand the words and we feigned blindness as well as deaf- 
ness, but I could imagine some such monologue as this issuing 
from every pilot’s throat: 
“Carramba! An American yacht entering the bay without a 

pilot! Stingy New York millionaires unwilling to pay us what 
is due us! May bad luck overtake them and the nearest reef 
wreck them.” 

But we entered the broad and beautiful bay without mishap 
and by seven o’clock were anchored off the city ready to receive 
customs and quarantine inspectors. They came out in small 
motor boats, courteously put us through the formalities, and 
by nine we were on dry land voraciously surrounding eggs and 
coffee. 
We had intended remaining at the City of a Hundred Fires 

only long enough to take on food and water and to obtain a full 
night’s sleep, but we had not reckoned on the delightful hos- 
pitality of T. W. Bibb, clerk of the American Consulate. When 
Chambers met him and Mrs. Bibb at the Consulate, and they 
learned that we were the crew of the diminutive Hippocampus, 
nothing but Al’s promise to stay another day and partake of 
regular American cooking would satisfy them. First of all, 
however, we must agree to accompany the Bibbs to the Cien- 
fuegos Yacht Club and swim with them in the shark-proof 
enclosure. 

Al, returning aboard, found all hands as enthusiastic as him- 
self, and on the following morning we arose at six—something 
of a wrench the second day in port—picked up our hosts at a 
wharf and stood down the bay to the yacht club. A bay as mag- 
nificent as that of Cienfuegos if situated anywhere along the 
American coast would be literally dotted with sail and motor 
craft. Located in Cuba as it is, enjoyment of aquatic sport is 
hampered by the high cost of boats and gasoline; but it speaks 
well for the energy and sportsmanship of the Cienfuegans that 
they have a yacht club as fine as that of Havana. There are 
many high-speed motor boats in the bay, and the art of rowing 
is practiced, although, according to the explosive Titus, American 
rowing coach of the club, not yet perfected. 

For an hour or so we swam in the shark-proof stockade—a 
most necessary feature of a bathing beach in these waters—and 
then breakfasted aboard, Mrs. Bibb presiding in the galley. 
Never was a day more auspiciously begun, and, since leaving 
the States at least, never more satisfactorily ended, for that 
evening we dined at the Bibbs’ picturesque villa in the suburbs 
of Cienfuegos and knew again the delights of home society and 
cooking. 
Come to think of it, the day was pretty satisfactory altogether, 

for we met various officials of the Ward line who manifested 
a lively interest in our craft and showed us how to purchase 
stores at the lowest figure; and with one of them, Octavio 
Echemendia, we lunched at the Union Hotel. By him we were 
introduced to his uncle the mayor. Alvero Suera, mayor of 
Cienfuegos, with whom we had a private audience at his home, 
is an energetic, upright public servant of the type that is con- 
spicuously lacking in Cuban politics. If there were more like 
him in insular affairs there would be greater prosperity in Cuba 
and less cause for apprehension in Washington. 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Gar Wood says: 
“Your stove is giving perfect satis- 
faction and is the best I ever used. 
Will use one on my new cruiser Gar 
Junior III now building.” 

NOTE: 
Auto Galley Kook Kit can also be 
had with one gallon tank and smaller 
pump, if desired. Other equipment 
is the same. 
Price complete ..............$27.50 

For those wanting a more compact 
unit, Auto Galley Kook Kit is made 
with a small two quart tank at- 
tached to the end of the stove. Other 
equipment is the same. 
Price complete 

Auto Galley Kook Kit can be fin- 
ished in rich black or dark brown 
enamel over oo iron, if de- 
sired, at an additional charge of 50c. 

Special stoves made to order with 
any number of burners. Send a blue 
print of your galley and we will 
gladly submit an estimate. 

Made by the makers of the famous 

KAMP Maxon KITS 

MoIoR BoatrinG 

your new boat 

PRACTICAL and efficient galley stove, especially 
designed for fresh and salt water craft. 

Built at the request of well known boat builders, and in 
accordance with the ideas of several prominent motor 
boat owners. A galley stove perfect in every detail. 

Burns motor gasoline—same grade you use in your 
engine—gives a steady hot blue flame that a thirty mile 
wind will not blow out. 

Auto Galley Kook Kit measures 2014” x 1014” x 54%”; 
legs are 2” high; body made of heavy galvanized iron 
strongly riveted; all fittings are galvanized or of copper 
or brass; gasoline tank is separate from stove—furnish 
with 15 feet of copper tubing so it can be mounted on 
deck, if desired. Tank made of heavy galvanized iron, 
riveted and soldered inside; brass and copper fittings; 
capacity 3 gallons. Pump is polished brass, 1/4” x 20”. 

Each stove furnished with a full sheet of heavy galvanized 
iron for use as a covering for the bench or table on which 
stove is to be mounted. This is slotted to receive stove 
legs, making it unnecessary to screw legs to the table. 

Price complete with all equipment 

Specify Auto Galley Kook Kit on your new boat. Write or wire 
to-day for details. 

PRENTISS-WABERS STOVE CO. 

General Offices and Factory 
108 Spring St., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., U. S. A. 

Export Department 
1416 Broadway, New York City, U. S. A. 
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ASK CARPENTER 

If in doubt in regard to 
the cost or suitability of 
any device for your boat. 

Put the question up to us! 

We have been the guide, 
counsel, and friends of 
three generations of 
Yachtsmen. 
Our position in the business 
brings us in touch with all 
the newest devices and our ex- 
perience enables us to give 
you intelligent advice. 
An evidence of our capability is 
shown in the management of boats 
in our Marine Catalog. Sent free to 
boatmen. Ask for Catalog 103A. 

MARINE SUPPLIES 
200 W. Austin Ave. 

Write for 
Folder | 

| 
| 

Repairs 

At Any 

Ford 

Garage 

CYCLE P. WE GHT 11 

AVE DETROIT EFFERSON 

Gro-B-CaRPENTER & Co. 

Chicago 

The ENGINE 

You Have Been 

Waiting For. 

STURDY RELIABLE ECONOMICAL 
LBS 

MICHIGAN MARINE MOTOR CORPORATION 
MICHIGAN 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Beating Up to Windward 

(Continued from page 52) 
In midafternoon of the day following, being provided with 

copies of the local newspaper which spoke of our reception by 
the mayor and in extravagant Spanish extolled the “heroism” 
of Hippocampus’ crew, the able little yaw! resumed her travels. 
Under sail she stood down the bay until she had brought us to the 
narrows, where, in the shadow of Jagua Castle, built genera- 
tions ago as a defense against the Jamaican buccaneers, she let 
go anchor. 
We rowed ashore in the waning daylight to inspect the dis- 

used castle, returned to shift anchorage for the night, and then, 
at ten-thirty, suddenly determined to get under way and take 
advantage of a northerly slant of air. Drifting lazily down the 
narrows, our canvas just filling, we showed our heels to a na- 
tive fishing schooner and felt again the heave of the open sea. 
Then, rounding Colorados Point, we laid a course for Cape 
Cruz and resumed the regular watch order. 

I went on shortly after midnight to find the descending moon 
picking out the peaks of the Trinidad range and to revel in the 
novelty of a fair wind and a smooth sea. But in twenty minutes 
conditions had changed and we were bucking close-hauled into 
a rapidly rising chop. The wind had come down from the 
mountains, unheralded by clouds, and in another hour it was 
blowing with the full vigor of the trade. Though we buried 
our nose deep in the sea and had to luff occasionally to spill the 
air from the sails we held on, and by eight of the morning watch 
had put fifty miles between us and our point of departure. This, 
for Hippocampus, was traveling. 

At Cienfuegos we had been told that the atmosphere gave 
every promise of an approaching hurricane, early in the season 
as it was; but, since leaving that city we had been conscious of 
a change in conditions. The clouds were more orthodox, the 
sunsets better, the calms fewer, and the direction of the wind 
more constant. As to its strength, there was no kick coming. 
We took the precaution on the first afternoon out from port 

to put a reef in the mainsail—the first since leaving home—and 
the watch below slept more peacefully as a result. But in 
midmorning of the next day when the trade really began to 
blow we doused the mainsail altogether and until late afternoon 
proceeded easily under jib, jigger, and a trisail improvised from 
our storm jib. That evening during a period of calm which 
was not duplicated on the remainder of the run, we double- 
reefed; and yet logged six knots in the early morning hours. 
In the forenoon, having a more moderate breeze, we shook out 
first one reef and then the other, but we have not since started 
a night without reefing down. 

Midway of this voyage we again changed our plans and de- 
cided against proceeding direct to Kingston. Although we were 
adding greatly to our mileage with each passing hour, our dis- 
tance was not by any means made good, and it was not until 
daylight of the morning of the fourth day that Al sighted and 
brought abeam Cape Cruz Light, 200 miles from Cienfuegos. 
So we decided to make Port Antonio, Jamaica, our next ob- 
jective. 

Late that afternoon, when we sighted the precipitous island 
and knew ourselves to be within the influence of a contrary 
current, a breeze came, like a gift from the gods, and blew us 
due east for four hours. Then, as it shifted to eastward, we 
changed our course to SSE, hoping against hope that when we 
again sighted Jamaica we would be within striking distance of 
Port Antonio. But—at first we refused to credit it—we made 
our morning landfall on Point Galina, thirty-five miles to west- 
ward. 

Hitherto I have not dwelt greatly on the difficulties of small- 
boat navigation or done more than intimate that dead reckoning 
positions are often rendered unscientific by the element of hope 
But the editor has asked me to be specific, to include in my story 
the working of a sight for the sharks among his readers to pick 
to pieces, and I feel that the moment cannot longer be postponed. 

But first let me give a picture of navigating Hippocampus as 
it is done, say, on the morning of sighting Galina Point. We are 
sailing close to the wind on the port tack, under reefed mainsail, 
a heavy sea rolling and the spray fying so incessantly that the 
main cabin hatch is kept partly closed. I inform the helmsman, 
who happens to be Joe Squibb, that I am about to take a sight 
and hand him paper, pencil, and watch. This timepiece is not of 
great value and I have no hesitancy about stopping it, finger on 
the secondhand, to make it conform ex xactly with chronometer 
time. This, a lazy man’s trick, eliminates “C-W” from my cal- 
culations and so reduces the chances of error. After taking my 
sights I again compared the watch with the chronometer. 

Gingerly taking up the handsome Brandis sextant that was 
given me at the outset of the cruise, I call to Joe that I am 
ready and he changes course to run partially with the wind and 
keep the spray down. Then IT crawl to the cabin house on one 
hand and my knees and, standing upright, brace myself against 
the mast. The little ship tosses so violently that it takes minutes 
to bring the sun down to the horizon, but at length the trick is 
done and I. call “Mark” to the helmsman. He records the time 

= (Continued on page 58) 
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Knox 20. Bore 3%”, Stroke 5”. 
The most advanced 20 H.P. ma- 
rine motor on the market to-day 

A Better Motor for Your Boat 

OW that your boat is about to be laid up for the season it 
is time to start planning the improvements you want to 

make for 1922. A boat is no better than its motor. And a 
brand new motor is often cheaper than endless repairs and 
overhauling expenses on a worn-out, broken down or out-of- 
date engine. 

Knox 20 is the ideal power plant for replacing old motors, 
as well as for new boats. It embodies all the newest and best 
features of motor design such as valves in the cylinder heads, 
removable cylinder head, complete internal pressure lubrica- 
tion to every moving part including reverse gear, etc. This 
makes it the simplest engine to care for, the most powerful 
and economical in fuel and the most durable in service. 

A year of production and a full season of service in all kinds of 
boats has demonstrated the ability of the Knox 20. It is all that its de- 
signers expected, a popular sized motor that gives the quality of service 
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J heretofore found only in the most advanced high power, high priced 
: engines. 

; The price of the Knox is right. The design is right—the work- 
k manship right—the service right. This is the right engine for your boat. 

b Let us prove it. 

a Write today for complete detailed specifications and prices. 
. No obligation. 

¢ 
l, 

: Motors Associ 
I 

Knox Motors ates 
r . = 
: Springfield, Massachusetts, U. S. A. Fi 
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s Made in New England at Spring- ih 
n field, Mass., by Knox Motors Com- ‘ 
i o any, also manufacturers of Truck, j 

: The removable cylinder head carries all ractor, Passenger Car Engines | 
e the vaive parts. It is easier and quicker and industrial power sets. b 
t to grind the valves this way than with in 
S any other type of design oy 
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Inverted V-bottom Hickman Patents 

and surface Pro- in all countries. 

peller Boats. 

Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Mr. George F. Crouch 

Head of The Webb Naval Academy 

Designer of Rainbow and Rainbow II. One of the world’s fore- 

most designers of small boats and the leading motor boat authority 

in America, has decided to give up the development of all other 

types of boats and devote his design work to Sea Sleds only. 

Two new world’s records for displacement boats, at Detroit 

Mr. George Leary’s 35-foot Sea Sled ORLO III 

21% miles, on a 214-mile course with 4-buoy turns, 47.11 statute miles per hour 

Wood-Fisher Trophy race, Aug. 30, 1921 

5 miles, on a 5-mile course with 4-buoy turns, 50.15 statute miles per hour 

Gold Cup race, Aug. 29, 1921 

Not forgetting the world’s one-mile displacement boat record, made at Buffalo 

57.79 statute miles per hour 

THE SEA SLED COMPANY, 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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SEA SLED 

Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Mr. H. B. Greening 

Owner of Rainbow and Rainbow II. Has been working for many years 

on the scientific development of motor boats. He is one of the most 

practised and best informed of boatmen, and may be said to be the fore- 

most amateur racing boat owner and driver of the world. Mr. Greening 

wrote the following letter to Mr. Walter B. Ramsay of Montreal, in 

response to inquiries of Mr. Ramsay’s asking for his full opinion of the 

Sea Sled. Mr. Greening has permitted us to publish this letter in full :— 

Hickman Patents 

in all countries. 

Inverted V-bottom 

and surface Pro- 

peller Boats. 

Walter B. Ramsay, Esq., 
President, A. Ramsay & Son Co., 

Montreal, Que. 
Dear Walter:— 

: In your letter of September 21st you asked me, after our experience this summer, to 
give you my further impressions of Hickman’s Sea Sled. 

First I will repeat the substance of what I said in my letter to you of April 8th. 
Hickman has invented a type of boat that is more seaworthy and will carry more load, 

one at ae same time is much faster and more efficient than anything in the world that I 
now otf. 

I have not been anxious to acknowledge these facts because I have been a strong 
supporter of the V-bottom or round bottom boat. 

Hickman has in his hands a marvellous creation. 
My Boat “Rainbow” which I have lately sold, according to. competent European and 

American critics, is the finest boat of her type that has been built and when I owned her 
held the world’s record of 41.8 miles per hour. She has since increased it to 44.02 miles per 
hour officially. This constitutes a record for any type displacement boat powered with one 
marine engine. Her weight is about 18 pounds per H.P., including crew of two. She will 
carry five poe in ordinary water, but not where it is rough. Bearing in mind that it is a 
question of weight per H.P. that up to the present time has absolutely determined miles per 
hour, along comes Hickman with a craft weighing 26 pounds per H.P. and capable of carrying 
from 20 to 25 men, in water that the “Rainbow” could not live in for one minute. He can run 
through weeds, shallow water and so forth, where the entire underworks-of the ““Kainbow” 
would be swept off. 

I refer to the Sea Sled “Orlo II” which had a speed of 47 m.p.h., with a quarter more 
weight per H.P. than my boat. 

He took me out into the Atlantic Ocean well into the Gulf Stream, and ran her full 
speed with twelve aboard. Our mechanicians on the “Rainbow” were trying to coax her out 
of the harbour, but we had to return —s to rough water. : 

After we came back from Florida I got Prof. George Crouch to design a boat for me 
for the “Fisher Trophy” race in Buffalo that would incorporate Hickman’s surface propeller 
drive. While admitting the superior seaworthiness and weight carrying ability of the Sea 
Sled, both Crouch and I felt that the great speed resulted from the use of surface propellers. 
We had to have a boat that would turn quickly for the “Fisher Trophy” course, and the Sea 
Sled hull of the type to make quick racing turns had not been developed. 

he new boat was named “Rainbow II”. Hickman licensed us to use surface 
propellers and they were placed in a tunnel well forward of the rudders. We wanted great 
turning ability and got it. While conforming with the “Fisher Trophy” rules, the boat was 
practically a —_ hydroplane. She developed a speed of about 52 m.p.h. miles better than the 
screw propeller boats of similar weight. : 

At the Buffalo Races Hickman appeared with the Sea Sled “Orlo III”. She had 
about the same relation of power to weight as either of the “Rainbows” but she made an 
official speed of 57.8 m.p.h., five or six miles faster than “Rainbow II”. With our throttles 
wide open in “Rainbow II”, “Orlo” would run away from us at the speed of an wan 
launch. To my mind this settled the efficiency question in favor of the Sea Sled form of hull. 

I have talked with Hickman on this subject and if his explanation of the way the 
bottom of the Sea Sled hull is kept free from adhesion of the water is correct, as it appears 
to be, it seems probable that in none of the older forms of boat where water is thrown out at 
the sides, can we hope to approach the efficiency of the Sea Sled. 

In Buffalo the Sled ran smoothly and without pounding in a heavy chop where the 
other boats were badly handicapped. Z ‘ 

Now Walter, always try to keep an open mind on these subjects so that I do not 
have to fight the inevitable, and after the closest observation extending over some years, I 
will say that the Sea Sled idea combined with surface prspeters is the most efficient thing 
ever evolved. Hickman, has, at one stroke, turned things all topsy-turvy in the motor 
boat world. Yours sincerely, 

(signed) H. B. GREENING. 

WEST MYSTIC, CONN. 
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Vibration 

Never Increased Speed. 

ELIMINATION OF 

VIBRATION 

not only increases speed—it promotes 

comfort, lengthens the life of engine and 

craft. 

“ENGINE PERIODS” 

need not exist. 

They can be eliminated by the perfect 

balancing of crankshaft and flywheel on 

NA Balancing Machine 

The Rainbow won the Fisher Trophy 
twice—The Rainbow was Akimoff 

© balanced. 
} 

Trade Mark 
Registered 

VIBRATION SPECIALTY COMPANY 
N. W. Akimoff, President 

Harrison Bldg. Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

tank? Ever wonder whether its construction 
increased or minimized the possibility of a leak 

—a fire—an explosion—even your own safety? 
Equip your boat with one of these rivetless ‘Safety First’’ tanks and 
stop worrying about explosions. 

Made of the finest drawn steel —tested and proved — 
you can take pride in the ownership of a Jasco Tank 

A JASCO TANK BRINGS SAFETY AND SATISFACTION ABOARD YOUR BOAT 

Write us today 

D" YOU EVER EXAMINE YOUR GASOLINE 

We wi'l gladly send you descriptive literature 

JANNEY, STEINMETZ & COMPANY 
Main Office, Philadelphia New York Office, Hudson Terminal Bldg 

MoroR BoatrinG 

Advertising Index will 
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Beating Up to Windward 
(Continued from page 54) 

and I read him the angle. Two other sights are marked, pref- 
erably at equal intervals of time, and then, crawling back to the 
companionway, I descend, pausing in its comparative security to 
ascertain the index error of the sextant. 

The three sights are compared and if the alteration of the 
sun’s angle is logical—so many seconds of arc for seconds of 
time—I proceed to work the one which seemed at the moment 
of taking to be the most accurate. They are never averaged, 
and if the progression does not seem logical they are discarded 
and new sights taken. The patent log is read, and from that 
and a glance at the courses and distance made since the last fix, 
a D.R. position is assumed. 

This D.R. position, as everyone knows who is familiar with the 
St. Hilaire system of navigation, does not have to be accurate. 
A navigator, turned loose in the middle of the ocean, not know- 
ing his position within a thousand miles, could, by using the St. 
Hilaire method, determine his exact fix in two sights. 
On the morning in question, being about ten miles offshore, | 

assumed that we were in Lat. 18° 25’ N., Long. 76° 36’ W., one 
mile to eastward of a straight line drawn between Cape Cruz 
and Port Antonio. Our good easterly run on the night previous 
I had balanced against leeway and head current, but the fix 
showed that we actually were twenty-five miles WNW of our 
course. The. discrepancy must be ascribed to the difficulty of 
holding a small boat on her course, to sailing close into a wind 
that veers imperceptibly to one’s disadvantage, and to the human 
equation—which includes poor D.R. judgment. 

Here is the sight exactly as it was worked, with its shortcuts, 
mental interpolations of fractional parts, abbreviations, and all 
its crudities. 

July 21, 21. A. M. Sight 

CT = 1-36-03 Obs. alt. © 42-29-30 North of Jamaica 
CC+ 16-34 IC- 12- 7 Pos. by D.R. 

——. Corr.+ 12-15 Q° 3c" NY 
GMT 1-52-37 —— ae se XN. 
EqT- 6-106 h 42-41-05 Long. 76° 36’ W. 

H.E. 8 ft. 
GAT 1-46-26.4 Dec. 20-31-27 N. 
LoW -5-06-24 ec. 20-31 

LAT 20-40-02.4 
t 3-19-57.6 log hav 9.25173 
L 18-25 “cos 9.97717 
d 20-31-27 * 9.97152 

hav 9.20042 8:30 A. M. 
nat .15865 Z 78° 30. 

D-L 2-06-27 eS .00034 Line runs 168° 30’. 
— P.lr. 26%. 

z 46-59-52 .15899 Brandis Sextant 

Cal. h 43-00-08 
Obs. h 42-41-05 

Int 19-03-away . = on ¥ 
§ Lat. 8° 36’ N. 

FIX ) Long. 76° 50’ W. 

This, as will be recognized, is a sight worked according to 
the Cosine-haversine formula of the St. Hilaire method. Two 
sights taken at different times, or at the same time of difierent 
celestial objects are necessary for obtaining a fix, but in this 
instance our latitude was known by our distance from shore, 
and the single Sumner line located our position. 

In the accompanying detail of a chart of Jamaica it is interest- 
ing to note that the nineteen-mile intercept, or altitude-difference, 
when carried away from the sun on the true azimuth 78} de- 
grees, cuts dry land. However, the perpendicular to the az imuth, 
or the Sumner line, somewhere along which the ship was p»s!- 
tioned at the moment of taking the sight, extends into deep 
water. 

During the succeeding hours of beating against a bvisterous 
trade wind whose accompanying billows almost lost us to sight 
between crests we had'only the minor satisfaction of noting that 
as we approached the shore on the port tack the wind hi auled 
to northward and permitted us to skirt the beach at a slowly 
converging angle. As we beat outward on the starboard tack 
the wind veered correspondingly to southward, thus pernuttng 
us to make easting on each tack. Yet, so tedious is the proccss 
of beating into a wind almost directly contrary to the desired 
course, it took us until daylight of the next morning to come 
abreast of Port Antonio Light, thirty-five miles eastward of 
Galina Point. 

Then, bowling in with the wind :nore than a little ataft the 
beam, we observed a curious trick «f the air currents. One 
instant we were sailing free and the next we had encountered a 
land breeze that took our sails aback. There being none of the 

(Continued on page 60) 
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HE “Guinevere” is the latest addition to the fleet of highly successful 

Diesel-Electric Driven Ships to be powered with Winton Oil Engines. 

“Guinevere” is the largest Fore and Aft Auxiliary Schooner in the world 

and is also the largest Diesel powered yacht in the world. 

“Guinevere” I “Guinevere” 

Mr. Edgar Palmer, Owner 195’x 32'x 15’ Power 
A. Loring Swasey, A plant consists of a 

Designer pair of Winton six 

Geo. Lawley & Son Corp., cylinder 350 H. P. 
Builders Diesel Oil Engines 

direct connected to 

11,000 miles cruising Westinghouse 

radius. Speed 11% Generators. 

knots. 

WINTON ENGINE WORKS CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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GENUINE 

HARTHAN 

TRUE SCRE W 

PROPELLERS 

The principle of a True Screw is strictly fol- 
lowed out in the patterns from which all 
genuine Harthan Propellers are made. This 
type is known to be the most efficient. 

Harthan wheels are made of a special 
bronze composition, very tough and strong. 
This allows a very thin blade, the edges of 
which are brought down very sharp, which, 
with the extra high polish, reduces the 
power-absorbing element to a minimum. 

We can supply propellers with two or three 
blades, in. practically any pitch, either right 
or left hand. 

Leok for the Trade- 
Mark on Each Blade 
McFARLAND FOUNDRY 
& MACHINE COMPANY 

1100 Willow St., 
TRENTON NEW JERSEY 

Representatives 
NEW YORK: Topping Bros., 
122 Chambers Street. 
PHILADELPHIA: F. Vander- 
eherchen’s Sons, 7 N. Water 
Street. 

“Those who: go to sea must be able to see.” 

Comet Marine Generators 

A NEW LIGHTING UNIT 

for the open motor boat or any 

installation where it is not conveni- 

ent to install a regular switchboard. 

Comet Generators 

with 

MS CONTROL 

combine in one 

unit generator, 

reverse current 

relay, switch and 

fuse. 

MS Control on T-65 MS Control may be 

acme mounted on any size 

Comet Marine Generator. Easy to in- 

stall, simple and efficient. 

Send for Bulletin No. 5. 

COMET ELECTRIC CO. 

1241 St. Paul St. Indianapolis, Ind. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Beating Up to Windward 

(Continued from page 58) 
customary interval between shifts in which the air is stagnant, it 
seemed as if the wind were suddenly determined to keep us at 
sea. But we have a trump card that takes all tricks, and it 
wasn’t long before we were motoring in, sails furled. 

Port Antonio, dominated by Blue Mountain Peak which rises 
7,400 feet into the air, and encircled by incredible hills that 
seem to be out of drawing in both their steepness and contour, 
was a sight at sunrise even more gracious than Cienfuegos, 
Joe Squibb again kept the deck with me, reveling in the beauty 
of the tropical foliage and the absolute perfection of the land- 
locked harbor, his occasional world of appreciation soon seconded 
by Joe Chambers who came on deck in time to help us select 
our anchorage. 

Before the hour of six, C. H. Vidal-Hall, port collector, rowed 
out to inspect our papers and welcome us to Jamaica, and before 
the sun was very high we had been visited by half the whites 
and all the blacks in the vicinity of the port. Of the latter, one 
who was more than usually gifted in the choice of words, pre- 
sented us with a dozen grapefruit, and we were relieved that, 
despite the difference in color, we were able to thank him in a 
common language. 

Over and above the natural attractions of Jamaica which will 
probably be mentioned in a later article, it has an advantage that 
is almost immeasurable; its inhabitants all understand the 
English language. Having long since despaired of making of 
myself a linguist I placed my faith in Joe Squibb while we were 
in Cuba, and hoped through him to obtain the simple necessities 
of cruising life. But since an experience that he had in Cien- 
fuegos I have decided that we are all better off in English-speak- 
ing countries. 
He entered a store, dictionary in hand, and paused in the door- 

way to learn that the Spanish equivalent of eggs is huevos. This 
word and no other he uttered, slowly and distinctly to the Cuban 
storekeeper, and that worthy, assuming a blank and non-com- 
prehending expression replied, “I no spik English.” 

Of course, after Joe had described in the sign language what 
an egg is and how it is eaten fried, he was successful in securing 
the material for our breakfast, but I have not had the same 
faith in him since. Better for us to fatten up for a time on the 
grapefruit, bananas, and the other staples which the kindly 
Jamaicans have given us. 

Building High Grade Motors 
(Continued from page 24) 

then prepared. Upper and lower crank-case halves are bolted 
together and the facing of the two halves takes place in the 
same operation. This insures absolute accuracy which is very 
important as correct alignment cannot be secured if the work 
is done on the parts as separate operations. 

There are very many operations required to finish the pistons 
which are made of a special aluminum alloy. The order of 
these is determined in advance and the first of them is to finish 
off the skirt of the piston and bore the open end. On being 
reversed in the lathe the piston head is rough-turned and faced. 
The hole for the wrist pin is drilled in a box-jig which is also 
used for reaming it later. These holes are then used to hold the 
piston while the inside surface of the wrist pin boss is faced. 
A final finishing operation is the grinding in an accurate grind- 
ing machine after which the piston is moved to the assembly 
department to await its turn in becoming part of a Hall-Scott 
marine motor. 

The connecting rod is one of the very essential parts of 
every motor. The practice in this plant is to machine the rods 
all over which is a departure from conventional methods. Among 
the first operations, the sides of the large end are milled while 
the rod lies horizontally in a milling machine being held firmly 
in place by a special clamp and straps. The holes in both the 
large and small ends are drilled in two rods at the same time 
on the same machine. An improvement is under way whereby 
the machine will drill two holes and then ream two holes instead 
of the present method. One operator handles three machines 
while the holes are being drilled. The first machine mills the 
bolt bosses lengthwise and the next one mills them true to length 
from top to bottom. The time required for these operations 
is seven minutes or at the rate of sixteen rods per hour, these 
being worked in pairs. The outside of the rod is finished. The 
channel in it is first rough cut and then finished on a finishing 
machine while the rod is held securely on short studs. The 
weight of the rods can be governed by the material removed 
from the channel and the machine is so adjusted that the same 
size of cut is made on each rod which secures uniformity of 
weight. A multiple spindle drill makes the bolt holes in the 
big end of the rod in one operation. Before the rods are 
assembled into the finished machine they undergo a very rigi 
inspection to determine their weight and whether the holes in 
both ends are absolutely parallel and true and that no distortion 
exists. (Continued on page 66) 
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“NICK-NACK”, owned by Commodore Humphrey Birge, of Buffalo, N. Y. 
200 H.P. Hall-Scott Motor 

Fastest Marine Engined Displacement 

Runabout in the World 

*““NICK-NACK” broke all former records in the Wood-Fisher race 

at Detroit, for Marine Engined Displacement Boats. Breaking the 

ONE-LAP, 50-MILE, and 150-MILE RECORDS. AVERAGING 40.6 

miles on the 150. BEATING ALL FORMER RECORDS by 2.3 

MILES. 

“NICK-NACK” is a 32’ x 6’ 4” Legitimate Seven-passenger Run- 

about, and carried a SIX-CYL. 200-H.P. MARINE MOTOR, PROV- 

ING THE MOST EFFICIENT OUTFIT EVER PRODUCED. 

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE IS THE BEST PROOF 

Hacker-Craft are without question the most efficient runabouts in 
America. We can meet any requirement in runabouts, sedans, and 
fast day-boats. May we not figure on your next outfit? 

We have a few boats on hand for Florida delivery. Send for particulars. 

HACKER DESIGNS 

A New catalog, describing a number of new HACKER designs, is now ready for 
distribution. All of these designs are up to the minute in every respect. Carrying 
maximum refinement and efficiency. 

SEND FOR THIS BEFORE DECIDING ON YOUR NEW BOAT. 

HACKER BOAT CO. 

1525 CRANE AVENUE, DETROIT, MICH. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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A Palmer for Your New Boat or to Replace That 

_— Unsatisfactory Motor You Used 

Last Season in the Old Boat 

No matter what use you put your boat to one 

of the Palmer Family will serve the purpose 

with 100 per cent. dependability and economy. 

1 to 6 Cylinder—2\% to 85 Horsepower 

Information as to the most suitable power plant 

for your boat as well as our Reduced Price List will 

gladly be sent you. 

PALMER BROTHERS ENGINES, Inc. 

COS COB, CONN. 

Branches and Distributors 

New York Norfolk Seattle Vancouver 
Philadelphia Baltimore Portland, Me. 

Power Plant of the Hippocampus 

Impure Fuel Due to Water! KLEENGAS 

Bally 90% gh pret carb potest’ PURIFIER 
trouble entirely with a KLEENGAS PURIFIER. 

You can’t prevent water from collecting in your KLEENGAS is « PURIFIER scien- 
fuel tank and line—it condenses from damp ‘tifically ) an, ple in conetsustion and 
atmosphere as well as the water in the gas or ™#de wd non-corrosive materials. 
kerosene you buy. You can’t prevent sediment, bronze screens, brass 
dirt, fluff, rust, impurities—some scales off the cieans itself by the swi motion, the 
tank lining—some comes in the gasoline itself. ties ping down s0 y don’t clos the 
But you can prevent all the troubles caused by _ screen. rge capacity allows full gas flow and 
these impurities. requires only oceasional draining. 

Order a KLEENGAS today—$10.00 postpaid. Money cheerfully refunded 
if not as guaranteed. Hundreds in use. Easily installed—no soldering. 

Excellent proposition for distributors and dealers—write 

THE NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE MFG. CO. 
822 CHAMPLAIN AVE., N. W. - CLEVELAND, O. 

FINISHED CRANK SHAFTS 
We are furnishing them to some 
of the leadin: gE marine engine 
builders. Carbon and Alloy Steel, 
Heat Treated to your own specifi- 
cations. We grind all Pins and 
Bearings. Forged, machined, and 

od complete in our own plant. 
Let us quote you. 

P. H. Gill & Sons Forge and 

Machine Works, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

DECK CANVAS-ALL WIDTHS 

YACHT SAILS - AWNINGS ~SPRAY HOODS - Etc. 

So Delaware Ave GEO.R,BURROWS. Inc, 4 SPOS 
See eel hia 

Advertising Index will be found 
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We Marine Motors’ 1921 

“the engine with the Big crank shaft” 

NEW PRICE $550.00 

Your DEPENDABLE 

Power Plant for Work Boat, 

Cruiser or Runabout. 

The New York State 

Barge Canal tried out 4 model 

““V-M” Gray Motors in 1919 

with other leading makes. 

Last year they put in com- 

mission 35 more Grays. 

VERHEAD valve marine- 

motors are acknowledged to New “V-M”" 4-cycle 
hiet witk Gok be of greater efficiency and 
Magneto with Impulse 
Starter—no batteries re. power than other types and 
ulr == @ rnis. 

with Electric Starter. in the Gray the ultimate of 

valve-in-head marine motor perfection has 

been attained. 

The Gray is designed to operate on 

either gasoline or kerosene, it cannot 

backfire, it burns the fuel keenly with 

practically no carbon, soot, smoke or odor 

and lubrication troubles are unheard of in 

the Gray. 

Our Hot-Spot Cylinder Head gasifies 

thoroughly the fuel used and renders it 
6 to 8 HLP. Double Cylin: completely combustible. 

ES Gray Two-Cycle Motors are built in 

models from 3 to 8 h. p. Gray Four- 

Cycle Motors are built in three sizes, 10 

to 50 h. p. Write for FREE literature. 

Leading Boat Builders for upwards 

of 15 years have specified Gray En- j 

Selected for Canoes, Row gines as standard equipment for 

Se UPS Prey ote eos their boats. 
Motor. Standard the World 

Over. 

GRAY MOTOR COMPANY 2106 MACK Ave. _LYetroit, Mich. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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Wood - Fisher 

Challenge Cup 

Official trophy of the American 

Power Boat Association. 

Designed and made by 

J. E. Caldwell & Co. 

Jewelers, Silversmiths, Stationers 

Height, exclusive of ebony base, 8 inches Makers of Fine Trophies and Medals. 
Made of 14 karat gold 

Philadelphia 

F LECTRICITY afloat leads the way in Safety, Reliability, Com- 

fort and Economy, as applied to day cruisers, yachts, house 

boats and commercial vessels. 

William T. Donnelly, Consulting Engineer 

17 Battery Place, N. Y. 

“LIGHTNIN.” Smallest electric cruiser afloat. Electricity will give you best power for propulsion, clean 
heat for cooking, bright light at night and will make yachting a pleasure all the time and everywhere you go. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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| Worldy 

Recordy 

Utmnashed! 

N's NACK, owned by Vice Commodore Humphrey 
Birge of the Buffalo Launch Club, in the Wood-Fisher 

Trophy race at Detroit, Aug. 27th, 29th and 30th, 1921, 
created three new World’s records for displacement run- 
abouts powered with Marine Engines. A fourth World's 
record was made at Toronto, Sept. 6th. 

NICK NACK is a 32’ x 6'3” displacement runabout, 
thought out and produced by Hacker Boat Co. of Detroit. 
Power is a 6 cylinder 5” x 7” 200 H.P. HALL-SCOTT 
STOCK MARINE ENGINE. (824 cubic inches piston dis- 
placement.) This boat will comfortably seat seven people. 

NICK NACK was entered in the Fisher-Allison race at 
Buffalo, but was not completed in time to compete. Com- 
modore Birge then entered NICK NACK in the Wood-Fisher 
race, which is run under an almost duplicate Deed of Gift 
a same ree against 
oats powered with 12 cyl- , ; 

inder 400 and 500 HP. Nick Nack, Racing 
motors and finished second 
—establishing the follow- 
ing records: 

_ 

Nick Nack, Pleasure Bent 

M.P.H. 

Lap Record. .2% Miles 42.15 
Former Record....... 41.6 
Heat Record. .50 Miles 41.3 
Former Record....... 39.8 
Race Record.150 Miles 40.6 
Former Recerd....... 38.3 
Lap Record....5 Miles 42.856 

Previous records were made Aug. 11-12-13, 1921, in the Fisher- 
Allison race at Buffalo. Lap record 5 miles 42.856 M. P. H. Made 
at Toronto—Sept. 6, 1921. 

HALL-SCOTT Marine Engines, since their introduction in the 
Marine field, have been breaking records for uninterrupted operation 
at all speeds in Runabouts and fast Cruisers. Their performance has 
proven conclusively that motors properly designed—parts ac- 
curately machined and balanced—engines properly assembled and 
tested, outlive and function better, with fewer mishaps, than the 
Marine Engine with superfluous weight, inferior materials and work- 
manship. Ask any HALL-SCOTT owner. 

BUILT IN TWO SIZES ONLY 
4 cylinder 125 H.P. Weight 1100 lbs. 
6 cylinder 200 H.P. Weight 1300 Ibs. 

Single and Twin Screw Plants in Stock at 

HALL-SCOTT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Inc. 
Eastern Sales and Service Branch, 266 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Factory—Berkeley, Calif. 

NET ENCE TTI NA ES A TE TT. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR Boat1nG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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Yard and Shop 

(Continued from page 40) 

K ermath's Power Carried Vamid to tons desired. Lhe New York branch will be the Westervelt 
: rg Machine Corp., 921 Eighth Ave 

/ ictory . ‘ = , ‘ i a ; o IrINnaO? h ~A, 
Namid won the Time Prize in the Scripp’s Reliability Long Mog ul Be areng Sin A i k A ac k , 

oa . 1 » a ™ . , nal g 1, . ‘ 4 7 Distance (¢ lassic from Rocky River to Put-In-Bay, making the Hall-Scott Engine 
fastest time that has ever been made in any Scripp’s lrophy ; . 
Race because of the endurance of her 40 hp. Kermath engin Nick Nack, which scored three new world records for runa 

houts with marine engines, was equipped with a six- t 
Ts. - Scott engine. As usual , co win a. To Re pair #s anvas Canoe 5 Hall-Scott engine As usual, the Hall-Scott engine w: 

nished with Mogul Motor Bearings, which acted perfect 
lhe method of applying Jefferey’s Special Marine Canoe Glue throughout the hard race 

toa ul ma ca is canoe 18 as follows The olue 1s melted until 
it is about the consistency of thick pai Turn back the edges : > ; ~wartorecter?e > py is about the ency ot, rae ten Ce eee 6a © haracteristics in the New Elto ¢ ] t the i In the wood abot an inch acK all 

ound the « t vy the canvas back over the glue and iron The Elto Outboard Motor Company claims that it has 
vith a hot flat iron — in bringing about vibrationless oper ition im its new . Elto 

If the edges are badly frayed or far apart, and if it is a bad Light Twin Outboard Motor by means of a sturdy twin-cylinder 
tear, paint on another coat of glue and lay over this a piece of eed ed The motor is silenced almost entirely by a new 
canvas, cotton or silk about an inch larger than the tear, thet underwater exhaust principle 
iron wit hot flat iror \fter this is done give it a heavy . . . . ‘ ° 
coat of shellac and paint any desired color Consolidated’s New Fishing Model 

he Consolidated Shipbuilding Corporati ee recently announced g 7 omnes Mire Dama, e Small the completion of its new 1922 model fishing boat whicl 
\ disastrous fire e Long Island City plant of the Astoria equipped with a six-cylinder, 66 h.p. Speedway motor 

Mahogany Company not long ago destr: d considerable quanti P . ‘ 
ties of ve r pl lv not exceeding three million feet of m \ elseco Diesel EB Nginhes 
howat circassian walnut and other neers The tremendous ‘ ae pitt ; 
Mines , : . , o ; oer fl ble 8 wii, tm the tees lhe New London Ship & Engine Company’s 120 h.p. Nelse« 

, - yt fj ee , 3 pc ee Oheigg Diesel engine drives the 84-foot yacht Idealia, the tirst America ards ere 1 \ he re and in consequence the us! . poe . 
stoned galt spate sntertered with in the least. Tremendous lars: Diesel powered yacht, at 1414 miles per hour, using only six 
wrcncer tay aint hy oe anal coals eee se Er a gallons of fuel oil at approximately one-tenth the cost that tifteet 

1 ane “1d = gallons of gasoline would amout to in order to produce the sam ‘ rders will be sneenell filled. power 

wctory Brane om 5 s Establish d Tho N - a" 7 satiate I y Hrancne The Number of Gray Motors Increased 
Che Clark-Turner Piston Company has announced the estal , ” ies Y 

scam <a Meahae Raneaihina van: Uamnaiant Maaainaaieed tardies te on New York State Barge Canal 
th Sy we * ” & nfs ~— ean Pictone : . J : re L ed ot The De axe Light Weight - wy Tre ., . In 1919 when the New York State Barge Canal experimented 
v1 st ' ts so that any pat the United State on the adaptability of some of the leading makes of marin 

4 ‘ r + ! ss al S17¢ ré er Size ! ize Of pis motors for its service it chose four Model “V-M” 4-cycle valve 
in-head Gray motors. Last year it put into commission 35 mor 
Grays. The Gray motor is constructed to consume either 
line or kerosene 

gas 

(Continucd t pave 86) 

Butlding High Grade Motors 
(Continued from pag Oo) 

Among the most important details in connection with t 
building of high grade motors is the testing of the crank-shatt 
This is a very elaborate process it being necessary to check 
the lengths very precisely and also to determine the relatiot 
between each crank throw and its neighbor. The diameters 
of the shaft, bearings, and crankpins are very carefully gaged 
by snap gages and micrometer measurements 

Similar careful workmanship is also required on the camshatt 
The requirements for precision in this part of the machine are 
even more rigid if possible than the other parts. On the accuracy 
of the cams depends the correct functioning of the valves. The 
slightest inaccuracy will show in poor running of the motor: 
this is particularly so in the case of high speed machines. 

Many of the secondary parts, which have not been referred 
to, require as intricate processes of manufacture. There ar 
many sundries such as valves, piston rings, bolts, and numerous 
other articles which enter into the completion of the m 

“GA ‘BLE = 

Bearcat 

At the Chicago, Buffalo and Detroit Regat- 
tas these boats fully demonstrated their right which are just as carefully inspected and examined as the major 
to be called, parts of larger size. All these many items finally come together 

“‘America’s Finest Runabouts”’ in the assembly department where the motors rapidly take shape 
Pe ara under the skillful hands of the mechanics. A trunnion fxtur 

At last, the same comfort, reliability and carries the motor base in the assembly room in such a way that 
ease of control can be obtained in a boat as it is possible to turn it in any desired position with a mi imum 

formerly was found only in the highest priced of effort so that the utmost freedom is allowed th ested under 
motor cars \fter the completion of the motor it is thoroughly te sted unde i 

- ; = pee its own power and in connection with a Sprague dynamomete! 
The use of the Hall-Scott MARINE Motor which shows up the power which the motor is able to develop 

accounts for their mechanical excellence. in great detail. If the motor fails to pass the test it is re jected 
ee ei and the fault remedied. All motors are disassembled after the 
Ask any Bear Cat Owner test and minutely examined for any possible defects in materia! 

Belle Isle Boat & Engine Co or workmanship. They are then reassembled and run again 
that when they finally reach the purchaser there 1s no questio! 

Detroit, Michigan but what they will run under their own power without any 
Builders of the “Davis American Dingheys” need for adjustment or trials of any kind. Numerous instances 

are known where these motors have been installed in boats and 
have performed satisfactorily on long initial trips without pre 
vious operation 

{dvertising Index will be found on page 104 
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*. More Figg. 

aMilliona Month 

HALL-SCOTT 

Marine Engines 

are also equipped 

with Quality Snap 

Rings. 

“Rin GCOM PANY i} 7 ; 

USKEG ON, pul»
, ee 

pe ee as 
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CONTROLLED 

with the 

JONES 

Hall-Scott standardize on Jones Tachometers. 
Baby Gar 
Miss Chicago 
Miss America II 
Nick Nack 
N-C Planes that made the Transatlantic flight 

standardized on the Jones. 
Duesenberg Car—winner of the Paris Grand Priz. 
Japanese Navy—standard equipment. 
United States Army and Navy Aeroplanes. 
United States Navy Submarines. 

Distinguishing Features of the Jones 
. Extreme lightness and high speed of the governor 
system (4 times the speed of the driving shaft). 

2. A uniform scale of greater length and openness than 
has yet been attempted with centrifugal instruments. 

3. All main operating parts operate on ball bearings. 
4. The gears enabling the instrument to be driven at 

cam shaft speed are embodied in the instrument itself. 

Wherever extreme accuracy, reliability and durability 
are required, you will invariably find the Jones. 

CONSOLIDATED INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
OF AMERICA 

461 Eighth Avenue New York, N. Y 
Chicago Detroit Cincinnati San Francisco 

Miss America I11—Controlled with the Jones 

“The JONES 

TACHOMETER 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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. HALL-SCOTT Engines Have 

RICH VALVES 

of Course! 

Racing motors require dependable operation from 

every unit, but on none do they rely more than valves. 

RICH TOOL COMPANY engineers and metallurgists 

consult with those desiring the benefit of their ex- 

perience regarding design, alloys and heat treatment. 

RICH VALVES are standard equipment on the majority of 

high grade marine, truck, tractor, airplane and automobile 

engines. 

All genuine Rich Tool Company valves have stamped on the 

head the word “RICH”. 

RICH TOOL COMPANY 

Railway Exchange Building Chicago. Ill. 

RICH VALVES 
helped Nick Nack to 
establish three new 
world’s records at 
the recent Detroit 

regatta 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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CARLISLE & FINCH 

ELECTRIC SEARCHLIGHTS 

have for years been the choice of careful 

motor boat and ship owners. Made in all 

diameters, from 7” to 60”. Used on every 

size craft from motor boat and yacht to 

battleship and ocean liner. 

The Carlisle & Finch catalog of searchlights will be mailed to 
any boat owner, builder and marine architect on request 

THE CARLISLE & FINCH COMPANY 
261 East Clifton Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 

Distinct Advantages of 

DAYTONA, FLORIDA 

as a Port of Call 

—A Yacht Club, strongest and best on Atlan- 
tic Coast 

—Free Dockage 
—Two Boat Yards with good Ways 
—Supplies and Conveniences for Repairs 

located close by Yacht Club 
—Not compelled to anchor at distance 
—Accommodations, the very best 
—A hearty invitation extended by a courteous 

and prosperous people. 
Command the 

DAYTONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

We invite you to stop at 

MOREHEAD CITY, N. C. 

N planning your cruise to Florida be sure to schedule 
a stop at Morehead City. And allow enough time to 

rest and enjoy traditional Southern hospitality. 
Every facility is offered to the visiting yachtsman. 

Fuel, provisions, supplies, marine railway, repair yards, 
fine protected harbor, deep water, safe anchorage. Five 
hotels, new hospital, good stores and excellent railroad 
connections. Fine fishing—this is the largest fish shipping 
point south of Gloucester, Mass. 

Morehead City is an ideal summer and winter resort, 
and year around home. Stop and get acquainted. 

Full information on request. Write to 

A. CHALK, SECRETARY 
Chamber of Commerce 

Morehead City North Carolina 

Advertising Index wil 
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The By-Vv ‘ays of Florida 

(Continued from page 16) 

lovely cypress, or group of trees, greet the eye constantly. It 
finally becomes so narrow and winding that it is with great 
difficulty that you can proceed at all, so, if you have thought 
to tow a canoe, as we did, you have to tie the launch to a tree, 
and paddle the rest of the way. “The rest of the way”? We 
never reached any “end,” for we got to a place that was only 
about ten feet wide, and several branches of equal width led 
off into the forest, and we were afraid we might be lost if we 
went “the rest of the way,” so turned around and paddled back 
We saw no alligators, but we heard them barking from their 
hidden haunts, and we had to continually watch overhead for 
fear the deadly water moccasin would drop off the branches 
which met overhead, into the boat, which you occasionally hear 
of their doing. There is never a second that you are not in 
the centre of the most beautiful picture, but it will be difficult 
for you to grasp the beauty of it without having known its quiet 
and seen its coloring and infinite variety. We caught several big 
mouthed bass up here, one weighing over three pounds, and we 
lost two good hooks on big ones that we were unprepared for 

If you go up the first, afore mentioned, right-hand branch 
of the river, you get very different scenery; very interesting 
because it takes you into the Everglades, but no trees to speak 
of, only saw grass on either hand as far as you can see. Ws 
caught several bass up here too, when we explored it, and the 
fishing is probably equally good both places, and it is equally 
wild, though so absolutely different in character. At any rate, 
if one is fond of beauty, and who is not?—one has not seen 
one of the beauties of the South if he has passed this river by 
Another river of good depth and real beauty is New River at 
ort Lauderdale, north of Miami about twenty-eight miles 
You enter the river just South of New River inlet, and very 
quickly come upon an interesting landmark, the place where 
a farmer named Cooley, and his family of five, lived and were 
massacred by the Indians in days long past, days of the troublous 
Indians. There is still a marked clearing, and the remains of 
a house can still be seen, though vines and underbrush climb 
over its foundation. Passing by, you are in the midst of a 
rapidly growing settlement where, not so many years ago, was 
only one house, or store, to which the Indians used to come 
to trade otter and other pelts, for the necessities of life. Sea 
walls, all the way, on both sides, and attractive homes built 
and in the process of building, and then Fort Lauderdale’s 
business centre, a very active place indeed. We tied up to the 
Visitors dock and waited until after lunch to explore the upper 
and wilder part of New River. Up this we went in the launch, 
to the very end, or rather until the river becomes a canal cut 
leading into the canal proper, which in turn goes out into the 
Everglades. Up to the time of striking the canal cut, possibly 
ten miles, we were continually met by most beautiful scenery. 

There are still many Seminole Indians living in the Ever 
glades back of Fort Lauderdale, and on the outskirts of the 
town, and also in the river, is an Indian village of palmetto 
leaf shacks, in which the Indians live when they come into town 
to trade. This we passed, and it was very interesting. 
When we reached the canal, we climbed out onto the high 

clay bank, and from its top, we could see the saw grass of the 
Everglades stretching out in all directions for miles, occasional 
bunches of trees standing out brilliant green against the burnt 
looking, waving field. Turning homeward we put out the ever 
present fish rods, and were rewarded by catching several sargent 
fish; we had hoped for bass or tarpon, and while we saw a few 
of the latter, we had no strikes. 

I wonder how many yachtsmen, when down the Keys, have 
anchored in Tarpon Basin and explored the beautiful little 
streams on either hand just before entering, going South. A 
canoe is the best vehicle, as both are very narrow and very 
winding with the eastern one the most interesting. Mangroves 
grow thick on each side and meet overhead, and the water is 
very deep and very mysterious, and occasional glimpses can be 
had of grouper and snapper dashing off from their positions 
under the roots of the friendly trees. Suddenly the eastern 
stream rounds a sharp bend and you have to low bridge to get 
under a network arch of mangrove branches, and then you 
come out quite unexpectedly into an enchanting little pond, if 
you would call it that. This pond, whose banks are covered with 
a profusion of mangrove trees, very tall, is almost circular, and 
the water very deep; and the bottom, which you can see clearly 
is literally covered with sponge growths of a peculiar cone 
shape, growing point down into the mud. One of these we 
tried to dig up with a boat hook, but it resisted all of our 
efforts, and we had to give it up. We did not see a single fish 
in here, but the bottom was so interesting with its other life. 
that we had no regrets. 

Have no doubt that these are only a very few of the og | 
fascinating Byways of Florida water travel. But certainly 
is when you get off the beaten track that you come upon the 
really loveliest bits of Florida. 

> found on page 104 
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"Three New World 

The Nick Nack, powered with a six cylinder, 200 H.P., Hall-Scott engine, 
smashed three world records for runabouts with marine engines, in the Wood- 
Fischer race at Detroit, August 27-30. The three new world records are: lap o1 
2!¢ miles at speed of 42.15 M.P.H.; 50 miles in 1 hour, 12 minutes, and 31 
seconds—average of 41.3 M.P.H.; 150 miles in 3 hours, 41 minutes, and 13 
seconds—average of 40.6 M.P.H. 

T NO time during the three gruelling heats of the 
Wood-Fischer race was it found necessary even to 

lift the hatches of the Nick Nack. Beneath these hatches, 
a Hall-Scott marine motor functioned perfectly, just as 
expected, during every second of the 150 miles. 

Mogul Motor Bearings, too, functioned as expected in 
this famed marine engine, just as they always function 
in all Hall-Scott marine and aeroplane engines. Mogul 
bearings stand such exceptional wear and severe strains 
because they are built to meet them. Virgin metals— 
scientific selection and preparation of the correct formula 
—thorough mixing and refining methods—special pro- 
cesses insuring bearings with a solid, closely-knit grain, 
free from blow holes or porosity—all this, plus 100% 
inspection throughout the course of production are some 
of the main reasons why the Mogul trade mark on 
a bearing is an absolute guarantee against all trouble. 

For 25 years we have manufactured bearing alloys, and for 15 years we have 
specialized in motor bearings. Surely the benefit of that experience can be of value 
to you. Let us make your test sets and help solve your motor bearing problem. 

MUZZY-LYON COMPANY 

DETROIT MICHIGAN 

UTTTtin 
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MoToR BoatinG Books for Boatmen 

All Published by MoToR BoatinG—All Non-Technical and Authoritative 

MOTOR BOATING PRACTICAL HANDBOOKS—6 VOLUMES 

Volume I —Practical Motor Boats and Their Equipment.......... $1.50 
Volume II —Practical Motor Boat Building..................... 
Volume III —Practical Things Motor Boatmen Should Know........ 1.50 
Volume I[V—Practical Marine Motors.......................4.. 1.50 
Volume V —Practical Motor Operation and Maintenance.......... 
Volume VI—Practical Suggestions for Handling, Fitting Out and Car- 

NS 966 b6skebs chbedecneewesanacar 1.50 

The books measure 7 x 10 inches and are handsomely bound in cloth. Over 1,000 
pages. Price of Practical Handbooks $1.50 per volume or $7.50 per set of Six Volumes. 

THE IDEAL SERIES 

Volume I—Designs of Ideal Motor Boats and How to Design a Motor Boat............ $2.00 
This volume describes in detail how to design a motor boat. It also contains complete plans of 30 Cruisers, 
Runabouts and Auxiliaries. The plans include lines, table of offsets, interior plans, profiles, construction details, 
etc. There is no book published at the present time which describes in everyday language the details of 
designing a boat according to your own tastes. The plans of Ideal Cruisers, Runabouts and Auxiliaries are com- 
plete in every particular. They include the best of the plans published in MoToR BoatinG during the past 
several years. The plans include boats of from 20 feet in length up to 40 feet. The drawings are all to 
scale and large size. 

Volume II—How to Build Sixteen Ideal Motor Boats .........................205. $2.00 
This book gives complete information for building the following boats: 

10-foot mark boat, 12-foot outboard motor boat, 12-foot 
speed boat, 12-foot bangabout, 13-foot sea skiff, 16-foot 
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sharpie, 18-foot runabout, 20-foot monoplane, 20-foot hydro- 
runabout, 20-foot knockabout, 20-foot tunnel stern, 22-foot 
V-bottom runabout, 25-foot V-bottom cruiser, 25-foot round- 
bottom cruiser, 28-foot cruiser (Consort II). 

Every article is fully illustrated with working drawings and 
no information or instructions are missing which would be of 
assistance to the novice to build his own boat. 

Both of the Ideal Books are printed in large type on extra 
fine paper. They have been edited by Charles F. Chapman, 
editor of MoToR BoatinG. 
Price of Ideal Books, $2.00 per volume or $5.00 per 

set of 3 volumes. 

A New Book of Boat Plans 
Twelve Complete V-Bottom Designs 

Ideal Series, Vol. 3 
by William H. Hand, Jr. 

Plans Prepared Expressly for MoToR BoatinG 
This new book is the most valuable ever published for the 

amateur builder or anyone desiring to have a V-bottom boat 
built by his own builder. 

The plans contain outboard profile, lines, inboard, construc- 
tion and interior arrangement plans, sectional views and com 
plete table of offsets. Accompanying each design is a de- 
scription of the boat and a full set of specifications taking 
up step by step each feature of the boat's construction, how 
it should be built and the proper material to use. 

Plans and specifications of the following boats are included: 
Edith, a 15-foot runabout; Jane, an 18-foot runabout; Kath- 
arine, a 30-foot cruiser; Dorothy, a 25-foot runabout; Zenith, 
a 25-foot cruiser; Cyclone, a 36-foot auxiliary; Eclipse, a 40- 
foot express cruiser; Magnet, a 28-foot cruiser; Tornado, a 
45-foot auxiliary schooner; Broncho, a 29-foot cruising run- 
about; Shark, a 21-foot utility runabout; Claire, a 36-foot 
express cruiser. 
Price of Twelve Complete V-Bottom Designs. . . $2.00 

(If ordered with the 2 other volumes of the Ideal Series, 
the price of the 3 books will be $5.00.) 

MoToR BoatinG has also published a log sheet to fit the standard 8,” x 11” loose leaf folder. 
data as time of passing various aids to navigation, names of aids, magnetic and com- contains spaces for such 

Motor Boatmen’s Charts and Log Sheets 
Published by MoToR BoatinG 

Charts printed on heavy cardboard 8%” x 11” and punched 
to fit standard loose leaf folder. 

Contain name and location of all principal ports and 
harbors, distances, compass courses and se ‘ing directions. 
Invaluable for use on small boats and moto: yachts. The 
set now includes the following charts: 

Series A 
No. 1—Western End of Long Island Sound. 
No. 2—Eastern End of Long Island Sound. 
No. 3—Block Island Sound. 
No. 4—New York Harbor. 
No. 5—Boston Harbor. 
No. 6—Buzzards Bay. 
No. 7—Block Island to Vineyard Sound, including Narra- 

gansett Bay. 
No. 8—Delaware Bay. 
No. 9—Chesapeake Bay, Part 1, Upper Part. 
No. 10—Coast of Maine, Portland to Rockland. 
No. 11—Hudson River, Kingston to Albany. 
No. 12—Chesapeake Bay, Part II, Central Part. 

Series B 
Series B Charts Nos. 13 to 24 are in the course of prepara- 

tion, and will be forwarded as ready. Series B is as follows 
No. 13—Lake Erie—Eastern Part. 
No. 14—Lake Erie—Western Part. 
No. 15—Hudson River, New York to Kingston. 
No. 16—Lake Champlain. 
No. 17—Erie Barge Canal. 
No. 18—Massachusetts Coast. 
No. 19—New England—Newburyport to Portland. 
No. 20—Cape Cod Bay. 
No. 21—Maine, Monhegan to Eastport. 
No. 22—Chesapeake Bay, Part III. Lower Part. 
No. 23—St. Lawrence River and Thousand Islands. 
No. 24—Biscayne Bay. 

Each sheet 

pass courses, distances, patent log readings, speed of boat, revolutions of motor, wind direction and force, 
condition of weather and sea, depths of water, fuel, timeof high and low water, etc., etc. 

Prices 

Charts 25 cents each or $1.50 per set of 12 (Series B will be sent as published). 
Log sheets $1.00 per set of 50 sheets. 

Loose leaf’ binders (canvas bound) to hold charts and log sheets, $1.75. 
Prices for all books of Practical Series, Ideal Series and V-Bottom Designs. 

MB Perchased Separately... ....cccccccscece $15.00 
Ordered together All Books, 24 charts, log sheets and binder. 

Nine books in all. 
If ordered all at one time..........-.--+++:+- $11.00 

MoToR BoatinG, 119 West 40th Street, New York 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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“There Was No Second” 

Seventy years ago the yacht “America” raced 

for the Queen's cup at Cowes. The Classic story 

of the race recites that when the Queen asked 

which boat had won the race, they told her: 

‘The American boat, your Majesty.”’ 

‘‘And which was second ?”’ 

‘There was no second, your Majesty.” 

Today this grand old ship, shorn of her spars, 

flles the “‘HHomeward bound” pennant from her flag 

staff as an American S. C. boat tows her to her 

final mooring. 

VWVhat other boat than a submarine chaser, 

STANDARD engined, deserves such a privilege ? 

735,650 horse power of STANDARD engines in service 

There Is No Second 

THE STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 

178 WHITON STREET JERSEY CITY, N. J 

| Back of the STANDARD guarantee is 
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There Is No Second 

The STANDARD engine, the STANDARD 

organization and the increasing STANDARD cus- 

tomers are forever proving there is no second. 

735,650 horse power of STANDARD 

engines in service. 

The demands for this engine last year doubled 

the best previous year in our history. 

And now STANDARD prices, through this 

great quantity production, are revised to practically a 

pre-war basis. 

Let’s go! Get latest prices and data. 

There Is No Second 

Back of the STANDARD guarantee is 

THE STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 

178 WHITON STREET JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

ndex will be found on page 104 
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ave’ OWNERS 

having Yachts or Launches 

for Sale or Charter should 

send particulars to our 

Brokerage Department. 

We have excellent storage 

facilities, and men and 

materials for expeditious and 

economical outfitting and 

repairs. 

CONSOLIDATED 

sHIPBUILDING CORPORATion 
MORRIS HEIGHTS, NEW YORK Crry 

FORMERLY 
GAS ENGINE AND POWER CO. 
Chas. L. Seabury & Co:, Consolidated 

M 
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LOOK! 

ROCHESTER CRUISERS 

REDUCED 

Write for our new 1922 prices 

Now Is the Time To Buy 

Cut In Price But Not Quality 

ROCHESTER BOAT WORKS, lnc. 
10 Charlotte Sta. Rochester, N. Y. 

NOvEMBER, 1921 

(BAY: aes Balt up toa Standard-nel down loa price 

MEDIUM HEAVY DUTY TYPE 

FOR 

COMMERCIAL BOATS 
AND CRUISERS 

Bore, 414 inches. 

Stroke, 8 inches. 

Kerosene, Distillate or Gasoline Fuel 
Write us your requirements. 

THE GRAY & PRIOR MACHINE CO. 
56 Suffield St. Hartford, Conn., U. S. A. 

BRENNAN 

FOUR CYCLE MOTORS 

Strictly > motors at the price you want 
to pay. — clean-cut unit power plants 
which look good in the boat and give the kind 
of service pleases the experienced boat 
owner. Suitable for pleasure or work boats. 

Prices Reduced 20% 

Write to-day for complete catalog and new prices. 

BRENNAN MOTOR MFG. CO. 
Cable Address “Binot” Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A. 

The Compass For Your Boat 

should be the best obtainable. For seventy years 
Ritchie compasses have been the choice of ex- 
perienced navigators. 

Seleet the Ritchie for your boat. 

Our catalog will show you 
the one best suited for your 
needs. Send for a copy today. 

E. S. RITCHIE & SONS 
Established 1860 

110 Cypress Street 

Brookline, Mass. 

Can Such a High Quality Cruiser as the “Harrison 32” Be 
Produced at a Low Price? 

This question will be answered to anyone who desires to purchase a boat, “like what 
has been dreamed of,’" at just an or price 
Built in Single and Double Cabin models. Motor 4 0H.P. Speed 12 MPH. Price 
$4950.00 including War Tax. Illustrated w — Ay sent on request. 

R. W. HARRISON BOAT WORKS 
Established 1897 

Bay View Park, Toledo, Ohio 

GRAY-ALDRICH COMPANY, INC. 

84 Atlantic Avenue 

Boston, Mass. 

REBUILT ENGINES 
ALL ENGINES THOROUGHLY REBUILT UNLESS OTHERWISE 

SPECIFIED 
255 36 H.P. Lathrop, 3 cyl. 2 cyc. with reverse $490.00 MD. cecgcuseced 
275 80 H.P. Wolverine, 3 cyl. 4 cyc.. Prop. and Eres Gear. . . .2500.00 
See Ee Ge CHE, B GE, 8 GD. ccccccccccccccccnsccccccccesccs 285.00 
287 24 H.P. Lathrop, 2 — 2 cyo. and reverse gear............ 425.00 
Se Se E> Bae 6 GE, B BOe cc cccccccccswcccccccccescsvcces 380.00 
329 24 H.P. Lamb, 4 cyl. 4 oye. with reverse gear................ 498.00 
343 215 H.P. Van Bierok, M Model E-8, 6x6, new with elec. starter. . 1765.00 
346 20 H.P. Palmer, 4 cyl. 4 cyc. as is, with reverse gear........ 250.00 
348 40 H.P. Automatic, 4 cyl. 4 cyc. with rev., magneto, propeller 

St SE. 0 Wicisnesehdduinnkbannetuacsessses 300.00 
35! 32-37 H.P. Cpntere. 4 x 4 eye. Rev. and Magneto as is... 500.00 
353 100-125 H.P. Standard, 1. 4 eye. aan Sir Wccccecet 
354 100 H.P. Polrbsaks. Morse 0. 4 1. new, with propeller 

equipment. Brand neW................ceeeeeeees 6200.00 
Trenholm Fuel Vaporizers for poles kerosene fuel on 4 cycle engines. 

Vaporizer circular on request. 

MULLINS cant sn 

Big, new Catalog, describing many styles 

of the latest type of ““V” Bottom steel mo- 

tor boats, rowboats or canoes mailed upon 

request. Write for it today. 

THE MULLINS BODY CORP. 
Boat Department 

622 Depot Street Salem, Ohio 

SAFETY—PRESTIGE—PLEASURE 
are naturally yours with a 

“STROMBOS” 
e Each i fostghees and the passenger ship answered 
my STRO S; it was the first time large ships ever 

paid any attention to me. It was great!” 

MOST POWERFUL OF ALL SIGNALS 

Send for Circular M-B 

American Strombos Co. 
Market and 18th St., Philadelphia 

NEW YORK—507 Sth AVENUE 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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CHAS. CORY 

MANUFACTURERS & INSTALLATION 1a ENGINEERS OF INTER-SIGNALLING 
& LIGHTING SYSTEMS EQUIPMENTS 

Cory Building, 183-7 Varick Street, New York, N. Y. 
Marine Distributors and Installation Engineers of 

foamite Hrefoam 
in the United States of America 

The adoption of oil as fuel for steamships is responsible for a large percentage of the increase in the number of 
fi > . . . , — is multiplied by the ea of water which floats the fire to other locations. E 

FOAMITE FIREFOAM, having a lower specific gravity than oil, remains on the surface, confining and smother- 
ing the flame with a chemical blanket resembling lava. 

Further particulars sent upon request. 

Puroy Boat Company 

Designers and Builders of 

EXPRESS CRUISERS 

TRENTON MICHIGAN 

YACHTS -- CRUISERS -- HOUSE BOATS 

Experience Teaches — Hence the reason 

that once an owner of a New York Yacht 

Launch and Engine Craft always an 

owner. Many years experience in high 

class Yacht Design and Construction are 

at your service. 

20th CENTURY MOTORS 
“= to a 4 > M. 2 cyl. 15-20 B. H. P. 

eavy ty Type Four cycle. Bore 6%", 4 cyl. 40-50 B. H. P. 

Stroke 8” 6 cyl. 65-75 B. H. P. 

NEW YORK YACHT LAUNCH & ENGINE CO., Morris Heights, New York City 

OUR NEWEST MOTOR 

| T, gocte you have wished before now that you might buy a Red 
Wing ““THOROBRED” in a smaller size, embodying the same 

qualities found in our models which have been on the market for 
years. Hundreds of others have wished it too. The demand be- 

came so insistent for a smaller Red Wing that we are now manufacturing the new Baby Doll of the Red Wing family 
—our 10-14 H.P. It’s sure the candy—for the smaller boats or craft where larger power is not desired. 

We will be glad to send you the facts on this, and on our other models up to 40 H.P. if you will write us 
today. They burn either kerosene or gasoline. 

RED WING MOTOR COMPANY Dept. B . Red Wing, Minn., U.S.A. 
Eastern Distributors: Verrier, Eddy Co., 222 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.; " 
\ve., Boston, Mass.; W. E. Gochenaur Mfg. Co., 631 Arch S:., Philadelphia, Pa.; Hutchinson Bros., Alexandria Bay, N. Y 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the Naticnal Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 4@th Strect, New York 
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26’ x 8 6” Cruiser “Scout” 

Built Right — Priced Right. This season's greatest boat 
value. Large cockpit, roomy cabin with toilet, galley 
and berths for four. Full headroom. 4-cycle motor, 
speed 9-10 M.P.H., fully equipped for cruising, $2,500. 
We furnish K.D. frames to complete outfits in both run- 
abouts and cruisers. Let us quote on your requirements. 

RICHARDSON BOAT CO. 
370 Sweeney St., No. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

AReal, Low-Voltage Searchlight! 
B* far the most powerful searchlight 

of the incandescent type. 
Unlike anything you have ever seen. 
Built entirely of brass with our own 

specially designed heavy glass reflector 
and bulb. 

Furnished in three sizes: 7, 10, and 14 
inch for 6, 12, 24, 32, or 110 volts. 

Finished in Polished Brass, Black, Nickel, 
and Battleship Gray. 

Projects an intense beam of 116,000 to 
530,000 Candle Power a distance of One Half 
to One Mile, depending on size of search- 
light and voltage. 

Send for Catalog 

SOUTHLAND STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
Lebby Products Department 

Savannah, Georgia 

Trade Mark 

The most efficient and dependable ignition 

system for motor boat engines is the Bosch 

High Tension Magneto. It develops added 

Power, Economy and Comfort. 

Over 500 Service Stations in 500 Centers 

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP. 
Main Office and Works: Springfield, Mass. 

Branches at New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco 

A 4 ey 

L.0.KOVEN 

: e~ 3: 1 & BROTHER 

«le a wm OS Main Office, 
p> = | be MS 158 Ogden Ave., 

Py pe <a Jersey City, N. J. 
s fst +4 

Sj J Branch, 50 Cliff St, 
New York City. 

Crockett’s Spar Composition 

is the only varnish 

which will last 

a season on 

a deck 

E. Z. VARNISH REMOVER 
Film remains soft until removed 

THE DAVID B. CROCKETT COMPANY 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

The Bissell Varnish C © ve 

The Barker Motor 

(Two-Cycle) 

“Have run my Barker Motor thirty 
thousand miles in ten years and it is 
good for ten years more.”—Name on 
request. 

In New York: 
ZOPPING BROS. Built for long service 

Sells at low price 
In Besten: 

TOPPAN CO. 
1¢1 Haverhill St. The BARKER FACTORY 

Norwalk Cenn. 

Write for Barker’s “Red Letter’ Book of Motors 

In Philadelphia: 
KEAN, SHARON 

& CO. 
144 N. Second St. 

“DAYTON” LIGHTING AND 

IGNITION SYSTEMS. 

6, 12, 32 VOLTS COMPLETE 

ec 

A Product Proven by 20 Years’ Actual Use. 
Complete Catalogue Upon Request. 

THE A-C ELEC. MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO 

The Gordon Silencer and 

Under-Water Exhaust 

No Noise No Smoke 
No Pounding No Grease 

Does not retard motor 

With Fresh or Salt Water Fittings 
F. O. B. Cleveland 

$12.00 

The Gordon Propeller & Mfg. Co. 

Cleveland, Ohio 9001 Desmond Ave. 

Advertising Index wi ll be found on page 104 
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Finding One’s Way About In a Motor Boat 

(Continued from page 22) 

along more isolated coasts than ours where too much confidence 
might lead to disaster. 

It should be remembered that red starboard hand buoys bear 
even numbers while black port hand buoys carry odd numbers. 
And that conical or nun-shaped buoys are starboard hand buoys 
while cans and cylindrical buoys are black. Spar shaped buoys 
are common to both sides of the channel. The fairway buoy 
black and white vertically striped, should be passed close aboard, 
while the danger or obstruction buoy, black and red horizontal 
bands, should be given a good berth. 

The visibility of lights is computed for a height of fifteen 
feet above the sea, so a man on a motor boat will not see a light 
until well within its range of visibility. An occulting light is 
one where the light period is equal or greater than the period of 
eclipse, while a flashing light has a period of light shorter than 
that of eclipse. 
An unknown white light seen at night should be avoided. It 

may indicate a wide variety of craft. or obstructions from a mast- 
head light of a steamer to a rowboat. 
A pilot to be successful must be a man of ability. He must 

possess an intimate knowledge of the whole coast along which 
he navigates, of its currents at all times, he must be able to 
handle his vessel as a row boat and know the rules of the road 
so well that he acts almost without thinking, for he trafficks 
where the commerce is heaviest. 
On the Lakes we have pilots second to none in the world and 

on the coast they are as good. Mentioning the pilots on the 
Lakes recalls an incident that happened a few years ago and is 
worth repeating. A long file of steamers were plying as usual 
through the narrow channels between Lake Huron and Lake 
Erie when during a squall one of them parted or jammed her 
wheel ropes and came into collision with another steamer, which 
was sunk in the channel. There was only time to show a single 
white lantern from the forward part of the wreck, for coming 
up astern was a large steamer towing a barge. The captain and 
the mate of the latter steamer were peering vigilantly ahead in 
the blackness when they were startled by the unfamiliar light. 
The captain had but a few seconds to decide what to do, when 
from the invisible bank close aboard came a woman’s voice, 
“Look out for the wreck, Cap’n.” A quick helm and the steamer 
passed through the narrow opening between the wreck and the 
bank with only a few feet to spare. The bilge of the barge took 
the bottom at the edge of the channel, listed and slid along into 
the deep water in safety. 

It might be interesting to work out a problem in piloting apply- 
ing the various methods which have just been mentioned for 
locating one’s position. Fig. 220 illustrates a problem of piloting 
on Long Island Sound which is not unlike the'conditions met on 
many other bodies of water which are so popular for motor 
boating. 

In piloting or running courses it is essential that one know 
the speed of his boat with considerable accuracy. The patent log 
is perhaps the most convenient method of determining the speed 
of one’s boat. However, this instrument is not an absolute ne- 
cessity inasmuch as by a little practice and experience one is 
able to determine the speed of his boat at different revolutions 
of the motor. This process of determining the speed of one’s 
boat, of course, can be done in several different ways, the sim- 
plest of which is by putting the boat over a course of known 
length. A log should always be kept whenever one cruises in 
his boat. Enough data will soon be obtained so that the motor 
boatman will know with a good degree of accuracy the exact 
speed of his boat under various conditions of weather and sea. 

In the piloting problem which follows dealing with Fig. 220, 
both methods of determining distance covered are included. If a 
patent log is used the readings of the log should always be 
checked by taking the time of passing objects, and then by 
measuring the distance on the chart between these objects it is 
possible to calculate the speed of the boat from this data. 
Although both methods are mentioned below, yet one should not 
get the idea that it is absolutely necessary to employ a patent 
log to carry on piloting, for this can be done by the other method 
alone if it has to be. 

It is desired to sail from point A opposite Larchmont to a 
point at Q when Eaton’s Neck bears S % E (See Fig. 220). 
The first step is to lay one’s course, as it is called. The chart 
should be closely examined for depths and obstructions to navi- 
gation. A line or lines should be drawn on the chart to indicate 
the course which the boat is to take all the way from A to Q. 
It might be necessary to sail over a number of different courses 
in order to clear all obstructions. However, if one course can 
be laid out from starting point to destination so much the better. 
By examining the chart, Fig. 220, it will be seen that a straight 
line can be drawn on the chart which will extend from A to Q 
and will clear all obstructions such as Jackson Shoal, Duryee 
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Middleground and the shoal water off Lloyd’s Neck. Therefore 
it can be assumed that one’s boat can safely take this course. 
The next step is by means of a course protractor or the 

parallel rules to determine the direction of this course-line AQ 
by transferring the direction of this line to the compass rose by 
the method shown in Figs. 217 and 219. If this is done one will 
find that the magnetic direction which one must steer with zero 
deviation will be E % 
We will assume that our boat has a speed of 8 knots which 

will require 744 minutes to cover one nautical mile. Starting 
from a position A at 10 A. M., assuming no current, we head our 
boat E %N. The first chance we have to locate our position 
in order to check our course and speed and to determine whether 
we are really following the line AQ will be by taking a bow and 
beam bearing of the light buoy off Mamaroneck Harbor, lettered 
B in Fig. 220. Therefore, when buoy B bears 4 points on our 
port bow we will be prepared to note the time as well as note 
the reading of the log if we are using one. As our course is E 
4 N, then 4 points off this course would be NE % N. So when 
buoy B bears NE % N from our boat we can assume that we 
are somewhere on the line BC. At 10:15 buoy B bears NE 4% N 
and the log reads 2.00 miles. We continue on this same course 
until buoy B is abeam or bears N % W. We again note the 
time, which in this case is 10.21, as well as the log reading which 
shows 2.8 miles. Therefore, as it has taken us 6 minutes to sail 
from C to D which, converted into distance, as the speed is 8 
knots, we see the distance between these 2 points is 0.8 mile. 
Therefore, we know right off that we are the same distance off 
B in a direction S % E, that is 0.8 mile. From this, then, we can 
locate position D at once. 

Continuing on our course of E % N our next chance to locate 
our position will be by means of cross bearings on Sands Point 
and Matinicock Point lights, lettered F and E on the diagram. 
A bearing is taken on light F and this bearing is found to be 
SW. At the same time a bearing is taken on light E which is 
found to bear E SE. Lines are then drawn on the chart in 
these directions and intersected at point G which must be our 
position. The log is found to read 3.3 and the time to be 
10:25 A. M. 

Matinicock Point light buoy is the next convenient mark for 
locating and checking our position. The method known as Two 
Bearings and the Run Between will be found cqnvenient in this 
instance. The first bearing taken is found to be SE % E and we 
continue our course to some other point and take another bear- 
ing which we find to be SW % S. A log reading at the taking 
of the first bearing is 4.3 and the time 10:32. The log when 
the second bearing was taken read 6.3 and the time was 10:47. 
Therefore, the time between bearings was 15 minutes, which is 
equivalent to 2.0 miles. We now draw from point E, lines in 
the direction of NW % W and NE ¥Y% N which are the reverse 
of the two bearings. With our dividers set at a distance equiva- 
lent to 2.0 miles and held in E % N direction, corresponding to 
the course of the boat, we locate points H and J, which are 2.0 
miles apart, which gives us the two positions H and J which we 
sought. 

The light buoy on The Cows, point L, gives us another oppor- 
tunity of checking our position a little farther on. We decide 
to use the method known as doubling the angle. Therefore, we 
take a bearing of the light at L when it is 3 points on our port 
bow or bears NE % E from us. This locates our position some- 
where on the line KL but does not give us the exact location 
of K. We continue on the same course E % N until the same 
light L bears 6 points on our bow or N x E % E. This gives 
us the line LM. The time and log readings were noted at the 
moment both the first and second bearings were taken and were 
7.0 and 10.5 miles and 10:52:30 A. M. and 11:19 A. M. respec- 
tively. Accordingiy, it is an easy matter to calculate the distance 
run between bearings which we find to be 3.5 miles. Therefore, 
our position at the time the second bearing was taken must have 
been 3.5 miles off the light L and in the direction S x W % W 
from the light. This locates the position M exactly. 
Another check will be the location of point N when the light 

L is abeam or when it bears N % W. As the points D, G, H. J, 
and M have all been plotted on the chart and a line drawn 
through them which should be a straight line, if our sailing and 
observations have been accurate then point N should also on 
this straight line continued, and should bear S % E from light L 
and a distance of 1.25 miles from point M. This distance is 
determined readily as the time and log reading at point M were 
noted as well as the time and log reading when light L was 
abeam. : 

The buoy off Lloyd’s Neck will be another convenient means 
of checking our position, as our course as laid out passes this 
buoy close on our starboard hand. If the soundings had been 
recorded on the chart it would also be possible to locate our 

(Continued on page 86) 



Built by 

LUDERS 

The Last Word in Yacht igning e poe in. Designing 

Luders Marine 

Construction Company 

Stamford,Conn. 

OSWALD 
5 H. P. FOUR CYCLE 

UCH quality of design, materials 
and workmanship as used in 

the OSWALD is seldom seen in an 
engine of this size. Overhead 
valves, lubrication through drilled 

crankshaft, every part 
perfectly machined. 
Finest materials and 
uipment money can buy 

The product of 8 years’ ex- 
perience, built in a modern 
well equipped factory. 
Write to-day for full description 

and prices 
WEEKS HOWE EMERSON Co. 

San Francisco Agent 

OSWALD GASOLINE MOTOR CO., 319?,..Terk,, Stesst 

Agents 
Wanted 
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TRADE 

UKERLIGHT 
MARK 

For Motor Boats, consisting of Dynamo 
and Switchboard with 12 Volt Storage Bat- 
t ° 

Plant Type F 
has a capacity of 30 
lamps of 4 candle 
power or !|0 lamps of 
15 candle_ power. 
Price $100.00 F. O. B. 
Factory. Export price 
$115.00. 
All apparatus fully 
re ay for 5 years. 

rite for prices for 
larger plants, for 32 
volt systems ~ ith 
Engines. 

International Battery Co. 
Grand Rapids, Mich, U.S. A. 

Marine Railways Repairs 

Overhauling Laying Up Storage 
Our facilities have no superior in the vicinity of Boston. 
The Densmore 73-ft. Standardized Cruising Yacht strikes a new 

note in high class yacht construction. A b of known ability and 
demonstrated success, ready for prompt delivery. Details on request. 

_ J. M. DENSMORE 

COMPANY 
Offices 79 Milk Street 

Boston Plant, Atlantic, Mass. 
J. M. Densmore, Naval Architect 
Raiph E. Winslow, Consulting 

Naval Architect 

DON’T BUY A BOAT 

TILL YOU SEE THE 

CAPE COD 20-FT. DORY LAUNCH 
The Safest Little Family Boat Built. Motor Housed In. 

Other Standardized Cape Cod Boats 
17’ Sail Dory 14’ Outboard Motor 
16’ Shallow Draft 10’ Row Boat 
17’ Life Saving Dory 12’ Row Boat 

Write tor Prices 

CAPE COD SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION 
Successors te Cape Cod Power Dory Co. 

Builders of craft to 150’ length, or 10’ draft 
Winter Storage 

Main Office and Works, 367 Main Street, Wareham, Mass. 
New York Show Rooms, 412 Eighth Avenue, New York City 

Export Office, Factory Sales, Sprague and Duckett, 
342 Madison Ave., New York City 

Twenty Years on the Market 

REGAL 

—FOUR CYCLE— 

MARINE ENGINES 
Built for commercial or 
pleasure boats. Sizes 2 H.P. 
—weight 125 Ibs. to 50 H.P. 
—weight 5000 Ibs. One to 
four cylinders. Use 20- 
line, kerosene or te 
for fuel. Easy to start and 
may be throttled to a very 
slow speed. ie K.P. Medel “18” 

new Electric Ligh Plant, 2 h.p. air 
“Sh. eee 

REGALITE—the 
cooled moter, % k.w. generator. W: 

REGAL GASOLINE ENGINE CO. 
74 West Pearl Street COLDWATER, MICH. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 

EVERYTHING FOR THE PER- 
SON OF THE YACHTS.- 

MAN, HIS OFFICERS 
} AND HIS CREW 

J Clubs, yacht owners, commercial boat 
owners, should take advantage of our 
many years’ experience in outfitting the 
mariner, both inland and deep sea. 
Crews and Club Attendants furnished without Charge. 

B. SCHELLENBERG & SONS 
99 to 105 Myrtle Ave., near Bridge St. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

LUNKERREIMER 

Automotive 

Accessories 
WRITE FOR CATALOG N@ 5-cc 

THE LUNKENHEIMER®O- 
—QUALITY = 
CINCINNATI 

RELIABILITY -ECONOMY-SERVICE 

gr 

4-¥ 

ay 
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“All Set for 1922”’’ 

OU can solve your engine problem with permanent satisfaction now. No need for further 
waiting. Next year's SCRIPPS at next year’s price is now ready. Nothing new or untried, but 

the time proven “D"’ Series is continued with added improvement and marked refinements. Improve- 
ment in the old SCRIPPS durability and reliability, quietness, velvety smoothness of operation is 
impossible.’ The changes have been directed toward refinement—successfully overcoming the dif- 

ficulties presented by the ever 
decreasing quality of the pres- 
ent day fuel, better idling, bet- 
ter control, better economy and 
infinitely greater power output. 

The new SCRIPPS SERIES 
offer more power, pep and go 
than obtained in any other ma- 
rine motor of like piston dis- 
placement. 

Get acquainted with a real 
engine, in production and ready 
for delivery now. Power plants 
for commercial, pleasure, cruis- 
er, runabout or auxiliaries in 

. — pore _ two, four and six cylinder, me- 
In order to show the world the reliabili our motors we it“ Detroit,”’ a x motor dium du and hi 
equipped with # 12-15 H.P. SCRIPPS MOTOR, and rap yay her ee ee 4 th : igh Fane 

Seat enn gale 3” 1913. “Bho arrived in St _Potasbure "Sepuamber 18, 1912-6008 miles with types, wi e option of gaso- 

sar tll tan ie ether menutasurer bes dared 1 to atzempt& similar demonstration matron of reliability. line or kerosene equipment. 

Sagara Rapids x ill run when nearly, upside Sova] dunsesmations of rdichaity and stamine mean Power ranges from 10 to 125 

a oa horsepower. 

5819 Lincoln Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

Reverse from Pilot House or Bridge Deck 

with WC REVERSE CONTROLS 

One of the 1001 WC Products 

——— HE WC Reverse Control 

ap is a simple arrangement 

for conveniently handling the reverse gear 

from the pilot house or bridge deck. The 

vertical shaft may be fastened to a bulkhead 
——* by means of the brackets. The handle or 

Reverse Control upper lever is hinged so that it may be 
raised and lowered and when not in use 
hangs in a vertical position entirely out of ; 

Belt Crank the way. The lower lever is adjusted to 
at. ‘Sass facilitate easy connection with the reverse 

—. gear lever. 

Get This Book of Helpful Hints for Motor Boaters 
“Sea Craft Suggestions and Supplies solves those daily [@ 
“puzzlers” that few know how to handle. Tells how to Box 
the Compass; what is reaper Ground Tackle; gives hints on 
Steering Gear, etc.; describes WC Dependable Marine Hard- 
ware; tells uses. Compiled from 70 years’ experience in 
making marine fittings. 50c prepaid. 

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO., Inc. 
4 South Main St., Middletown, Conn. 

ESTABLISHED 1874 

wa 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the N ational Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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MARINE JOINTS 

That Transmit Full 

Power at Full Speed. 

Have been giving sat- 

isfaction for sixteen 

years. 

BLOOD BROS. MACHINE CoO. 

Pioneer Builders of Universal Joints 

ALLEGAN MICHIGAN 

RAY-DI-CO “Dynamotor”’ 
Reg. U. 5. Patent Office 

500 Volts from your 32-volt system 

The very heart of a radio 
telephone is the generator. 
Ray-Di-Co “Dynamotor” is a 
complete motor and generator 
combined, operating on your 
$2-volt lighting system and de- 
livering 500 volts, 50 or 75 
watts. Ray-Di-Co “Standard” 
gives 500 volts up to 175 watts 
capacity. 
We manufacture and install 

radiophones and radiophone 
equipment. Write for details. 

RAY-DI-CO 
(Ray-dee-Ko) 

1549 North Wells Street . Chicago, Illinois 

Money Saved Is Money Made 

a 

. = 

wt aad Fr ts 

Qa lx®D 

E. J. WILLIS CO. 85 Chambers St., New York 

“LIBERTY KID” 

The Best Little Medium-Duty 
Marine Engine on the Market 

High grade four cycle design, valve- 
in-head, removable cylin- 
der head, bronze rocker 
arms, push-rods, plunger 
pump, etc. Over 200 in 
actual use. 

Immediate deliveries on early 
orders. Write for catalog and 
testimonials. 

AGENTS AND DEALERS 
WANTED 

A. G. HEBGEN 
Manufacturer and Sele Distributer 

440 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. Cyitader 8-10 H.P., 
a +44 Pay Deuble 

ter 

Motor Boats, 
Row Boats, 

Hunting Boats, 
Fish Boats, 
and Canoes. 

Special Boats 
for Outboard 
Motors, Motor 
Boats 16 to 24 
ft. long. For 
lakes, rivers, 
shallow water, 
and weeds. 
Catalog Free. 
Save Money, 
Order by Mail. 
Please state 
what kind of 
boat you are 
interested in. 
THOMPSON 
BROS. BOAT 
MFG. CO. 

a
 

aw
 

SJ 

a ~ cee 
1907 Ellis Ave. 
Peshtigo, Wis. 

New York Distributors for 

Caille Motors and Regal 
Gasoline Engines. Caille 
5 Speed Outboard 

Motors 

Owners and Exclusive Makers of Masten Patent 
Reversible Life Preserver 

Manufacturers of Boat Tops, Spray Hoods, Life 
Preservers, Cushions, Swimming Belts, Cabin 
Upholstery, Draperies. Builders of Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Runabouts, Cruisers. 

G. H. MASTEN COMPANY, INC. 
222 East 46th Street New York City 

Tel. Vanderbilt 4258 

WOOLSEY COPPER PAINTS 

and MARINE PAINT SPECIALTIES 

ARE THE WORLD’S STANDARDS 

Copper Paints—Brown, Red and Green, Yacht White, 
Deck Paint, Marine Mixed Paints, Metal Bottom Paint, 
Seam Paint, Seam Compounds, Sparon (Spar) Var- 
nish, Engine Enamels, Canoe Enamels, Boat Bottom 
Seam Compound, Copper Bronze, Light Sea Green 

and Regatta Green Yacht Bottom Paints, etc. 

C. A. WOOLSEY PAINT & COLOR CO. 
Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A. 

Send for'eur Marine Booklets, Free—Contain Color Spots and 
information “‘How to Paint a Boat.” 

DOMAN 

MARINE 

MOTORS 

from 4 to 50 H.P. 
-OSHKOSH. WIS: 

There is a size to suit you. Write for 

literature. Doman engine division of 

UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS CO. 
Oshkosh, Wis. 

_ Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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An Electric Lighting System You 

Can Depend Upon at All Times 

The Columbian C. Y. C. Electric Generating System takes 
up but small space in the yacht or large cruiser, it provides 
ample current for interior and searchlight lighting, for the 
wireless, etc. The engine operates on kerosene, is direct 
connected with the generator (engine parts are interchange- 
able with those of the Ford Motor) and the dimensions are 
as follows: length, 33 in.; width, 22 in.; height, 23 in.: 
weight, 425 lIbs.; battery weight, 375 lbs. Capacity, 1500 
watts We will send descriptive literature on request 
Write us today. 

Columbian Bronze Corporation 
522 Fifth Avenue, New York City 

Single Cylinder, 
2 HP. 
Bore hs 

2 Cylinder, 
4H. P. 

Bore 3%”, 
Stroke 4” 
$75.00 

2 Cylinder, 
ae r* 

re 4”, 
Stroke 5” 
$125.00 

DUNN MOTORS 

The Lowest Priced Four Cycle Motors Made Kerosene or Gasoline Fuel 

F you want a genuine four cycle motor at the lowest possible cost, don't 
fail to investigate the Dunn Motors. They give you the undoubted 
advantages of four cycle design at a cost about the same or less than 

ordinary two cycle motors. 
The low cost of Dunn Motors is due to their simplicity of design and 
construction. Dunn prices speak for themselves. They are just enough 
to cover essential materials and workmanship. There are just so many 
necessary working parts in an engine, and anything beyond this means 
unnecessary expense for the buyer. 
When you buy a Dunn, you don’t get a fancy engine but you get one 
that’s worth the money. We have aimed to supply a satisfactory motor 
or the man who doesn’t care for fancy finish but wants the most power 
and service for his money. 
The prices quoted include complete equipment, qecpeiies, shaft, couplings, coil, 
spark plugs, mixing valves and oil cups. oreign buyers should add 10% to cover 
cost of boxing for export and delivery F.O.B. steamer at New York City. 

Write today for catalog 

DUNN 

MOTOR 

WORKS 

OGDENSBURG 
NEW YORK 

U.S. A. 

DUNN GUARANTEE = —* ek 
We guarantee every Dunn 
Motor to be run under its giqese 
own power before ship- 3 Cylinder, 12 - Bore 4%,”, 
ment. Stroke 5”. $150.00 

4 cy Sete. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



Express Cruisers de Luxe 

Mahogany Fast Runabouts 

Early delivery can be arranged 
few desirable on a boats. 

Albany Boat Corporation 
7th Street Watervliet, N. Y. 

Rebuilt Marine Engines 
IN CHICAGO 

These engines are completely overhauled, rebuilt 
and refinished by our marine engine experts. 
Look like new, run like new, and are thoroughly 
guaranteed. Here’s a chance to get a high-grade 
motor at a big saving. 
Our present stock includes Sterlings, Domans, Grays, 
Buffalos, etc., taken in trade for new engines. Write 
today for latest list if you want a real bargain. 

W.L. MASTERS & COMPANY 
231 North State Street og iiiaste 

i for real, Cray Sextoge, Petet 

i tectane and ht. ff +-— 4 

MoroR BoarinG 

ER 

BOATS BEAUTIFUL 

50 Ft. of Cruising Comfort 

in a 36 Ft. Boat 
ARGE bridge deck, fore and aft cabins, well- 
equipped galley; an engine room with two 

bunks and workbench, two toilets, every de- 
tail correct. Immediate deliveries from stock. 

Write for illustrated book with photographs, spe- 
cifications and price. We also build a 26 foot 

Speed 25 Runabout, designed by John L. Hacker. 
miles. Write for details and price. 

BURGER BOAT COMPANY 
_—_Manitowoc, Wis. 

Pioneer Specialists in Marine Sanitary Fixtures 

ecru 
sizes, 
finest 

in this period. 
The Curtis line is a 
ally mplete, varied 

including some of 
boats launched with- 

“PRICES ON APPLICATION” 

THE J. H. CURTISS CO. 
2 South Street, New York 

ie” x te” x 1" 
y~ A, best little closet on > poastent 

many the 
vantages of the large size Sollet ‘A 
brass and porcelain. Oak seat and 
cover. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Get this A Engine Book 

—it gives valuable information about 

motor boat engines. It also describes 

the full line of L-A inboard and outboard 

motors and tells of the 30 days’ free 

trial pee. 

Write for your copy today. 

LOCKWOOD-ASH 

MOTOR CO. 

2107 Jackson St. Jackson, Mich. 

MM 

DEVOE 

PAINT and VARNISH 

Products 

Devoe makes a paint or varnish for every fresh 
water or salt water boating need. Established 1754 

FTI LULULDANAOAANNAANNNNY 

Peerless 

New High Speed— 

Light Weight 
The product of experience and 
oy in actual boat ser- 

i tremely light weight is 
secured by employing special 

castings and alloy steels 
throughout. 
Bore 5”. Stroke 7”. Speed 1650 
R.P.M. 
4 cyl. 125 HLP...... 700 Ibs. 
8 cyl. 250 HLP...... 900 I 

12 cyl. 400 HP...... 1100 Ibs. 

’ Peerless Marine Motor Co. 
2160 Niagara St. Baffale, N. Y. 

a4 * Pri ae 
. ZUNDEL COMPANY. Inc. 

47 Whitehall stn Phone Bowling Green 9157—New York, N. Y. 
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Your next boat 

will beastanch, long-livedcraftifsheisplanked with 
IDENTIFY THE YOULL FIND THE bre TIDE WATER’ ingen off a 

“ a CYPR ESS <a A The Speedy Runabouts, Trim Cruisers and Open Motor Boats 
E ETERNAL’ "RY THIS THE ENDS O bearing the RacineWis trade-mark give their owners keen 

THADE MARK ONabtabakbs”” pleasure and com lete satisfaction 
CYPRESS has rot-resisting characteristics which make a We also build tented runabouts, open motor boats, spe- 
Cypress boata long-livedand safe boat. Get thefacisin VOL. 19 cial boats for outboard motors, rowboats, and the famous 
of THE CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY, “CYPRESS FOR . ie gl We will desi 4 build a boat 
BOATS and CANOES.” Sent FREE with our compliments. . ee a ae ee 

MANUFACTURERS: WRITE FOR INTERESTING DETAILS according to your specifications. 
’ Tell us the kind of a boat in which you are interested and we 

Southern Cypress Manufacturers’ Assn. | will mail you descriptive catalog. 

1317 Poydras Building, New Orleans, La., or RACINE BOAT COMPANY, BS Vee sin 
1317 Graham Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. @® Pioneer Boat Builders of the West 

GIERHOLTT 

Gearless Drive Outboard Motors 

Marine City, Mich. 

oy Problem 
The Weed Problem 
The Shallow Water Problem 

for Quotations 
on any marime supplies or specialties you 
want—one or one hundred, any article or 
any quantity. We don’t issue a mail order 
catalog because conditions, stocks and 

change too frequently these days— 
but we are here to give you intelligent service, 
prompt a and honest prices on whatever 
you wan 

In carrying or Writ t 
Anything for beat o she, tree er smail. installing position heavi- 

Renest Geode af Wenest Prices. est part weighs 40 lbs. Ri parts accessible. Carries 
, like a hand bag. Detachabl ller shaft. Remov- 

BOSTON MARINE HARDWARE CO ole aaa tae Convertible yay st “Write for 
259 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. particulars. AGENTS WANTED 

THE JOHNSON MARINE REVERSE CEAR 

In AN ALLOY STEEL GEAR, MODEL “F” BALL BEARING, carried in stock by our From 

The Motor of No Drawbacks 

Six agents wherever there are good Boating Facilities. 1 to 100 

Sizes Write Department 25 for Model “F”’ price list—it’s free. H. P. 

THE CARLYLE JOHNSON MACHINE CO. manchester conn 

Motor-boats Sailboats By“ CANADIAN BOATS 

“Vv” Bottom Hydroplanes Sans ets oh the, ene gunlity and workmanship. 

CABIN CRUISERS = WALTER DEAN CANOE & BOAT CO., Lid. 
of all types made from our plans or to your TORONTO “Boat-builders since 1888” eamaba 
design. Let us tender on your new boat. 

DOES YOUR BOAT LEAK? 
Send for Booklets—“HOW TO MAKE YOUR BOAT LEAKPROOF,” and “MARINE GLUE—WHAT TO 
USE AND HOW TO USE IT.”—Each grade is for a different purpose. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU 
USE THE GRADE WE RECOMMEND. Any old boat, so long as the frames are in fair condition, can be made 
water-tight by following the instructions in the above booklets. This apenee to anything that floats, from a 
canoe to a yacht, wood or steel. Put your leak troubles up to us, we will help you to stop them. 

IN ALL THE 
JEFFERY’S MARINE GLUE VARIOUS GRADES 

For Sale by all Yacht, Boat and Canoe Supply Houses, Hardware, Paint and Oil and Sporting Goods Dealers 
L. W. FERDINAND & CO. - - - - - - - 152 Kneeland St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

- MARINE HARDWARE AND SUPPLIES 

Our Catalogue will help you select the right equipment for your boat. Copy sent on request. 
| PROMPT DELIVERY. RIGHT PRICES. 

| Established 1853 W. & 8 TIEBOUT Incorporated 1892 

i 118 Chambers Street New York City 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



and the fuel 

Equip your engines with the ever-reli- 
able Oberdorfer Pumps and you can 
forget all about 

lm your cooling, oil- 
ing and fuel feed 
systems. Their i 
action is entirely, 
automatic—the speed of the motor de- 
termines the supply. A feature of ut- 
most importance is the fact that the 
Oberdorfer will never over-feed nor 
under-feed. Oberdorfer Bronze Geared 
Pumps are standard equipment on 
Kermath, Scripps, Gray, Lathrop and 
other good marine motors. 

812 E. Water 

OS 

The successful 
operation of your 

depends 
very largely on the efficiency of 

the cooling re. the oiling system 

Send at once for the Oberdorfer pump booklet. 

M. L. OBERDORFER BRASS CO. 
Syracuse 

MormR BoatrinG 

from his second 800 

Write for details 

Jos. Van Blerck, President 

Co 
$1250.00 

mplete Equipment 
F. 0, Akron, 0. 

Mr. R. Jones of Chicago, returning 
mile cruise, 

writes us as follows: ‘We returned 
from a three weeks’ Green Bay trip 
on Sunday last, and as usual on the 
800 mile trip did not give the J.V.B. 
engine one minute's attention or 
have any trouble of any kind.” 

THE J. V. B. ENGINE COMPANY 

196 Kenmore Boulevard, Akron, Ohio, U. S. A. 
Cable Address: Vanengine, Akron. W. U. Code. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Finding One’s Way About in a Motor 

Boat 
(Continued from page 79) 

position off Lloyd’s Neck, as the shaded section indicates depths 
of 18 feet or less and the clear portion greater depths. There- 
fore, if a sounding was taken which at any time showed less 
than 3 fathoms we would know we were off of our course. 
Our next problem is to locate the point Q, which should be 

reached by continuing our E % N course. As the shoals extend 
for considerable distance off Eaton Neck it is essential that we 
make sure that we will be far enough off when we are abeam 
of it to clear the shoal water. The method known as the 2614 
degree—45 degree method—will determine this for us. A bear- 
ing is taken of Eaton Neck and when it bears 26% degrees off 
our course or when it bears T SE, which is approximately 261, 
degrees from the course of E % N which we are sailing. The 
time at which this bearing was taken is 11:46 and the log reading 
14.2 miles. We continue to sail our course of E % N until the 
Eaton Neck Light bears 45 degrees from our course or bears 
SE % E. We find the time to be 11:56 A. M. and the log read- 
ing to be 15.3 miles. Therefore, we have sailed 1.1 miles be- 
tween bearings, i.e., from O to P. In this method the distance 
we have sailed between bearings will be equal to the distance 
off the light we will be when we are abeam of it if we hold our 
course. Therefore, when abeam of the light or when the light 
bears S % E we should be 1.1 miles off the light. Laying this 
distance off on the chart we find that it clears the shoals which 
extend out into the sound from the light and we are assured that 
we will be a safe distance off when abeam. 

In the next lesson of the Correspondence Course, Piloting will 
be carried on further and numerous other navigation wrinkles 
included. One of the most important features of successful 
piloting, viz., tides and currents, has not been taken up in this 
lesson, but will be included in the next. 
The following whose papers were received during September, 

have passed: 
Lesson No. 1 

Ed. L. Curbishley, Percy Edwards, Albert Fleig, Louis Preiss, 
John J. Rogers. 

Lesson No. 2 
Ernest Burks, Fred Cunningham, Ed. L. Curbishley, Percy 

Edwards, H. Greinert, Louis W. Preiss, Allen M. Russell, John 
J. Rogers. 

Lesson No. 3 
W. J. Cummings, Percy Edwards, H. Greinert, J. W. Lough, 

L. F. Merritt, C. A. Philpott, Louis W. Preiss, John J. Rogers. 
Lesson No. 4 

W. A. Baxter-Gould, Leslie Chapman, Percy Edwards, Elsie 
L. Fenton, N. V. Gillespie, Ralph Histand, J. W. Lough, L. F. 
Merritt, L. McKenzie, Arthur Peay, Homer Pritchett, Louis 
W. Preiss, Donald Spoor, Charles Vossbrinck. 

Lesson No. 5 
W.A. Baxter-Gould, H. R. Broll, A. R. Burr, L. F. Brown, 

Charles B. Downs, R. Finigan, F. D. Kelle, L. P. Larson, Joseph 
Reinhardt, W. S. Roedel, Edmund Roxby, O. A. Thomas, 
Charles Vossbrinck, Dr. H. E. Watkins, H. T. Zachgo. 

Lesson Nos. 6 & 7 
R. Andrew, Percy Benedict, Dr. A. B. Bennett, Joseph Bister, 

H. R. Broll, Charles E. Burch, Henry Byers, Dr. F. G. Brown, 
Michael Cibener, W. A. Cornell, Clarence W. Culver, F. H. 
Delano, J. Dunbaugh, I. S. Ellsworth, R. Finigan, Vincent 
Francis, J. A. Hain, George Hansen, J. Edwin Jones, L. P. 
Larson, orge H. Leland, W. B. Landreth, W. B. Moores, 
Frank Mitchell, G. A. Patrie, Louis W. Preiss, John Reichester, 
Edmund Roxby, G. Schumakoff, Dr. J. F. Schefcik, F. B. Smith, 
H. R. Stiles, Morton Stelle, Miss S. Steinmetz, Charles Voss- 
brinck, Dr. H. E. Watkins, William O. Yates. C. S. Young, M. 
A. Young, E. T. Youngfelt, H. T. Zachgo. 

Yard and Shop 

(Continued from page 66) 

B. T. Dobson, Naval Architect 

We have just learned that B. T. Dobson, Naval Architect, for 
many years with W. H. Hand, Jr., has opened a designing office 
at 73 North Street, New Bedford, Mass. 

The W ood-Fisher Trophy 

The $5,000 Wood-Fisher Trophy, designed and executed by 
J. E. Caldwell & Company, is without doubt one of the most 
magnificent and artistic trophies in the world. The workmanship 
is perfect, as is always true of Caldwell’s assignments. 

Fishing in Florida 

The Elco Works are prepared to arrange Elco Cruisettes 
particularly for Florida fishing. 
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: Ole Evinrude’s Bi t Achi t 

- 
1 

: E€LLO’ 

g LIGHT TWIN OUTBOARD MOTOR 

$ 

. INETEEN new and exclu- 

. sive features are incorpora- 
r ° . 9 
t ted in Ole Evinrude’s new motor, 

. the Elto Light Twin, now being 

‘ manufactured by his new organ- 

ization, The Elto Outboard 

“ Motor Company. 
1 ‘ . a8 
5 The Elto is the ideal which Mr. 

Evinrude long hoped to attain. 

It embodies all those features 

which the outboard motorist has 

been seeking in a motor of this 

: type. 
n 

+. . + 
A Public Tribute to the Consummation of An Ideal 

l, 
4 The overwhelming response to Mr. Evinrude’s an- tilting feature, embodied right in the motor, is a big 

nouncement of this remarkable motor from sportsmen safety factor. Instant tilting takes place automatically 
e the world over was a proof of the confidence reposed in when striking obstructions. 
3 him as well as a tribute to his ability as an outboard ea ; 
s motor engineer. And now, the splendid and gratifying A new underwater exhaust principle quiets the motor 

reports from users of the Elto Light Twin, after its first almost entirely, which, together with its wonderfully 
successful season, have proven that this confidence was smooth performance, makes the Elto Light Twin the 

, not misplaced. ideal power plant for light water craft. 

The Elto’s remarkable lightness of weight means a The Elto’s rudder folds back snugly against its main 
truly portable motor. Its sturdy twin-cylinder con- frame, where it snaps into place, making it admirably 
struction and vibrationless operation insures a long life compact for carrying. 

tor. 
’ —s Stripped of all unnecessary parts, the extreme simplicity 

ly With the powerful spark of its new and improved of the Elto and the fine stream line design of its under- 
. ignition—an Atwater Kent combination—the Elto in- water parts, present a really beautiful piece of mechan- 
t sures easy and also instant starting, while its splendid ism. 

, Learn the whole story of this exceptional motor 

h by writing for the Elto booklet. Write today. 

. 

Elto Outboard Motor Co. 

Ole Evinrude, Pres. 

Mfrs. Home Bldg. Dept. F Milwaukee, Wis. 

r 
€ 

. *“‘Comfortably Portable’ Weight 46 Pounds 
st 
p 

Elto Carrying Case 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West goth Street, New York 
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She 

WRENGH 

HAT CANNOT 

BE MADE 

BETTER 

NS CoES 

WRENCHES 

They have been proven 

in every trade. We 

guarantee them unre- 

servedly. We _ protect 

ourselves as well as the 

man who sells them, and 

the man who uses them, 

by putting the best there 

is, and nothing else into 

them. Ask your dealer. 

—J 

ELL 

Coes Wrench Company 

Worcester Mass. 

Advertising Index will be found om page 104 
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A service promise 

must have security 

Wise bankers do not make loans without security. 

Wise buyers will not accept a manufacturer’s promise 

of service without security. 

Dodge Heavy Oil Engines are guaranteed to supply 

power steadily, economically and simply, and that 

guarantee is doubly secured by— 

The Reputation of the Dodge Manufacturing 

Company, created by years of leadership 

in the manufacture of Power Transmission 

Machinery, and— 

Actual performance in marine service in 

many waters. 

DGDSE 

We will respond immediately to inquiries 
from accredited dealers desirous of handling 
Dodge Heavy Oil Engines in their localities. 

Dodge Sales and Engineering Company 

Mishawaka, Indiana, U.S.A. 

d 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatixG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



CAILLE 

MARINE MOTORS 21 to 20 H.P. 
OR nearly a quarter of a century we have confined 
ourselves to producing motors particularly suited for 
pleasure and work boats up to 35 feet in length. As 

a result of this concentrated specialization, Caille motors, 
for this type of craft, are renowned the world over. We 
build them in sizes ranging from 244 to 20 H.P.—one 
to four cylinder designe—2 and 4 oa types—fitted for 
salt or fresh water and to operate on gasoline or kero- 
sene. Send for catalog and state size of boat to be pow- 
ered and class of service. 

ao Caille eee —4 Motor—i4 H.P. 4 jo—4 cylin- 
Aristocrat der. Electrically 
metor is ° 
eustctarty The Caille Perfection Motor Company 

411 Caille Bldg. Detroit, Mich. 

Stearns-McKay 

MARBLEHEAD 

ANTI-FOULING GREEN 

Bottom Paint 

For Cruising or Racing Bottoms 

The only Bottom Composition for 

Tropical or semi-Tropical waters 

STEARNS-McKAY MFG. CO. 

MARBLEHEAD, MASS., U. S. A. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Alligator, a 28-foot Tunnel Stern Cruiser 

(Continued from page 34) 

turned over at cabin sides and fastened, being covered by cover- 
ing piece and half-round. All windows to be straight, none 
curved. 

Bulkheads: Bulkhead at forward end of cockpit to be 14-inch 
tongued, grooved and V-d two sides mahogany, cypress or oak 
according to finish selected. Bulkheads at aft end of transoms 
to be %-inch t. g. & V-d pine or cypress painted. 
Companionway: Doors to be %-inch oak or mahogany stiles 

and rails with }4-inch panels, hung with 2 by 2-inch fast pin 
bronze butt hinges and provided with bronze rim ships lock set. 
Sill 1% inch with rabbet for door, casing to be % inch, com- 
panionway coaming or runs to be 1 inch, slide 34-inch pine cov- 
ered with canvas and painted same as cabin top, slide framing 
to have ends slide in groove on inner sides of runs. Canvas on 
cabin top to turn up at companionway and be fastened on inner 
side of runs or coaming and covered by %-inch covering pieces. 

Steering Gear: A 24-inch steering wheel to be mounted with 
drum or chain and sprocket gear on bulkhead and 5/16-inch gal- 
vanized flexible tiller rope to be led along port side in back of 
removable sheathing through galvanized sheaves and fairleaders 
to 21-inch brass (or bronze) tiller secured to rudder. Turn- 
buckle to be fitted for taking up slack. 

Rudder: To be 1-inch oak hung on brass or bronze rudder 
ae braces and supported at foot by brass pin passing through 
skeg. 

Cockpit Coaming: To be %-inch oak or cypress or mahog- 
any board in one width securely screwed to deck and shelf, lower 
edge being just below bottom of shelf. Below this coaming 
¥%-inch tongued, grooved and V-d one side cypress, oak, or 
mahogany sheathing to be fastened to filling piece below shelf 
and to rabbetted sill on cockpit floor. Seam to be covered by 
l-inch half-round to suit finish. On the port side this sheathing 
to be secured to nailing strips and the whole section of sheathing 
to be fastened by a few screws (round-headed) so that sheath- 
ing can be readily removed for access to steering gear. 

Fuel Tanks, Etc.: Under the forward deck are to be fitted 
two fuel tanks made of No. 18 hard copper with carefully brazed 
seams, each tank set in copper pan provided with scupper over- 
board. Each tank to have vent, 14-inch filling pipe threaded 
into brass deck plate and into bushing on tank, with outlet with 
gasoline cock and strainer. 

Equipment: Two closed bow chocks fitted in chock rail. 
Two 34-inch galvanized bulwark chocks fitted in rail aft. Flag- 
pole sockets bow and stern with flagpoles and halyards. One 
2%-inch galvanized chain deck pipe with box built under leading 
rope to locker. One dozen brass cup hooks. One-half dozen 
brass coat and hat hooks. One 8-foot boat hook. One 8-inch 
fog-bell. One fog-bell. One whistle of owner’s selection. Awn- 
ing complete built of 14-inch galvanized pipe set in sockets, each 
bow frame in one piece, bent at top each side, %4 by 2-inch spruce 
battens riveted to frames and covered with 10-oz. waterproof 
khaki duck with grommets fitting awning fasteners along edges, 
front and rear and side curtains complete. Celluloid windows 
in front and rear curtains. Three size No. 11 galvanized bitts. 
American Yacht ensign 2 ft. by 3 ft. Two 34-inch manila dock- 
ing lines. One 50-pound anchor to best suit anchorage condi- 
tions as to type with necessary length to suit cruising ground 
of 2%-inch circumference manila rope. Six life preservers or 
more. One fire extinguisher. One 3-inch liquid compass 
mounted in binnacle as per plan. Set of oil burning and anchor 
lights. One two-burner stove of owner’s selection. Portable, 
folding dining table. Two copies of Pilot Rules. Water closet 
of owner’s selection (bow type recommended because of economy 
of space) properly installed in toilet room. Enameled iron 15- 
inch corner lavatory with basin pump connected with water tank. 
Cylindrical fresh water tank 10 inches by 48 inches installed in 
pine chocks under cockpit floor and provided with vent, filling 
pipe, outlet with shut-off, %4-inch galvanized piping led to galley 
pump and basin pump. Galley pump 2- inch size mounted on 
bulkhead over 12-inch by 12-inch enameled iron sink. Drains 
from lavatory and sink to enter same outlet through hull, this to 
be fitted with valve. Cushions filled with kapoc, covered to suit 
owner. Back cushions provided with necessary fittings for 
hinging up to form berth. Six rope fenders with 3-inch gal- 
vanized cleats for attaching. Refrigerator with one door serving 
both ice and food space. Ice pan with drain overboard. Food 
shelves removable gratings. Standard ice box hinges and lever. 

Painting and Finish: Interior of hull to be treated to coat 
of raw linseed oil. Exterior of hull to be planed, sanded and 
given coat of lead priming paint and at least four coats of yacht 
white above the painted water-line and two coats of best anti- 
fouling paint below. Oak sheer ribband of 2-inch half-round to 
be painted white. Cockpit floor, deck fore and aft and covering 
board alongside of house and top of cabin house painted three 
coats at least of gray deck paint. If more fancy finish is de- 
sired covering board and deck may be finished bright. All ex- 
terior natural finish filled and given three coats of varnish. 
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SKANEATELES BOATS 

‘The standard by which others are judged’’ 

This is the time of year when northerners begin to 

think of migrating to the south to escape the cold 

blasts of winter. If you are one of these, have you 

planned to enjoy your trip to the utmost? Plenty of 

fish are waiting to be caught, but perhaps you have 

never been keen for this sport, owing to the lack of 

proper boating facilities. 

Get the full benefit of your southern trip this year 

by having a Skaneateles Boat with you. Our prices 

have been reduced to practically the 1914 level and 

we can make immediate shipment on practically 

anything in the small boat line, as we have a larger 

stock of small boats on hand today than any concern 

in the world. 

Twenty-nine years of continuous business without 

a dissatisfied customer tells the story. 

St. Lawrence Skiffs, all varnish finish, copper fast- 

ened throughout, planked with selected white cedar, 

all crating and war tax included, $75 and up. 

SKANEATELES BOAT & CANOE CO. 

SKANEATELES, N. Y. 

‘‘Builders of the finest row boats in the world’’ 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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Four cylinders mean real motorboating 

HE moment your boat is equipped 
with the UNIVERSAL four-cylin- 

der, you’ve got a thrill coming to you in 
motorboating that you never knew before. 
Gone is the muss and tinker and noise 
and uncertainty that goes with ordinary 
engines—and now comes the quiet, the 
smoothness, the luxury of this famous, 
dependable power unit. 

Only those who have graduated from the 
ordinary motor to this UNIVERSAL 
satisfaction, can realize what its owner- 
ship means. 

Get your Universal engine now. Its 
cost is surprisingly reasonable and its 
worth makes it the most satisfactory 
investment you ever made. Send for 
complete catalog today,and tell us what 
kind and size of boat you figure on. 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO. 

The UNIVERSAL is the recognized 
standard, four-cylinder, 9-12 h.p. marine 
engine for 80% of all types and sizes of 
motorboats—from the small high speed 
runabout to the larger family launch—and 
for dories, fishing boats, work boats, etc. 

It is built completely in the Universal fac- 
tories and backed by 22 years of engine- 
building experience. The whole world 
knows its quality and reliability — for 
every continent of the globe has Uni- 
versals in use. 

Oshkosh, Wis. 

Not connected with any other firm using the name “Universal” 

Manufacturers also of the UNIVERSAL four cylinder, 4 k. w. and 2 k. w. Electric 

Plants for lighting boats, summer camps and homes, farms, etc. Send for catalog. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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4-Cyl. 

9-12 h.p. 

MARINE ENGINE 
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about 

JOES 

GEARS 

Write for Catalog 

Write for catalog of our full line of 
Joes Reverse Gears, One-Way 
Clutches and Safety Rear Starters. 
We specialize in Reverse Gears and 
One-Way Clutches for. racing boats. 
Also carry a full line of light and 
heavy gears suitable for any craft. 

Builders of High Grade Engines Who 

A nice letter from #7’ 
igonac 

GA
R 

WO
OD
 

Giv
i 

Sept. 16, 1921. 

Mr. L. Te Snow, 
The Snow and Petrelli Mfg. Co., 
New Haven - Conn. 

Tear Sir: 

I am in receipt of your letter of congratulation 
of my winnings in speed boat contests this year 
and I can only say in reply that these winnings 
are partially made possible because of the reli- 
able and efficient equipment used in my boats, a 
part of which equipment is furnished by yourself 
in the form of clutches and reverse gears. 

Needless to say this equipment is the best possi- 
ble obtainable according to our belief and I want 
to congratulate you on your successful design and 
also wish to say that I appreciate your efforts in 
bringing your product up to the standard it now is, 
keeping in mind, as I believe you have done, that 
the price must necessarily be reasonable in order 
that motor boat builders and owners can take advan- 
tage of same. 

I have always been a booster for your gear because 
I believe in the principle of transmitting the pow- 
er thru the multiple discs and not thru the gears 

except when in reverse motion. 

More success to yout 

Very truly yours, 

GAW: EW then 4 hie. 

The Snow & Petrelli Mfg. Co., 156-B Brewery St., New Haven, Conn. 

Agents Who Are Proud To Represent 

Extensively Use JOES GEARS JOES GEARS 

Smith-Liberty 12 Cylinder Lockwood Ash Motor Co. New York—Sutter Bros., 44 Third Ave., Service Station Foot 
New London Ship & Engine Co. Mecco Engine Co. of East 92nd St., Brooklyn. 
Dodge “Burnoil” Engine Co. Roberts Motor Mfg. Co. Philadelphia, Pa.—W. E. Gochenaur Mfg. Co., 631 Arch St. 
Mid-West Engine Co. Wright Machine Co. Detroit, Mich.—Henry H. Smith & Co., 334 Jefferson Ave. 
seers Ses. So. —— Chicago, Ill.—W. L. Masters & Co., 229 North State St. 
a aonest ee Evansville Gas Engine Co New Orleans, La.—Arthur Duvic’s Sons, 130 Chartres St. 
pe eho Engine Co Fairbanks-Morse Co. . Southern California—Fellows & Stewart, Inc., Wilmington 
Mianus Motor Works ; Frisbie Motor Co. San Francisco, Calif.—A. G. Meghen, 448 | Market St. 

Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co. Hall-Scott Motor Car Co. ee by ver og | ee ~s chi ie i 
Gaith Motor Co. Missouri Engine Co nk ee The Pyke M & Yacht Co. 
Bridgeport Motor Co. sd : Montreal, Canada—The Pyke Motor ac i 
Ca Anchor-Rockland Peerless Marine Motor Co. Newfoundland—John Barron & Co., 241 Water St., St. Johns 

Machine Co Red Wing Motor Co. England—J. King & Co., 10 Church Row, Limehouse, E. London 
Gray Motor Co. Regal Gasoline Engine Co. Norway—Arendahl Motor & Machine Co., Arendehl : 
Hubbard Motor Co. Gray & Prior Machine Co. Turkey— Societe Generale d . 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the Nati ‘onal Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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Hunting 

Fishing 

Boating 

without 

Oarwork 

Anywhere in Safety 

The Propeller Disappears 
HE instant the heavy bronze protecting sk 
the exclusive eS 

Boats—touches sand Dare, anaga, Toc — z=. a 
: € submerged obstacles, the 
Saat raised into their housing; the engine ane ed 

—— the boat glides over as easily as the lightest skiff. 
The weight of skeg and | keeps the - A on constant even keel— 
absolute safety when standing erect to fish or when diving. You can ome 
these boats anywhere—up the narrowest and most shallow reaches of lak 
bay, river or creek. You cam dock them on any beach or landing. 

DISAPPEAR PROPELLER 

are —- by a powerful 3 S oO ATS . 20-25 miles 
lon of gasoline. Simple one lever speed control—a chi can handle 

tk & -<* is fitted with highly finished copper water ‘esket ond Maxim 
Silencer. Equipped for foot-starter. All boats made of finest seasoned 

of high lustre marine varnish. Hardware 
Brass screws and used 

Natural Wood with m ~~ Ay coats 
very substantial and highly finished. 
throughout. 

copper nails 

Specifications 
16% to 1. ft. (4% ft. beam) 

John Bull ...sccccesesseeeses $4 WeeetNNt cn occcccccccccccccce $375 
Uncle Sam ....cesceceeecesss 475 

Read “‘Vacation Days,”’ an interesting, beautifully illustrated story of the 
out-of-doors. Sent free on request together with views of Disappearing 
Propeller Boats in natural color and list of owners. 

ng Propeller Boat Co peari mpanies 
97 King St., W., Toronto, Can. 731 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

ARINE UNIT POWER PLANT 
COMPLETELY ENCLOSED — COMPLETELY EQUIPPED 
F you own or are planning the kind of a runabout or cruiser 
| that deserves a really excellent power plant, you should 

know more about the Capitol. 
There sn’t a smoother, quieter running marine engine. Vibra- 
tion and noise are eliminated by perfect balance, wide-faced 
helical-cut timing gears, force feed lubrication, ball bearing 
universal joint, three point suspension, and many other improve- 
ments. 
Delco ignition, Atwater-Kent two-unit starting, lighting and 
generating system, Willard storage battery, Stromberg or Schebler 
carburetor, instrument plate and all other necessary equipments 
of highest grade. 

Va" oats 5%” 
Hien Soced’ Model 60-65 H. P. at foo0'R. P. 

Medium Speed Model 30-34 H. P. at 1000 
Write teday fer complete description and “prices 

AUTO ENGINE WORKS, St. Paul, Minn., U. > = 
: Ventner Boat Works, payeee City Fred 

aoe Co., N. Y.; G Aldrich Company, 
Machinery Company. Limited, arr] Front St. W., foeut, Ont. 

Representatives 
C. Ducion, Alexandria ne M r 
Ine. Atlantic Ave., ass. Canada: The A 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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Scripps Motor Shows Up Well in Test 

(Continued from page 25) 
so_we decided upon that as most nearly a typical one. 

The starter was stepped on and the motor began firing at 
the first turn. It was run idle for a few moments to warm up 
and then connected to the waterbrake. The first reading was 
taken with the motor turning 800 r.p.m. and the scale er 
showed that she was pulling 308 h.p.; at 1,000, 39.2 h.p.; at 
1,200 r.p.m. 47.4 h.p.; at 1,400 r.p.m. it showed 53.5 h.p.; at 1,800 
r.p.m. the reading was a shade over 60 h.p. 

During the entire test the motor ran smoothly with very little 
vibration, could be throttled down to run very slowly and had a 
very rapid acceleration. 

After the first test another make of carbureter was substituted 
and the horsepower developed was considerably better. At 
600 r.p.m. the motor was pulling 24.6 h.p.; at 700, 29.05 h.p.; 
at 800, 33.6 h.p.; at 900, 37.8 h.p.; at 1,000, 42 h.p.; at . 
46.75 h.p.; at 1,200, 51 h.p.; at 1,300, 55.9 hp.; at 1,400, 60.2 h.p.; 
at 1,500, 63.75 nei at 1,600, 67.2 hp.; at 1.700, 69.7 h.p.; and 
at 1,800, 69.3 h 

The results og the two tests will be found plotted on page 2 

The Way We Would Do it 

(Continued from page 30) 
or nine inches from the bottom. A horizontal brace to 
support the legs is made with brass clips as shown. Brass 
hinges should be used to fasten the leaves to the table and 
rubber chair tips can be applied to the bottom of the legs 
to prevent them from slipping when the boat rolls. A 
raised lip can be attached all around the edge of the table 
to prevent dishes, etc., from sliding off in bad weather. 
This can be % inch high and % inch thick with rounded 
edges. There should be no trouble in building this table in 
a size to suit the needs of your boat. The sketch makes 
everything very clear. 

On the Cruise of Tasman 

(Continued from page 35) 
these islands, constantly on the alert for guano deposits and 
phosphates, of which there are large uncharted deposits. 

The navigator on this voyage was Captain J. S. Drever, 
a native of the Orkneys and a skilled sailor of many years’ 
experience on the steamships in the transpacific mail boat service 
The voyage itself was one continous round of adventure. 

The weather at the beginning was moderate for a short time 
and when Conway Reef was reached, after four days, the seas 
were so tremendous that a landing could not be attempted. Dur- 
ing the afternoon the wind increased to gale force and the 
dinghy was washed overboard. It was recovered by Mr. 
Morrisby, who dove overboard with a tow-line and secured it, 
after which it was towed astern. The swimming ability of the 
owner was called into play on several occasions, but this feat 
was particularly hazardous under the weather. In speaking 
of it afterwards, Captain Drever stated: “I couldn’t help 
laughing, Logan looked just like a kewpie doll, minus a sash, 
aboard a walnut shell sliding down Niagara, bailing for dear life 
with an old kerosene can.” Later in the same evening the tow- 
line parted and this time the dinghy was lost for good. Morrisby 
was willing to go overboard after it again, but the task ot 
securing a dinghy in the dark of night during a tropical storm 
was hopeless. The storm continued to increase in fury and it 
was finally decided to lay-to on a sea anchor. This helped for 
a time until the sea anchor carried away. Another was im- 
provised and put out. For several days much punishment was 
suffered while riding to this anchor through the increasing 
gales. The second sea anchor finally carried away also and a 
third had to be improvised. For ballast for this an old kerosene 
can weighted with old pieces of iron was used. The weather 
shortly began to clear and Hunter Island was sighted indicating 
that the vessel had drifted for about 122 miles during the six 
days of the gale. 

While trying to reach Hunter Island, just before dark 
Morrisby performed his second stunt of real daring in the water 
Right after starting the engine, it stopped and could not be 
turned over. Knowing the motor as he did from his years of 
former experience with it, Morrisby knew that something must 
be wrong with the propeller. So with just a light line to him, 
overboard he went and found that the dinghy tow-line had 
wound up in the propeller after the dinghy had been lost. Just 
try to picture a man going overboard to free a propeller during 
a storm of that nature. It is hard enough to do while a boat 
is laying quietly at her mooring in a sheltered harbor, but just 
picture Morrisby, one hand on the shaft, one minute up in the 

(Continued on page 98) 
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Clark-Tur 

om y 
LIGHT WEIGHT CAST IRON PISTON 
a — 

“The Successful Light Weight Pistor’ fo 

Put More Kick in Your Propeller! 

ELUXE light weight cast iron 

pistons will work a miracle 

in your motor boat. They weigh 

about half what ordinary stock 

factory cast iron pistons weigh 

because less metal is used and yet 

they are even stronger because of 

the scientific reinforcing ribs and 

ring across the head and down 

the sides. 

Because they weigh less, DE- 

LUXE pistons make your engine 

more flexible—more responsive to 

the throttle. They will increase 

speed and practically eliminate 

vibration. 

The saving in gas and oil is an 

immediate saving in money—DE- 

LUXE pistons pay dividends from 

the day they are installed. The 

Saving in repairs, upkeep, and 

depreciation is equally sure. 

You'll never know what speed 

your boat is capable of or how 

little it costs to run it until you 

put in DELUXE pistons. Write 

today for a copy of the Dyna- 

mometer Test made by the Ohio 

State University. Any dealer can 

supply you with DELUXE pistons. 

Patented and Manufactured by 

ner Piston Company 

Leos Angeles, California 

For over 1200 Makes of Automobiles, Trucks, Tractors, Airplanes, Motorcycles and Marine Engines. 
For Sale by all First Class Dealers and Repairmen 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



Wavau, Fiji Islands, to cruise the South Seas. 

Head otor, with kerosene equipment; same type and 
struction as in daily use in thousands of commercial 
pleasure boats. 

VALVE - IN *“mEAO 

10 Models: 1-6 cyl.; 5-75 H.P. 

MoroR BoarTinG 

The Tasman is a 33-ft. pm many ketch built three years ago at 
e 

The engine is an ordinary 2-cyl., 16 H.P. Frisbie Valve-in- 
con- 
and 

NOVEMBER, 

From Fiji Islands to 

Australia with 

a Frisbie 

OWERED by her sturdy Frisbie, 

the stout little Tasman fought her 

way through 2,800 miles of storm- 

swept South Seas from the Fiji Islands 

to Sydney, Australia. 

It was a voyage to try the staunchness 

of both boat and equipment. Surely, 

an engine able to battle successfully 

against such odds is worthy of the re- 

spect and confidence of any boat owner. 

We have never yet heard of a “friendly” 
Frisbie backing down on any job it was asked 
to tackle. If you are looking for an engine 
that is in the habit of “making good” every 
time and all the time, write for the Frisbie 
catalog and name of nearest dealer. 

Frisbie Motor Company 

7 COLLEGE ST. 

MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 

1921 
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EVINRUDE PLAY- 
GROUNDS NO. 9 

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, 
one of America’s most 
popular resort lakes, 
where scores of Evinrudes 
are in use. 

An All Day Cruise 

for 50 Cents 

HINK of motor boating 40 or 50 miles at a cost of only half a dollar 

for “gas” and oil! A breezy, ten-hour trip over the water with no 

tiring oar-work to spoil the sport. That’s what it means to have an 

Evinrude clamped to your rowboat or canoe. 

At regatta time, especially, there’s no handier craft than the 

small boat that’s Evinrude-driven. Turns so quickly—easy to 

operate. Ideal power-plant for dinghy or tender. Saves time 

and work in bringing guests or supplies out to the 

anchorage. 

Let this husky little motor do the “rowing” next time you 
go fishing or duck hunting. There’s no 
outdoor equipment that gives you half so 
much fun and service for so little money. 

Costs only $10 a year when you divide its price by its life. 

The Evinrude is the world’s standard power-plant for watercraft, 
gradually developed and perfected by a great organization through 
a period of years. Its dependable, vibrationless power is known 
wherever navigable water flows. 

Ask your sporting goods or hardware dealer 
to show you the Evinrude. Or send for Catalog. 

EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY 

500 Evinrude Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
69 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y. 440 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
780 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore. 

EV
IN
RU
DE
 Two Horse Power 

“Bulitin Flywheel DETACHABLE MOTOR FOR WATERCRAFT Magneto 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 



The WC Navy Anchor takes hold at 

the first pull of the cable, and the 

harder the tug, the firmer the hold. 

WC Stockless Navy Anchor 

Solid wrought iron 
shank; free from “pin 
hole.” Lies in holding posi- 
tion at angle of 55° to flukes, 
per Navy Specifications. One 
piece head; no mud gathering 
pockets. Tripping fin on head 
absolutely prevents dragging flukes 
up. Heavily galvanized by hot pro- 
cess. Proper shackle furnished. At 
your dealer’s or write us. 

Get this Valuable Bock 

“Sea Craft Suggestions and Sup- 
lies”; over 275 pages of useful 
ints about Moorings, Steering Gear, 

Compasses, etc. Sent only for 50c. 

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO., Inc. 
4 South Main Street Middletown, Conn. 

The Power 

of Niagara 

Reliable 

Durable 

Economical 

2, 4, 6, 8 Cylinders 
12 to 175 H.P. 

Write for Detailed Information 

NIAGARA MOTORS 
CORPORATION 

206 Niagara Blvd Dunkirk, N.Y. 

Advertising Index 
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On the Cruise of Tasman 

(Continued from page 94) 

air, the next buried beneath heavy seas, cutting away with a 
knife to free the propeller. All of you who have ever done 
this same stunt under favorable conditions will better under- 
stand the credit deserved by Morrisby for his successful ac- 
complishment of this task, under the conditions in which he 
had to work. 

Later under the welcome lee shelter of Matthew Island the 
first real meal in a week was prepared, followed by a real sleep. 
It had been the intention to go ashore here to secure new spars 
for service in sea anchors in future gales, but the deserted island 
did not afford facilities for this as the dinghy had been lost and 
the waters in the vicinity of the boat were alive with hungry 
looking sharks, so this idea was abandoned. The remainder 
of the voyage, while full of enough of excitement to fill the life 
of any ordinary individual, was not thought to be enough out 
of the ordinary by these adventurers to be worthy of mention. 
Forty-four days after leaving Suva, Tasman reached Sydney. 
As she peacefully lies in Cook’s River, none the worse for her 
buffeting she is a true member of the family of Frisbie and I. 
The two smartly dressed men sauntering down Pitt street 
would never be suspected as having brought Tasman success- 
fully through the unprecedented spell of bad weather through 
which she came. 

KEX Il 

(Continued from page 14) 

the field windings on the generator are cut out that our compass 
may not vary one hair on fog runs across the Bay of Fundy. Go 
below and turn a lever and draw a bath of invigorating hot salt 
water. Stand beside the wheel and revolve charts covering the 
New England coast by turning a bronze crank. At night press 
a little switch lighting an opaque square under just that section 
that is on your course. The riding and running lights have tell- 
tales on the control board that place tiny spots of light on the 
instruments. Needless to say she has a searchlight that puts a 
mean eye onto remote buoys and a horn that commands respect 
in a fog. She has gasoline tanks and reserve tanks and duplicate 
fuel lines and strainers, two systems of ignition, oil tank to 
carry a season’s supply, two sets of storage batteries, Delco gen- 
erating set and all that sort of comfort. 

Kex starts off with a galley with a coal range that makes good 
food and good cheer and that burns up the ice in the refrigera- 
tor. Then comes a fourteen foot main saloon with Pullman 
berths for overflow guests, a small toilet room, lockers of every 
conceivable size and shape and a writing desk concealing a hun- 
dred and eighty gallon water tank. Between saloon and engine 
room is a solid watertight bulkhead. Above the engine room 
is a fourteen foot deckhouse, whence companionways lead to all 
compartments. The wheel and controls are forward with plenty 
of lounging space aft. This deckhouse is built up with airplane 
plywood mahogany panels and frameless plate glass drop sash. 
It is very light to keep down top weight but strong enough to stop 
solid water in the ocean tide-rips off Grand Manan. The engine 
room houses all mechanical equipment, a handy work bench and 
a berth for the cook. If your distinguished editor would pub- 

| fain write a castigation of all motor manufac- 
turers. They spread themselves on paper alout their wonder- 
ful testing and inspection and then put out motors with the car- 
bureters full of brass machine chips, reverse gears that won't 
reverse, magneto breaker contacts set on the skew and exhaust 
valves that freeze open two or three times on every cylinder until 
they are draw-filed down to a running fit. If the makers could 
only be made to live with their machines a few weeks at sea 
they would not stop off at designing a high grade motor but 
would see to it that they left the shops ready to run. Please do 
not expurgate this line, Commander Chapman, it is good for 
their souls. 

Aft of the engine room and another watertight bulkhead is the 
owner's stateroom. In it and unsuspected are the gasoline tanks 
and oil tanks. all fillable from the deck through pressure tight 
two inch leads. The berths are three feet wide with special box 
springs, two dressers, a large closet and that inseparable com- 
panion to every well groomed woman—a cheval glass. Then 
comes a bathroom, a real bathroom with a tub big enough to 
keep decent on a cruise. This is followed by a guest stateroom, 
a smaller counterpart of the owner’s cabin. In the stern is the 
lazarette with a bunk for the nine-year-old, space for odd dun- 
nage and with the ball bearing hung rudder head with its sprocket 
chain and ball bearing steering connections easily accessible. 
An after deck, patronized only by the moon-struck, completes the 
picture of a very seaworthy sixty footer. As an anti-climax | 
will tell the world that she makes nine knots! 

will be found on page 104 
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Always Runs” 
ta ~-KERMaTY 
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Kermath Wins Time Prize in 

3S . 9 eye e 

; Scripp’s Reliability Classic 

te ‘ik wonderful performance of the 40 horsepower engine in the 

“ Namid is the talk of all the boat world at the present time. The 

d Namid won the time prize in the famous Scripps Reliability long dis- 

tance classic from Rocky River to Put-in-Bay. 

; She also made the fastest time that has ever been made in any Scripps 

m trophy race. She was rated at 850 revolutions per minute and every 

. thirty minutes the official observer of the Cleveland Yacht Club took 

a the revolutions of the engine and never once did he have to report that 

oP the revolutions had fallen one iota. 

nd P e ° ° 
b- This same boat tied for third place in the Sallan Trophy Race at the 

- Detroit Regatta, September 6th, against a large field of entries. 

~ Such is the usual and regular performance of the famous Kermath 

‘7 motor. It is the motor you should have in your boat for it always can be 

.- relied upon under the most trying circumstances. 

do 

lor If you are looking for a marine engine that will give service—steady, 

he dependable service—do not fail to look up the local Kermath dealer, 

wht and in the meantime write our Dept. D for the Kermath booklet. It 

“ has the information that you are looking for and lists the full line of 

- Kermath Motors, 4 horsepower to 40 horsepower, $230.00 to $1650.00. 

mM, 

: | ——EERMATH M$ Comms 

i DETROIT ““cu:""" MICHIGAN. 
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Revolutionizing 

the Accepted 

Principles 

of Reverse Gear 

Design 

? 

McKinnon Reverse Gear 

so. sa — ~-- - 

EFORE the appearance of the McKinnon Reverse Gear all the promi- 

nent gears on the market were simply variations of the old planetary 

gear principle—a type of gear discarded for automobile transmissions fifteen 

years ago, for all except the cheapest cars. 

The planetary gear means a multitude of small gears with small teeth, 

small bushings, small pins, small parts, all subject to rapid wear and easy 

breakage. 

Contrast this with the McKinnon Gear which has only three big sturdy 

bevel gears. These gears have large strong teeth with broad contact faces. 

Breakage is out of the question and the wearing faces are so liberal that 

these gears will run for years without wear, looseness, back-lash or noise. 

Two big nine-plate multiple disc clutches control the forward and reverse drives, 
a separate clutch for each direction. The friction surfaces and capacity of these 
clutches are so great that you can reverse instantly at full speed, the clutches slip- 
ping enough to avoid any shock to the gears or the engine. 

The McKinnon Gear has been thoroughly tested in heavy commercial boat 
service during the past three years. Furthermore a laboratory test on the Sprague 
Electric Dynamometer was conducted by Prof. Vose, Case School of Applied Sci- 
ence, Cleveland. A report of this test will convince you that the McKinnon is the 
strongest, most durable, most reliable gear on the market. Let us send you this 
report. 

Four Sizes Ready for Delivery 

No. 1 transmits 4 H. P. per 100 R. P. M. No. 3 transmits 13 H. P. per 100 R. P. 
No. 2 transmits 8 H. P. per 100 R. P. M. 00 R. P. No. 4 transmits 20 H. P. per 1 

a 
== 

Other sizes in construction 
Absolutely guaranteed for one year 

McKINNON .IRON WORKS COMPANY 

ASHTABULA 

ESTABLISHED 1880 

OHIO 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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ENGINES 

DEALIA, 84’ x 14’ x 3’, is powered with a 120 H.P. NELSECO Diesel engine 
which drives her 1434 miles per hour, using only six gallons of fuel oil per hour. It 

would take 15 gallons of gasoline to produce the same power, at approximately ten times 
the cost. 

Everyone concedes the advantages of Diesel engines for commercial boats. The case of Idealia 
and other successful installations prove that NE LS ECO engines are equally suitable for substan- 
tial pleasure yachts and large cruisers. 

The broad experience of this company, the first to build 
a Diesel Engine in America for marine use, is at the dis- 
posal of those who are interested in investigating or plan- 
ning a Diesel powered boat. Our engineers will take pleas- 
ure in working out your power problem if you will put it up 

to them. 120 B.HP. to 3400 LHP-— 
over 150,000 B.H.P. in use or on order. 

Let us send you complete information. 
Give us the details of your boat. 

THE NEW LONDON 
SHIP & ENGINE COMPANY 

Groton, Conn., U. S. A. 
Pacific Coast Office: 402 Exposition Bidg., 

San Francisco, Calif. 

IDEALIA ' 
The first American Diesel-poweree 

N el'sedo tn gin €. 
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t Houseboat built fer, LUNET Mathis-Buil 
. & & 

Col. 
. Slocum, Washington, Cc. 

Call us immediately 

if you want a houseboat 

for Florida this winter 

MATHIS YACHT BUILDING COMPANY 

Specialists in Cruisers and Houseboats from 40 to 120 feet 

COOPER’S POINT CAMDEN, N. J. 

— 

Photograph by Levick 

MISS AMERICA II 
Designed and built by C. C. Smith Boat & Engine Co., Algonac, Michigan, and equipped with Smith 
Twin Six Motors. Owned and driven by Garfield A. Wood of Detroit, with Jay Smith of Algonac 
as ic. 

This record-breaking hydroplane won the Harmsworth Trophy and also set a new mark 

of 81 miles per hour in A. P. B. A. mile trials, easily establishing the fact that she is the 

FASTEST BOAT IN THE WORLD 

In accomplishing these results “MISS AMERICA II” used a pair of 

HYDE TURBINE TYPE PROPELLERS 

thus adding another to the long list of Hyde-equipped record-breakers and furnishing fur- 

ther proof of Hyde efficiency. 

Write for our booklet, “Propeller Efficiency.” It contains valuable infor ion. We 
will be pleased to mail a copy upon request. 

HYDE WINDLASS COMPANY BATH, MAINE 

Advertising Index will be found on page 104 
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That “FEELING OF SECURITY” 

(and he says two full seasons!) 

VANETTA, a 40-ft. 
Cabin Cruiser, Powered 
with a Fay & Bowen 

L-64 

R. VAN COURT CARWITHEN of 300 Chestnut St., 

Philadelphia, is the owner of VANETTA. Ina letter to us 

dated Sept. 2|st, 1921, Mr. Carwithen says:— 

“Il am enclosing you a picture of the Vanetta, a 40 ft. 

cabin cruiser equipped with one of your L-64 engines. This 

engine has now been in operation for two full seasons and | am 

glad to say that it has never been necessary for me to make one 

single adjustment to the engine, nor during that time have | 

ever had one particle of trouble. It has been a great source of 

pleasure for me to drive the boat with this engine in it, and the 

feeling of security that your boat is always going to do exactly 

what you ask it to do, is one that makes boating indeed a 

pleasure.” 

Model L-64. 6-cyl. 5 x 64% with 
electric starter 

._|| FAY & BOWEN ENGINE COMPANY 

104 LAKE STREET, GENEVA, N. Y., U. S. A. 

NEW YORK: 44 Third Ave. at 10th St., Sutter Bros., Representatives 
PHILADELPHIA: 116 Walnut St., Marine Equipment & Supply Co., Representatives 

BOSTON: 84 Atlantic Ave., Gray-Aldrich Co., Representatives 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating, 119 West 40th Street, New York 
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There are lots of ways of 

making an electrical connection 

—everything from wrapping a 

bare wire around the binding 

post and trusting to luck—to a 

painstaking solder job that takes 

a good ten minutes, even if you 

have the iron hot and all the ma- 

terials at hand. S 

For time saving and all around common sense, Wb La La PS 
compare this with the new 

Rajah Solderless Terminals 

that can be connected up in ten seconds—a perfect electrical connection without solder or tools,—a con- 
nection that lasts until you want to change it—and is as quick to take apart as it is to assemble. 

Yes a terminal is a small thing to be 
sure, but it’s mighty important. A poor 
terminal or imperfect connection can 
cause as much annoyance, and waste 
as much of your good time to discover, 
as many troubles that are far more 
serious and more costly. So the man 
who courts trouble by neglecting to pro- 
vide proper terminals for every connec- 
tion deserves the bother that is sure to be 

To attach the Rajah Solderless Ter- 
minal, you simply strip insulation back 
about 3/16”, insert the wire into ferrule, 
and screw down the pointed part. You 
can see by the illustration how the 
strands of wire spread evenly in the 
bottom of the ferrule and are gripped 
like a vise, giving a perfect continuous 
path for the weakest current. And it 

i) 4 

(Ui + 
* S 

a 
Pi eS 

; (Actual size) “ can never shake loose or pull out. 
his, sooner or later. Thrust Hook Ring  Ascembly 

Clip Clip Primary to Cable 

The Rajah Solderless Terminal is just out. If your dealer hasn't it yet, 
send us his name and 15 cents for a on. or order enough to equip all 340 
of your spark plug wires and any other place where you can use it. tate ‘ 
sizes and types wanted. 

SA S 
Rajah Solderless Terminals are a development of the celebrated Rajah 1IOA " No. 6 

Terminals shown below, which - the pest snows, pos py a age Dr" 
Ni terminals ever placed on the market. egularly use y nearly a 

summadendte of htok grade marine engines, automobiles and electrical Standard Cable Sizes: 
equipment. S M.M., 196 7 M.M., 275 9 M.M., 354 

— with all Thrust Hook Primary Keeps connections dry 
aa unless Ball Furnished with ferrules Ferrules to fit| Protects against shocks 
or Stud type preferred size cable to fit any size cable cables up to 44 Fits any plug or coil 

me 
RAJAH SPARK PLUGS 

If your engine is not equipped with a full set of Rajah Spark Plugs you don't know 
how reliable and trouble proof your ignition can be. They are simple fron easy to take apart 
for cleaning, honestly made with the very best materials obtainable, and their merit has been 
proved by more than twenty years of popularity. They make ignition absolutely sure. 

The Waterproof Rajah Plug is ideal for exposed engines in open boats, and for outboard 
motors. Price $1.50 each, all threads. If your engine is protected you will get thorough sat- 
isfaction from the Rajah Standard Plug ($1.00 each, all threads) or the Rajah Giant ($1.25 
each, all threads). 

orgerest If your dealer does not have them, write us. 
Breakproof 

Manufactured by Rajah Auto Supply Co., Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A. 
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Old Reliable~ => 

T is a peculiar characteristic of boat owners, seldom found any- 

where else, the pride they take in the motors that power their 

boats. You find them reciting whenever opportunity offers, the 

merits of these motors, the length of time they have had them, the 

long runs and cruises made without trouble, the economy of per- 

formance and so on. 

Owners of Wisconsin powered boats, from the small runabouts up through 

the various classes to the twin-screw cruiser installations, are no exception to 

the rule. Their praise is, perhaps, spoken in louder terms than others, for they 

have real motors to talk about. For downright consistency, reliability and 

dependability—dollar-value that is an investment, paying dividends year after 

year—nothing approaches them. 
Superiority in design, materials and construction repeatedly prove themselves where the 

responsibilities are heaviest, and Wisconsin Motors are found in the hardest service because 
they can be depended upon. 

Our marine catalog lists the various sizes, with 
specifications. Copy will be mailed upon request. 

WISCONSIN MOTOR MFG. CO. 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 

DISTRIBUTORS 
T. M. Fenner, 21 Park Row, New York 

Wisconsin Water Parts Co., 2354 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago 
arl P. Cooper Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 

"Chandie r-Hudson Co., Seattle, Wash 
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